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Abstract 
 
 
The World Wide Web has rapidly evolved from a simple, page-driven, document-
centric platform, in which each client is underpinned by a simple, synchronous 
request-response model, to a fully application-centric platform in which clients utilize 
highly interactive User Interfaces (UIs), complex internal interactions, and 
synchronous and/or asynchronous mechanisms to interact with server resources. At 
the forefront of the present stage of web evolution is a class of applications called 
Rich Internet Applications (RIAs). These applications combine the best features of 
traditional desktop applications, such as partial UI updates and fast UI response times, 
with the best features of traditional web applications, such as virtual ubiquity and 
operating system independence. 
 
Traditionally, web applications could simply be developed as sequential, event-driven 
applications in which each event on the user interface of the client is immediately 
processed on the server; and the result of processing returned as a completely new 
page to the client. RIAs however, have introduced fine-grained concurrency, non-
sequential event-driven semantics, and client-side computation to the client; resulting 
in a number of challenges. These challenges include: 
 
1. How to pinpoint the exact areas where concurrency occurs, and also how to deal 

with this type of concurrency in order to prevent well-known concurrency errors 
such as race conditions, response reordering, and deadlocks. 

2. How to unravel the non-sequential event-driven semantics and client-side 
computation logic so that program flow is understandable, and applications are 
easily maintainable and upgradable.  

3. How to ensure that the same logic can be easily implemented on dissimilar RIA 
platforms, without having to go back to the original idea.  

4. How to ensure that the different languages used to create the application, work 
harmoniously together.  

 
Overcoming these challenges is gaining increasing importance in light of the rapid 
trend towards multiple concurrent mashups and web services on a single client (in 
which each mashup and web service gets its data stream from different sources), 
which is explosively increasing the complexity of the web client. 
 
The Equivalent Transformation Framework (ETF) is a highly abstract computation 
framework in which sets of Equivalent Transformation Rules (ETRs) are used to 
rewrite definite clauses, while preserving their declarative semantics. The foundation 
of the ETF is inherently nondeterministic - enabling it to comprehensively model a 
wide variety of sequential and concurrent systems. In addition, the ETF is highly 
expressive, comprises a rich variety of highly independent ETRs, and has established 
theorems for the correctness of both sequential and concurrent programs generated 
within the framework from definite clauses.  
 
In this thesis, we propose a formal, systematic, componentwise, model-driven RIA 
development approach in which we extend the ETF to overcome the RIA challenges 
outlined above. In the methodology we first identify and capture innate RIA 
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concurrency at the conceptual level, with the aid of an RIA Concurrency Model 
(RCM). This captured concurrency is then transformed to a lower level abstract 
message-passing format. From this abstract, single-language behavioral model, the 
RIA is then implemented as an inherently concurrent multi-language application on 
the desired RIA platform. The process results in tightly integrated, easily analyzable, 
modular RIAs in which client-side computation is divided into standard, manageable 
segments, and concurrency issues are taken into consideration (and dealt with) from 
conceptualisation through to implementation.  
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本論文の要旨 
 
 
リッチインターネットアプリケーションの並行部品型開発の形式手法 
 
 
 
 リッチインターネットアプリケーション(RIA)は、ウェブブラウザなどのクライア

ントの機能を活かした、柔軟なインターフェースをもつ Web アプリケーションであ

る。現在多くの RIA は、ユーザインターフェースに AJAX、Adobe Flex、
SilverLight、JavaFX などを利用して作られており、HTML で記述されたページよ

りも操作性や表現力に優れている。しかし RIA はいくつかの異なる種類の部分シス

テムからなり各部分を別々の言語で書く必要があることや、並行計算の複雑さなど

により、RIA の作成は容易ではなく、新しい明快な構築方法論の開発が望まれてい

る。 
  本研究では、RIA の構造と RIA の望ましい作成過程への考察に基づいて、RIA
の新しい構築方法論を提案している。提案する方法論では、手続き的な部品である

ルールの集合によって、RIA の持つ本質的な並行性を細粒度で表現し、作成すべき

RIA を単一の言語でモデル化するとともに、それをインプリメンテーションで通常

使われている複数の命令型の言語で書かれたプログラムに白動変換する。これによ

って、本研究における RIA の構築では、並行性を的確に表現する高レベルのモデル

化を、ルールを 1 つ 1 つ積み上げることによって行うことができ、それらのルール

の妥当性を個別に確認していくことにより、正しさを確信しながらモデル化を行う

ことを意図している。また、モデルからいくつかの言語で書かれたプログラムを白

動生成することにより、いろいろな言語で書かれた複雑な構造を持つ最終プログラ

ムを直接書くことにより生じる不整合や誤りのリスクを回避することができる。 
 本研究は、等価変換ルールを核としたプログラム構築論  (Equivalent 
Transformation Framework, ETF) の成果を踏まえている。その先行研究では、論理

式で書かれた仕様から、正当な等価変換ルール (ET ルール) を多数生成して、それを

組み合わせて得られる多様なアルゴリズムの中から効率の高い逐次プログラムを得

る。この方法は ET ルールを媒介としてプログラムを構築するが、 ET ルールに課さ

れる正当性の十分条件が他の方法より緩いことにより、最も広範囲のアルゴリズム

を提供でき、効率の良いアルゴリズムの発見に結びつくと考えられる。この理論は

近年、逐次だけでなくある範囲の並列プログラムも生成できる理論に拡張されてお

り、逐次や並列などのいろいろな計算環境下での正当性を厳密に保証したプログラ

ム構築方法論となっている。 
 本研究の方法は、この理論をさらに手続き的プログラミングの世界に拡張したも

のと見ることができる。ETF において論理式仕様から得られるルールを部分的に利

用しながら、手統き的部品であるルールを積み上げて並行システムを作りあげるこ

とが可能であり、先行研究で得られる正当性のメリットをシームレスに取り込むこ

とができる。これは、本提案の枠組みの強力さと適切性を示している。 
 第 1 章では、RIA の特徴と長所について述べるとともに、RIA の出現がもたらし

た研究課題について述べている。第 2 章では、フォーマルメソッドについて述べる

とともに、ETF を説明し、本方法の基礎を与えている。第 3 章では、Dynamic 
Interactive System (DIS) のクラスを導入するとともに、部品を積み重ねて DIS を作

る方法における挑戦すべき課題と、ETF を基礎としてそれを解決するアプローチの

妥当性について議論している。第 4 章では、RIA を DIS の 1 つのクラスとし、RIA
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に特徴的在緩い結合の階層化された並行性を持つモデルとして RIA 並行モデル 
(RIA Concurrency Model, RCM) を導入している。第 5 章では、RCM を用いて、ル

ールを 1 つ 1 つ追加して、それらのルールの集合として RIA のプロトタイプを作る

方法を提案している。第 6 章では、上記の方法で作られたプロトタイプを RIA のプ

ログラムに変換する方法を与えている。第 7 章では、本研究の貢献をまとめるとと

もに、第 1 章で述べた研究課題に対する解答を与え、この分野での今後の課題につ

いて述べている。 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 
1.1. Overview of the Internet and the World Wide Web 
 
The Internet and its offshoot, the World Wide Web, have changed our lives in many 
ways, and have impacted societies, economies and technological systems globally. In 
this section we give a brief synopsis of how these revolutionary technologies were 
conceived and their expected future evolution. 
 
 
1.1.1. Birth and Evolution of the Internet 
 
The idea for the Internet was first conceived by J.C.R. Licklider of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) in August of 1962 [1]. In 1969 it was subsequently 
actualised as a four-node network, geared at facilitating communication among 
research computers, called ARPANET [1]. This led to the design in 1973, and ensuing 
roll out in1983, of the present-day Internet.  It has since evolved into a composite 
network comprising almost a billion hosts (Fig. 1.1), and two billion users [2]; 
providing services such as e-mail, Internet telephony, Internet television, low-cost 
advertising, e-commerce, and social networking. 
 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 1.1: Growth in the Number of Internet Hosts from Inception to 2009 
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The most commonly agreed upon definition of the Internet states that it is, “… the 
global information system that -- (i) is logically linked together by a globally unique 
address space based on the Internet Protocol (IP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-
ons; (ii) is able to support communications using the Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent extensions/follow-ons, 
and/or other IP-compatible protocols; and (iii) provides, uses or makes accessible, 
either publicly or privately, high level services layered on the communications and 
related infrastructure described herein.” [3], [4]. It is felt that this definition 
embodies the essence of the Internet as a dynamic, evolving, organism that provides 
both an “information superhighway” framework for numerous services, as well as a 
medium for creativity and innovation [5]. 
 
 
1.1.2. Birth and Evolution of the World Wide Web (WWW) 
 
The idea at the heart of the World Wide Web (WWW) originated back in 1945, when 
Vannevar Bush put forward the idea of a device called a Memex, which could make 
and follow links between documents on microfiche [6]. These conceptual links were 
subsequently named “Hypertext” in 1965 [7]. Advances in Internet technology and 
protocols culminated in the invention of the Web by Tim Berners-Lee in March 1989, 
and its public release in 1992. 
 
“The Web is simply defined as the universe of global network-accessible information. 
It is an abstract space with which people can interact, and is currently chiefly 
populated by interlinked pages of text, images and animations, with occasional sounds, 
three dimensional worlds, and videos” [8]. In essence it merges the techniques of 
computer networking and hypertext, which facilitates instant cross-referencing, into a 
powerful and easy to use global information system. It is “seamless” in the sense that 
a user can see the whole Web of information as one vast hypertext document.  
 
Since its birth in 1989, the Web has been rapidly evolving. The first decade of the 
Web (in which it was a hypertext read-only system) has been given the moniker Web 
1.0. This differentiates it from the second decade, called Web 2.0 [9], [171], which is 
“really about upgrading the front-end and user experience of the Web” [10]. Web 2.0 
revolves around Web technologies that promote: rich but simple to use web user 
interfaces, user collaboration and information sharing, software as a service, strong 
participation of web users as a source of content, and folksonomies [11]. These 
technologies rely heavily on the underlying behavior of a new class of applications, 
called Rich Internet Applications [12], which is the key topic of this thesis.  
 
The Web is envisioned to continue its rapid rate of evolution. As a result, it has been 
suggested that each decade of the Web be labelled by indices, and be characterized by 
particular technology movements, themes and trends. In this light, it is envisioned that 
Web 3.0 will be characterised by semantic technologies, while the defining 
technology in Web 4.0 will be intelligent personal agents (Fig. 1.2) [10]. The 
techniques introduced and utilized by RIAs however, will continue to be a key 
ingredient of the infrastructure at the “front-end”. 
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FIGURE 1.2: Birth and Evolution of the World Wide Web 
 
 
 
 
1.1.3. Difference between the Internet and the WWW 
 
The terms Internet and World Wide Web are often used interchangeably. However, 
they in fact are not synonymous. The Internet is a global data communications system 
which began evolving many decades before the Web emerged. Its hardware and 
software infrastructure provides connectivity between computers. In contrast, the Web 
is an abstract (imaginary) space of information in which documents and other 
resources are logically interrelated by hyperlinks and referenced with Uniform 
Resource Identifiers (URIs). It lives on top of the Internet’s infrastructure much like 
software and documents live on top of an operating system on a computer [13]. 
 
In addition to the WWW various other services are available on the Internet. These 
include electronic mail, videoconferencing and streamed audio channels among other 
things which, like the WWW, encode information in different ways and use different 
protocols to provide a service [14]. The primary carrier protocol of the Web, 
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), is only one of the hundreds of communication 
protocols used on the Internet. 
 
The Internet is extremely heterogeneous; for instance, data transfer rates and physical 
characteristics of connections vary widely. This characteristic has a profound impact 
on the services provided by the Web. 
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1.1.4. Traditional Web Applications 
 
Technically, a web application is any feature on a web site that performs a function. A 
site search is a web application. So too, is a shopping cart or the checkout process on 
an e-commerce site [15]. At first Web application development was focused around a 
client-server architecture in which all processing was done on the server side; and a 
thin client that was only used to display static content. The Web was merely 
composed of linked, simple, static, hypertext documents. Upon sending a request to 
the server, the server would simply locate and retrieve the corresponding web page on 
the file-system, and send it back to the client browser. The browser would then use 
the new web page to refresh the entire interface (Fig. 1.3), while the user waited 
(leading to the term “World Wide Wait”). 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1.3: Classic Web Client – Web Server Interaction Pattern 
 
 
 
In the 1990s, more complex Web applications began to emerge. These applications 
were dynamically composed and delivered as pages to the browser, by increasingly 
powerful application servers.  The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) protocol [16], 
which defines a mechanism that maps certain URLs to executable programs instead of 
static files, was utilized in the process. The Web, a platform intended for the delivery 
of online documents, now serves as the primary vehicle for the delivery of networked 
applications. 
 
“During the first iteration of the Internet, most clients retrieved content using HTTP 
GET requests, which returned complete HTML web pages. In true REST style, the 
web pages were built with information that represented snapshots of the state of 
information at a certain point in time. For some exchanges this did not represent a 
problem, as the content was updated rather infrequently. But in many instances some 
of the information changed within moments of the web page being delivered, and 
some web page users required more dynamic content delivery. These users had to 
resort to clicking the browser’s Reload button, causing the entire page to be resent 
from the server to client. In many cases, the ratio of bytes that needed to be updated 
compared to the number of bytes in the page that remained static made this a very 
inefficient operation to force on users. Requests for popular web pages that were 
normally updated several times per minute could completely overload the provider’s 
servers. Examples included web pages that provided the latest information regarding 
sporting events such as the Tour de France cycling race, news reports, stock market 
quotes, and news headlines, among others” [171]. 

Client UI Server HTTP
GET

(Page Request)

HTML
(Page Response)
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Beyond performance concerns, the page-by-page approach also drastically limited 
interface possibilities, making it more difficult to replace desktop applications with 
web applications. 
 
 
 
1.2.  Rich Internet Applications and Their Advantages 
 
Rich Internet Applications [12], [17], are envisioned to be a unification of the best of 
traditional desktop applications, such as interactive user interface and fast interface 
response times without full page refresh; with the best of Web applications, such as 
operating system independence, faster time to market, and virtual ubiquity. They 
provide a means of solving the “rich versus reach” conundrum; enabling Internet 
applications to be both rich in functionality and engaging to use, yet able to take full 
advantage of the Internet’s reach, connectivity, and deployment model [137]. 
 
They are being fuelled by a combination of driving forces, such as increased access to 
broadband connections, increased computing power of personal computers, 
inadequacy of HTML-based applications to meet customer needs, advent of Web 
Services and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), and the realization by leading tech 
companies that a new approach to Web applications is needed [18]. The robust means 
of accessing information which RIAs offer represents another step in the evolution of 
the WWW. 
 
Irrespective of the implementation, all RIAs introduce an intermediate layer of code, 
often called a client engine, between the end user and the web server (Fig. 1.4). This 
client engine is usually downloaded at the beginning of the application, and may be 
supplemented by further code downloads as the application progresses. The client 
engine acts as a proxy which interacts with the server thereafter, on behalf of the user.  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1.4: Typical RIA Web Client – Web Server Interaction Pattern 
 
 
 
The difference between the classic web application model and that of an RIA (as 
exemplified by AJAX [33]) is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. 
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FIGURE 1.5: Classic Web Application Model versus RIA Model (as typified by 
AJAX) 
 
 
 
1.2.1. Network Efficiency 
 
Classic Web Applications (CWAs) transfer a high level of redundant data in the form 
of complete page refreshes, between the client and the server. In contrast, RIAs 
transfer only the data required for partial page updates, between client and server. 
There is significant advantage in updating part of the page instead of refreshing it or 
opening a new page. It allows us to create faster applications, improve feedback to the 
user and reduce network traffic. Analyses done have shown that RIAs increase 
performance over traditional Web applications by margins of fifty-five to seventy-
three percent for data transferred over a network [19], [20], [21]. 
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1.2.2. Client-Server Balance 
 
In traditional Web Applications, there is only one controller on the server side, which 
orchestrates the computation of the page. At each user interaction, the whole page is 
computed from scratch and sent to the client. RIAs reduce the work done on the 
server by offloading some of the computation it normally does, to the client. The 
demand for client and server computing resources is better balanced, so that the Web 
server need not be the workhorse that it is with a traditional Web application. For 
example, on a shopping site, a client computer can calculate all pricing, taxes and 
shipping costs every time a user interacts. The server will only receive the final order. 
This frees server resources, allowing the same server hardware to handle more client 
sessions concurrently. 
 
 
1.2.3. Context Preservation 
 
Complex CWAs such as those on online shopping sites and flight reservation sites, 
often require that the user navigate through a series of pages to complete a single task. 
This complicates the shopping process, resulting in a loss of context and high 
shopping cart abandonment rates [22]. Also, in certain fields such as medicine and 
finance, this can mean unacceptably slow interaction. RIAs however, simplify 
complex tasks such as these, and have even been proven to reduce shopping cart 
abandonment rates by as much as 50% [23], [24], [26], [27]. Numerous other benefits 
of RIAs to both consumers and enterprises have been outlined by organisations such 
as IBM [179], IDC [17], and Adobe [137]. 
 
 
1.2.4. Interactivity 
 
The single most important advantage of RIAs over Classic Web Applications (CWAs) 
is a smoother, more fluid user experience. RIAs have lower user-perceived latency 
and facilitate a higher level of interactivity than CWAs (Fig. 1.6). This makes 
Internet-based programs easier to use and more functional, and also overcomes 
problems with traditional Web applications such as slow performance and limited 
interactivity [28]. 
 
 
 
1.3. Classification of Rich Internet Applications 
 
A wide variety of RIA implementation platforms currently exist [29]. However many 
of them use similar languages. In addition, most share common goals of reducing 
application development time and cost, while enriching user experiences, and also 
share pursuit of the same technological trail: XML and scripting for UI construction 
[18]. We take a similar approach to the classification of RIAs as that taken by Bozzon 
[30] and Stearn [31]. That is, we classify RIAs as: 1) Scripting-based; 2) Plugin-
based; 3) Browser-based and; 4) Web-based Desktop Technology. 
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FIGURE 1.6: Classic Web Application versus Rich Internet Application Interactivity 
 
 
 
1.3.1. Scripting-based Rich Internet Applications 
 
Scripting-based RIAs implement their client-side logic via interpreted languages such 
as JavaScript and F# [32]. Their interfaces are based on a combination of (X)HTML 
and CSS. Examples include AJAX [33], and AFAX [34]. They are directly executed 
by the browser. 
 
 
1.3.2. Plugin-based Rich Internet Applications 
 
Plugin-based RIAs create the application in a dedicated environment and then deploy 
it as an embedded solution in the browser. The plugins are then used to do advanced 
rendering and event processing. Their graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are written in 
XML-based markup languages. Examples include Adobe Flex [35] and Microsoft 
SilverLight [36]. 
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1.3.3. Browser-based Rich Internet Applications  
 
In this type of RIA, rich interaction is natively supported by the browser. Thus, the 
browser is able to interpret declarative interface definition languages. A typical 
example is Mozilla’s eXtensible User Interface Language (XUL) [37]. 
 
 
1.3.4. Web-based Desktop Technology Rich Internet Applications 
 
RIAs employing web-based desktop technologies download applications from the 
Web/Internet. However, the application is executed outside of the browser and further 
communication with the Internet takes place via the downloaded application. This 
type of RIA is typified by Java Web Start [38] and Windows Smart Client [39]. 
 
 
 
1.4. Examples of Rich Internet Applications 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 1.7: Screen shot of a simple browser-based DHTML ping-pong game 
consisting of two paddles and a ball. After the client engine is loaded there is no 
further communication with the server. 
 
 
One of the simplest form of RIAs is one in which there are no more calls to the server 
after the client engine is loaded. This is typified by the browser-based DHTML ping-
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pong game depicted in Fig. 1.7. This game is highly interactive as the ball moves 
continuously within the enclosure while the paddles can be controlled by mouse, 
keyboard, etc. 
 
In the RIA depicted in Fig. 1.8, for each letter a user enters into the textbox, the 
application queries the server in the background and returns a list of suggestions 
matching the search string. The user can either click on one of the suggestions 
returned or continue entering letters to get more refined suggestions. These activities 
all take place without any page refresh or reload. 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1.8: Screen shot of Google Suggest. As a web user types search keywords, 
the application retrieves suggestions from the server in the background and displays 
them. 
 
 
The Google Maps RIA (Fig. 1.9) was a paradigm shift in mapping technology on the 
Web. Instead of users having to click on an area and wait for a different page to be 
sent from the server with the corresponding map tiles, data is sent incrementally to the 
same page. Thus, users can click and drag an area, zoom-in and zoom-out, and also 
scroll up and down at high rates of interaction and without losing context. 
 
In addition to the relatively standard applications shown above, RIA technology also 
facilitates what is termed Mashups [172], also called Mashware [173]. These are web 
applications generated by combining content, presentation, or application 
functionality from disparate Web sources. The most popular examples of these are 
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web sites that combine photographs or maps taken from one site, with other data that 
is overlaid on top of the map or photo. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1.9: Screen shot of Google Maps. Users can zoom, pan and drag the map, all 
without screen refresh. 
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The Mashware of Fig. 1.10 integrates Google Maps with a real estate service. Users 
can click on the balloons at specific locations to get information on apartments for 
rent and for sale. Clicking on various sections of the resultant callout results in more 
information being incrementally fetched from the server, without any loss of context. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1.10: Screen shot of a Mashup which integrates map data from Google Maps 
with a Real Estate Service.  
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1.5. RIA Challenges and Associated Research Questions 
 
RIAs feature highly interactive user interfaces and minimized client-server data 
transfer, facilitated by incremental, asynchronous data transmission and partial page 
updates. These characteristics result in fine-grained concurrency both on the client 
itself and in client server communications. In addition, RIAs offload some 
computation to the client and utilize non-sequential, event-driven semantics. On 
another level, RIAs also fall victim to the language impedance mismatch problem 
[40], common to all web applications. Moreover, RIAs can be implemented on any of 
a number of different platforms [29]. These characteristics lead to the four challenges 
and associated research questions outlined below. 
 
 
1.5.1. Concurrency Issues in RIAs 
 
It is generally agreed that RIAs introduce concurrency into client-server 
communications. Also, to a lesser extent, it is acknowledged that concurrency also 
occurs in the user interface [41], [42], [43]. However, a comprehensive look at 
concurrency issues in all aspects of RIA client-side behavior (including behind-the-
scenes) is sorely lacking. In addition, with only a few exceptions, RIAs are still being 
developed as purely sequential applications, as developing them as the inherently 
event-driven concurrent software applications that they are, is extremely difficult. As 
a result, RIAs are error-prone and susceptible to well-known concurrency issues such 
as race conditions [43], [44], [149] and response reordering [43], [145]. These errors 
can result in: 1) Denial-of-Service Attacks; 2) corrupt data in memory; 3) applications 
freezing or crashing and; 4) undefined behavior. This leads us to our major research 
question, which is formulated as follows: 
 
Research Question 1 
 How can we identify exactly the areas and types of concurrency inherent in an 
 RIA? Can we naturally and intuitively harness the concurrency so identified, 
 in order to develop RIAs as the natively concurrent applications they are – 
 from conception through to implementation? 
 
 
1.5.2. Difficulty Understanding RIA Program Flow 
 
The innate client-side concurrency, distributed computation, and event-driven, non-
sequential semantics of RIAs make analysis a very difficult undertaking. RIA 
implementation code is voluminous and comprises a variety of different languages. In 
addition the flow of the program tends to become obscured by event handlers, global 
variables, etc. While the behavior of CWAs can be easily determined from the 
individual pages and the navigational links between them, RIAs are more complicated 
as, RIA user interface components and event-based interactions among them, 
determines the behavior of the application. As a result, programs are difficult to 
reason about, maintain, and upgrade. Ability to reason about program flow allows us 
to guard against attacks such as cross-site scripting, session hijacking, etc. [45], [46].  
 
“Researchers have extended numerous existing methodologies, originally conceived 
for traditional Web applications, to cope with the new modeling issues appearing in 
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RIAs. However, this extension is far from trivial: RIAs incorporate many novel 
features, such as presentation behaviors, data and processing distribution, flexible 
event handling, and communication. Consequently, RIA models can quickly grow too 
complex for developers to understand or manage. Furthermore, pre-RIA Web 
engineering tools’ model-checking and code-generation capabilities have yet to be 
fully demonstrated for RIAs. The research agenda at this level is broad and comprises 
such items as the mechanisms for designing expressive yet compact domain-specific 
languages and models for RIAs from orthogonal abstractions (for instance, aspect 
orientation), RIA semantics for model verification and support for testing, efficient 
and traceable model-transformation and code-generation techniques, and end-to-end 
methodologies for RIA development” [174]. 
 
This leads us to our second research question, which is formulated as follows: 
 
Research Question 2 
 How can RIAs be implemented so that program flow and computation logic 
 are easily comprehensible? 
 
 
1.5.3. RIA Language Impedance Mismatch 
 
RIAs consist of many different languages which need to work together harmoniously 
in order to get a correct, efficient RIA (Fig. 1.11). This means that programmers need 
to master a plethora of different languages at the same time, in order to get a properly 
functioning RIA. However, this is very difficult and time-consuming. The client logic 
may be written in a mix of JavaScript, XML, and (X)HTML; the server logic in Java 
Server Pages (JSP), Perl, PHP, Ruby, Python, etc; and the queries written in SQL, 
XQuery, or even in the increasingly popular NoSQL [180]. There is no easy way to 
link these – to be sure that a form in (X)HTML or a query in SQL produces data of a 
type that the logic on the server expects. Mismatch between the different languages 
can result in security breaches, applications crashes and, inefficient RIA operation. 
This is the language impedance mismatch challenge [40], [47]. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1.11: Language Impedance Mismatch Problem 
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This leads us to our third research question, which is formulated as follows: 
 
Research Question 3 
 How can RIAs be developed such that the most appropriate language (in 
 terms of efficiency, security, etc.) can be easily utilized at any desired section 
 of an RIA, without global efficiency and security being compromised? 
 
 
1.5.4. Difficulty Translating between RIA Implementation Platforms 
 
There are at least four broad categories of RIAs [30], [31] (section 1.3), and a 
multiplicity of implementation platforms [29], with no easy translation path between 
them. Once an implementation platform is chosen, developers are locked in to that 
framework. The only way to move away from it is by going back to the original idea 
(Fig. 1.12).This leads us to our fourth (and final) research question, which is 
formulated as follows: 
 
Research Question 4 
 Given an idea for an RIA, how can the same logic be systematically, and 
 understandably, implemented on multiple, disparate, platforms (manually 
 and/or automatically) without having to go back to the original idea? 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1.12: Problem translating from one RIA Framework to another 
 
 
 
1.6. Thesis Outline 
 
The current chapter has so far given an overview of the Internet and the World Wide 
Web. In addition, it has introduced RIAs and outlined their advantages and challenges, 
which have inspired the associated research questions to be answered in this thesis. 
 
In chapter 2, we introduce Formal Methods (FM) and discuss the advantages of using 
formality during software development. These include the ability to reveal ambiguity, 
the ability to develop systems that can be reasoned about, and the ability to expose 
errors before commitment to code. We then establish the Equivalent Transformation 
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Framework (ETF) – which we utilized in our work – as an FM, and also discuss its 
advantages as a formal framework. 
 
In chapter 3, we give the general case of how dynamic, event-driven systems, 
comprising interacting concurrent components can be modelled and synthesized by 
extending the ETF. In doing this, we outline the challenges inherent in constructing 
dynamic interactive systems (DISs), and explain why the ETF ideally obviates these 
challenges. We also propose a correct-by-construction method for DIS modelling in 
which we establish behavioral rules for components, and a methodology for deriving 
the feasible interactions that may occur among concurrent components during system 
construction. In addition to laying the foundation for the rule types used to model 
components and their interactions throughout this thesis, this chapter also gives an 
example of how we can systematically model and synthesize systems of randomly 
interacting concurrent components to achieve modular, understandable, easily 
evolvable systems. The constructed model is synthesized to DHTML (the user 
interface of the AJAX RIA platform) as proof of concept. 
 
In chapter 4, we first establish that RIAs are a class of DISs, and then introduce a 
loosely-coupled, layered concurrency model specific to them. We call this model the 
RIA Concurrency Model (RCM). This RCM captures the client-side fine-grained 
concurrency, computation, and non-sequential event-driven semantics native to RIAs. 
It also enables the identification and analysis of the areas of concurrency, and 
integrates both client-side user interface and behind-the-scenes activities in a loosely 
coupled manner. In addition, it divides the client-side computation into standard, 
manageable segments. 
 
In chapter 5, we propose a process in which the RCM is used to incrementally 
construct prototypes of RIAs in a correct-by-construction fashion. In the proposed 
process, each change in the composition of the RIA user interface is regarded as a 
unique instance of the RCM, while a completed prototype is simply the union of all 
these instances. This prototyping activity facilitates practical analysis of the essential 
behavior of the RIA without commitment to a particular implementation platform. 
 
In chapter 6, we propose a process in which the concurrency model is further utilized 
to systematically implement the prototypes constructed using the process outlined in 
chapter 5. In the process, we transform the prototype to a message passing metamodel 
in which each layer is considered a separate concurrent entity. This metamodel is then 
transformed to RIA implementation code, resulting in a modular structure comprising 
independently concurrent objects decoupled from their interactions, and easily 
comprehensible behind-the-scenes processes. 
 
We conclude this thesis in chapter 7 by summarizing the contributions made in our 
work and discussing how they addressed the research questions posed in chapter 1. 
We also discuss possible avenues for future work in this area. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 

Formal Methods and the Equivalent 
Transformation Framework†  
 
 
 
Formal Methods has been proven to improve software quality and provide a method 
of systematic software construction. However, it has yet to gain widespread 
acceptance in the software industry. In this chapter we look at the benefits to be 
derived from the use of Formal Methods and examine the obstacles to widespread 
acceptance. We also introduce the Equivalent Transformation Framework (ETF), and 
Language (ETL) – which we feel can help to overcome some of these obstacles. We 
explain how this can be done by first examining the mathematical foundation of the 
ETF and then discuss the benefits of using ET as a formal specification language. The 
intuitiveness and flexibility of the framework in the manual derivation of a program 
from a given declarative specification, is illustrated. 
 
 
 
2.1.  Introduction 
 
Formal Methods seek to apply solid engineering principles to software engineering in 
order to provide a systematic way of getting from requirements to error-free 
implementation code, and to provide a standard measure of quality control in software 
construction. Formal Methods and Formal Specification Languages have been with us 
for quite some time now. However, mainstream recognition of the benefits of Formal 
Methods, and regular utilization by the software industry are severely lacking.  
 
Success stories with regards to the successful application of Formal Methods abound. 
Examples of these include the use of Z in the development of IBM’s transaction 
processing system in the 1980s [48]; the use of B to develop the safety-critical 
software for the first driverless metro in the city of Paris in the 1990s [49]; and the 
more recent projects involving the use of VDM++ in the development of two 
subsystems of a back-office for securities trading; and in the development of “ a new 
generation IC chip for use as an electronic purse which can be embedded in a 
cellular telephone”, in 2003 [50], [51]. An even more recent example is the utilization 
of Formal Methods in the development and security certification of smartcard 
software [52]. Many others are outlined in [53], and [54]. In addition, the result of 
practical head-to-head comparison of conventional software development methods 
and Formal Methods has shown that using Formal Methods results in a better 
development experience and more superior software system overall [55].  However, 
even with these undeniably successful applications of Formal Methods, with the 
exception of a few companies such as Praxis High Integrity Systems [56], and the 
                                                 
† This chapter is based on [129]. 
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Kestrel Institute [57], Formal Methods is not applied in the software industry as a 
matter of course. And, even in cases where it is applied, this is primarily done only in 
safety-critical or fault-tolerant systems, or sections of systems. 
 
In this chapter we introduce and examine the Equivalent Transformation Framework 
(ETF) and the features it possesses which can enable Formal Methods to become 
more integrated into the software development process. To this end: 
 We give an overview of Formal Methods and examine its benefits and the 

obstacles it faces (section 2.2). 
 The mathematical foundation of the Equivalent Transformation Language (ETL) 

and the framework in which it operates, the Equivalent Transformation 
Framework (ETF), are examined in section 2.3. 

 In section 2.4 we discuss the syntax and semantics of the ETL. 
 We round off this chapter by looking at the benefits of the ETF as a formal 

specification framework. 
 
 
 
2.2.  Formal Methods 
 
“In essence, a formal method is a mathematically based technique for describing a 
system” [58]. In order for a method to be considered formal it has to have a sound 
mathematical basis, (typically) given by a formal specification language.  There are 
many advantages to the use of Formal Methods in the development of software 
systems. Among the many advantages is the ability to reveal ambiguity, 
incompleteness, inconsistency, and design flaws that otherwise might be discovered 
only during costly testing and debugging phases [59]. In addition, the precise 
notations and high level of abstraction used in Formal Methods facilitate the 
development of systems that can be reasoned about. The fact that models created in 
Formal Methods are based on mathematics allows us to both establish the model’s 
properties by reasoning and also to manipulate the models during design. As a result, 
Formal Methods are much better at exposing errors made during the software 
development process than traditional methods [60]. 
 
 
2.2.1. The Case for Formal Methods 
 
The need for the benefits provided by Formal Methods is glaringly obvious. Reports 
such as the Chaos Report [61] and the BCS Review [62] provide insights into the 
actual disastrous state of the software industry. The Chaos Report carried out in 1995 
points to software project success rates of only 16.2%; overruns of up to 222%; and 
intended functionality of systems actually delivered as only 60%. The situation seems 
to be actually getting worse as analysis carried out between 1998 and 2005 in the 
European Union concluded that only one in eight (12.5%) of projects could be 
considered truly successful – with many project managers planning for failure rather 
than success [62]. A particularly shocking example of software failure is the US$170 
million Virtual Case File project commissioned by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in the United States of America [63]. 
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While ordinary users only want to know that there software works properly - not 
whether or not the system is correct with respect to some criteria [64]; software 
developers cannot (or should not) allow themselves the same luxury as factors such as 
professional reputation, time (to develop workarounds and patches), and overall 
increased development costs are at stake. In addition, software developers should be 
able to provide performance guarantees (with proof).   
 
Of course Formal Methods in and of itself does not guarantee that an implemented 
software system will work correctly as such factors as target language compiler 
structure and hardware quality may affect the final outcome. Research on the creation 
of a correct compiler started (and was abandoned) in the 1970s. However, research 
has since been restarted due to the dire need for correct systems [65]. 
 
 
2.2.2. Obstacles to Widespread Adoption of Formal Methods 
 
You would think that with all this evidence pointing to the advantages of integrating 
Formal Methods into the software development cycle that Formal Methods would by 
now be widely used in the industry as a matter of course. Unfortunately, this is not so. 
The reasons for this are wide and varied and include factors such as the highly 
concurrent nature of modern systems [66], the attitude of individual developers of the 
Formal Methods, and the perceptions and prejudices of the software industry. 
 
Various researchers have identified various obstacles to mainstream adoption. Weber-
Wulff [64] points out the disconnect between the developers of Formal Methods and 
the industry as being one obstacle. The developers of Formal Methods come across as 
being very arrogant and forget that not everyone is a genius at mathematics. People 
such as Formal Methods developers who have been using mathematics for most of 
their lives, cannot begin to comprehend the turn-off it may be for most ordinary 
programmers and the difficulty they face with the notations; and as a result may  not 
see the necessity of making their method less challenging for ordinary programmers. 
When most people (non practitioners) think of Formal Methods, “scary”, “high-level” 
mathematical notations are immediately conjured up. This has even been taken to the 
extreme, with recommendations being made that methods which are overloaded with 
formalisms be avoided [64]. Sharpe [66] attributes this disconnect to: 1) the early days 
of computing when most programmers were highly competent mathematicians who 
routinely wrote proofs for their programs and; 2) the rapid increase in the number of 
computers worldwide - in drastic disproportion to these kinds of programmers. 
 
This adds fuel to the Formal Methods controversy; with advocates claiming “that they 
can revolutionize development” and detractors thinking “they are impossibly 
difficult” [60]. As stated by Weber-Wulff [64] a formal method cannot be expected to 
be widely used if it is necessary to have a doctorate in mathematics in order to utilize 
it. In a similar vein, not many people understand the beauty of mathematical notation 
and, to make matters even worse, it is inferred that most people, “even or especially 
programmers” are especially afraid of mathematics.  For a Formal Method to gain 
wide usage it must be brought down to the level of the majority who will use it. “The 
majority has not studied, and may have no interest in studying, discrete mathematics”. 
The solution is not to use brute force to try to get Formal Methods to be widely 
utilized but to package it in a way that makes it palatable to the target audience. 
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Formal Methods must be adapted to deal with this fact of life – which is not going to 
go away anytime soon. 
 
In order to master the current formalisms used in Formal Methods, expertise in 
mathematical topics such as formal logic, propositional calculus, predicate logic, set 
theory, formal languages, and automata such as finite state machines are usually 
required. However, “most programmers have either not been exposed to the needed 
mathematical background, or do not use it in their day-to-day practice” [67]. In 
addition, we need to accept that “many people, even or especially programmers, are 
afraid of mathematics” [64].  This is borne out by the fact that even at NASA where 
we can safely assume that the engineers are highly schooled in mathematics, we are 
informed that “while (NASA) engineers are happy to write descriptions as natural 
language scenarios, or even using semi-formal notations such as UML use cases, they 
are loath to undertake formal specification” [68].  
 
To make matters even worse many programmers have problems writing any kind of 
specification. As stated by Hall [60], “Many programmers find it difficult to write 
specifications in any notation, because it is difficult for them to get away from 
programming-language detail”. Results of research carried out in [69] points to an 
even more troubling state of affairs. In the research, the level of comprehension of 62 
students that were trained in both discrete mathematics and the Z specification 
language was tested using a few “simple” Z specifications. It found that even with 
training, almost 33% of the students found the specifications completely 
incomprehensible when tested. On the flip side, only approximately 33% were able to 
correctly interpret all of the specifications. This means that the majority of students 
found it difficult to interpret the specifications correctly! 
 
 
2.2.3. Approaches to Formal Methods 
 
Three approaches to formal methods: 1) Traditional Formal Methods; 2) Lightweight 
Formal Methods; and 3) Formality by Stealth; are outlined by Amey in [54]. 
 
2.2.3.1.Traditional Formal Methods 
Traditional Formal Methods use highly visible mathematics and artifacts. Here the 
focus is on “formal specification, verification (by proof) of code derived by design 
from a formal model, or step-by-step refinement of formal specifications to code”. 
Examples include formalisms such as Z, Vienna Development Method (VDM), and 
Larch. 
 
2.2.3.2. Lightweight Formal Methods 
Lightweight Formal Methods [70] is typified by the Alloy language and its analyzer 
[71]. Here the focus is on ‘modeling rather than specification”, and “machine-
supported analysis rather than verification”. This method makes it easier to apply 
formal methods to common situations by removing some of its universality and 
precision. This results in simpler and more rapid results for a smaller class of 
problems.   
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2.2.3.3. Formality by Stealth 
In contrast to both Traditional and Lightweight Formal Methods, the “Formality by 
Stealth” approach maintains the rigorous mathematics underlying Traditional Formal 
Methods but presents it in a more user friendly way. The mathematics is hidden from 
the user; and so, in this way, seeks to overcome one of the greatest obstacles to 
widespread adoption of Formal Methods in the software industry. This approach is 
typified by the SPARK language [72] which is currently used by Praxis Systems [56] 
in the development of all their software development projects.   
 
 
 
2.3. The Equivalent Transformation Framework (ETF) and 

Language (ETL) 
 
The Equivalent Transformation Framework (ETF) [73], [74], [75], is a rewriting 
framework in which sets of equivalent transformation rules (ETRs) generated from 
problem descriptions are used to carry out semantic preserving clause transformations. 
In the ETF a given complex problem is equivalently transformed into successively 
simpler problems by the repeated application of ETRs, until the problem is solved or 
answers can be directly obtained. The given problem is formulated as a declarative 
description comprising the union (D ∪ Q) of a pair (D, Q) of definite clauses. The 
definite clause, D represents general knowledge about an application domain and 
description of particular domain instances, while Q is a set of queries of interest. For 
example, consider the problem of concatenating two lists of elements, [1, 2, 3] and [4, 
5]. This problem would be formulated as the declarative description: 
 
Prb1 = (D ∪ Q1) = {C1, C2}∪ {Q1} 
C1 = (append([ ], X, X) ←.) 
C2 = (append([A|X], Y, [A|Z]) ← append(X, Y, Z).) 
Q1 = {ans (X) ← append( [1, 2, 3], [4, 5], X).} 
 
where: C1, C2, and Q1 are all clauses (written here in Prolog notation).  
 
The mathematical basis of the ETF (and by extension the Equivalent Transformation 
Language (ETL)), lies in the preservation of declarative semantics. The components 
comprising the mathematical foundation of the ETF can be outlined as:  
 

1. Atoms and Clauses 
2. Declarative description and its Meaning 
3. Definition and Correctness of ETL rules  
4. Method of Computation in the ETF 
5. Method of finding the Solution Set A for a Query q.  

 
In the ensuing sections we will elaborate on these components making up the 
mathematical foundation of the ETF. 
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2.3.1. Atoms and Clauses 
 
In the ETF an atom is the basic building block for information. It is used to represent 
a natural language problem or sentence. The general format is: (<predicate> arg1 
arg2  … argn), where predicate is the name of the atom and arg1 arg2  … argn 
represents an optional number of arguments. In general each atom is given a meaning 
and the use of the atom is always consistent with this meaning. For example, in ETL 
notation, the append atom is given as (append *x *y *z) and represents the natural 
language statement: “The concatenation of x and y is z”. A “ground” atom is an atom 
in which there are no variables present, i.e. all variables (eg. *x, *y and *z) have all 
been instantiated. 
 
Clauses are composed of atoms and are used to describe relations between the atoms. 
A definite clause, C, is an expression of the form h ← b1, b2, …, bn, where h, b1, b2, …, 
bn are atoms, that possibly have variables, and n ≥ 0. h is called the head of C and is 
denoted by head(C). The set {b1, b2, …, bn} is called the body of C and is denoted by 
body(C). If body(C) = 0 then C is called a unit clause (represented as h ←.). If all 
atoms appearing in C are ground, then C is a ground clause. In the ETF, the result of 
each step of a transformation can be represented by a clause. 
 
 
2.3.2. Declarative Description  and its Meaning 
 
A declarative description D is a set of definite clauses. Associated with D is the 
mapping TD on 2G; which is defined as follows. For each G⊆X , a ground atom is 
contained in TD(X) iff clause C ∈ D and a substitution θ ∈ S   exists such that Cθ is 
a ground clause, and all the atoms in the body of Cθ belong to X. That is: 
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where: S represents the set of all substitutions, and G the set of all ground atoms. 
 
The meaning, M(D), of the declarative description D is a set of ground atoms. M(D) is  
based on TD and is given by: 
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The meaning referred to here is the declarative meaning (as opposed to procedural 
meaning). Given a clause C: h ← b1, b2, …, bn , the standard (Horn clause) reading is, 
“for all h, if b1 and b2, and …, and bn, then h”. That is the head of the clause (h) 
follows from its body atoms (b1, b2, …, bn). This is in contrast to the procedural 
meaning, which states that to solve problem h, first solve subproblem b1, then b2, then 
…, then bn. The set of clauses describing D are actually assertions about D that are 
true of D in the intended sense and that contain enough information for the desired 
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answer to be a logical consequence of the clauses. See [76] for more information on 
declarative semantics and logic in general. 
 
 
2.3.3. Definition and Correctness of ET Rules 
 
Mathematically, an ET rule r with respect to a declarative description, D is a binary 
relation on declarative descriptions such that for any two queries <q1, q2> ∈ r : 
 
M(D ∪ q1) = M(D ∪ q2)  
 
Let S  be the set of all sets of definite clauses, where each set consists of ans-clauses 
whose bodies are composed of atoms on D. Let S and S′be arbitrary sets of definite 
clauses in S . A rule r :  S → S  on D is defined as the relation between S and S′. 
This rule r is an ET rule on D, iff 
 

′ ′∈ ⇒ ∪ = ∪( , ) ( ) ( ).S S r D S D SM M               (2.1) 
 
In a Rule-based Equivalent Transformation (RBET) framework, such as the ETF, the 
correctness of computation relies solely on the correctness of each transformation step. 
A rewriting rule is considered to be correct iff its application always results in a 
correct transformation step, i.e, iff after rewriting a declarative description D into D' 
the meaning M(D) of D is equivalent to the meaning M(D') of D'. The correctness of 
each ET rule is completely independent of the correctness of any other ET rule and so 
the correctness of an ETL specification depends solely on the correctness of the rules 
it contains, not on the interactions between them. 
 
To clarify what we mean by saying that the two meanings are equivalent, let us take a 
look at the following example. The declarative description for finding the greatest 
common divisor, gcd, of two numbers (based on the Euclidean algorithm) is 
formulated as: 
 
Prb2 = (D ∪ Q2) = {C3, C4, C5}∪ {Q2} 
Prb3 = (D ∪ Q3) = {C3, C4, C5}∪ {Q3} 
C3 = (gcd(X, X, X) ←.) 
C4 = (gcd(X, Y, Z) ← X < Y, Y1 is Y - X,  gcd(X, Y1, Z).) 
C5 = (gcd(X, Y, Z) ← X > Y, gcd(Y, X, Z).) 
Q2 = {ans (X) ← gcd( 21, 15, X).} 
Q3 = {ans (X) ← gcd( 3, 0, X).} 
 
In the ETF the given complex problem Prb2 is reduced to the simpler problem Prb3, 
whose declarative meaning is the same, and from which the solution can be more 
easily obtained. That is: 
 
M({D}∪{ans (X) ← gcd( 21, 15, X).}) =  M({D}∪{ans (X) ← gcd( 3, 0, X).}) 
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2.3.4. Computation in the ETF 
 
In the ETF, the computation of a program prg on a problem prb is a nonempty finite 
or infinite sequence com = [st0, st1, st2, …] of states such that st0 = prb and the 
following conditions are satisfied: 1) for any two successive states sti, sti+1 in com, sti 
is not the final state and prg transforms sti into sti+1  in one step; 2) if com is finite, 
then last(com) is the final state or prg is not applicable to last(com), where last(com) 
denotes the last element of com.  
 
If com is finite and last(com) is the final state, then the answer set obtained from com 
is the set: 
  
{g | ((a ← ) ∈ last(com)) & (g is a ground instance of a)}. 
 
Otherwise the answer set cannot be found.  
 
Informally, this means that computation in the ETF is a sequence of successively 
transformed problems (queries), starting from the initial problem. Rule applicability 
during computation is determined by pattern matching. Computation takes the form of 
state transitions, in which each problem is regarded as a state. A final state is a 
problem that consists of only (one or more) unit ans-clauses. There may be more than 
one ans-clauses since there may be more than one answer to a query. 
 
When a problem is transformed to a point where there are no more rule-applicable 
bodies, the computation halts. When the computation halts ans-clauses that are not 
unit clauses may remain. This is essentially a simpler version of the original problem, 
from which we may easily obtain a solution or construct more rules to reduce the 
problem even further. For example, to find the gcd for two numbers we need the two 
ET rules r2.1 and r2.2 in section 2.4.3. If we remove rule r2.2 we get the final answer 
to be the non-unit ans-clause (ans (gcd 21 15 *A)) ← (gcd 3 0 *A). From this we can 
see that the original problem of finding the gcd of 21 and 15 has been reduced to the 
simpler problem of finding the gcd of 3 and 0. From this result we can deduce that the 
answer is 3, or we can add another rule to the program to get a unit ans-clause which 
gives us the answer directly. 
 
 
2.3.5. Finding the Solution Set for a Query 
 
Given a query q ∈ Q (such as q = {(ans x ) ← (gcd 21 15  x)}), the answer set for q 
with respect to D is the set M(D ∪ q) - M(D). Where M(D) represents the declarative 
meaning of D. The answer set for q is found by successive reduction of q through 
repeated application of ETL rules into a set q' of unit clauses. This answer set, A, is 
given as A = M(D) ∩ rep(q); where rep(α) denotes the set of all ground instances of 
atom α. 
 
Given D, and R - a program on D; computation in the ETF finds solution set A which 
satisfies A = M(D) ∩ rep(q) for  query q ∈ Q   ; where rep(q) denotes the set of all 
ground instances of q. 
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Theorem 1. For an atom q representing a query on D: 
 

( ) ( ) { | ( ) ( { ( ) } )} .D rep q g ans g D ans q q∩ = ∪ ←∈M M  

 
Theorem 2. For an arbitrary set F of unit clauses, denoted by ans(b)←. , where b 
represents an arbitrary term: 
 
 ( ) ( ) { | ( ) ( { ( ) } ) } .D rep q g ans g D ans q q∩ = ∪ ←∈M M  

 
Theorem 3. If there exists a set of ET rules R on D such that under the domain 
knowledge D, the answer set A is obtained for query q by using transformation rules 
in the set R (given as ⎯⎯⎯→: RD q A );  then ∩ =( ) ( ) .D rep q AM  

 
Theorem 3 follows from the proof outlined as follows. For ∈ ≤ < ∞0,..., (0 )nQ Q nS ; 
let  Q0→…→ Qn  be a transformation sequence within ⎯⎯⎯→: RD q A , where Q0 = 
{ans(q) ← q} and Qn is a set of unit clauses. Then from Theorems 1, 2, and (2.1): 
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An ET specification is a set of rules which executes equivalent transformation such 
that: 
 
Q0 →…→ Qn 
M(D ∪ Q0)  = … = M(D ∪ Qn) 
 
starting from Q0  = {ans(q) ← q} for all q ∈ Q, and finally computes the solution set 
A. 
 
 
2.3.6. Concurrency in the ETF 
 
The ETF is inherently nondeterministic, and facilitates the modelling of three types of 
parallelism. These are: 1) OR-parallelism (from selecting the target clause in a query); 
2) AND-parallelism (from selecting the target atom in a clause) and; 3) Rule- 
parallelism - unique to the ETF [77] (from selecting the ET rule to be used). OR-
parallelism and AND-parallelism in the ETF are closely related to their counterparts 
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in parallel logic programming [78], [79]. ET N-Rules employ the don’t-care 
interpretation of nondeterminism [78], which requires that results of failing 
computations be observable. Hence an ET program is able to produce partial answer 
substitutions, giving meaningful information, even when computations fail.  
 
When interpreted in terms of the process reading of logic programs [78], [80]; the 
head of a nondeterministic ETR specifies the process to which it applies, while the 
body atoms represent the concurrent processes that will result from a transition (as 
depicted in Fig. 2.1). 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2.1. Process Reading of a Nondeterministic ET Rule 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4.  ET Syntax and Semantics 
 
In this section we will discuss the basic information needed in order for you to write, 
read, and understand ET specifications. More detailed information on how to 
construct ET programs can be found in [74] and [81]. 
 
 
2.4.1. ET Variables 
 
The ETF consists of normal, don’t-care, and information-bound variables. Normal 
variables begin with the asterisk symbol, ‘*’, while don't-care variables begin with a 
question symbol ‘?’ and may or may not be followed by a letter or numeral. 
(e.g. ?, ?X, ?5). An information-bound variable (I-var) [75], [82] has the format: 
*x~(information). Here ‘*x’ represents the information-attached variable; 
(information) is the attached information; and the sign tilde (~) ties the information to 
the variable. A variety of information (such as sets (e.g. *x~(set 2 3 5)), odd/even 
flags (e.g. *x~odd), etc.) can be attached. This type of variable is conceptually similar 
to Attributed Variables [83]. in Prolog. As in Logic Programming (LP) [76], [84], 
normal ET variables are immutable and untyped; and can be instantiated to single 
values and lists. 
 
 
2.4.2. ET Rules 
 
The ETF has two types of rules: 1) N-Rules (non-deterministic) and; 2) D-Rules 
(deterministic). The general format of an N-Rule is: 
 

Head,  {Cond}   ==>  {Exec},        P1, P2, …, Pn. 
n-concurrent processes 

Startup Procedure

Transition condition 

Process match pattern 
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 <rulename>:  
 Hs,  {Cs}  ==>   {Es1},   Bs1;      
    … ;      
   ==>  {Esn},   Bsn.                  (2.2) 
 
Here n ≥ 0 and Hs is a non-empty sequence of atoms. Cs and Esi are possibly empty 
sequences of condition and executable atoms respectively. Each Hs specifies a pattern 
of atomic formulae (in the body of a clause) to which the rule can be applied; Cs 
specifies the applicability condition(s); each Esi is a sequence of operations to be 
performed at the time of rule application; and each Bsi specifies a pattern of 
replacement atoms into which head atoms are rewritten on application of the rule. If 
Hs is a singleton set then the ETR is called a Single-Head Rule (SHR); otherwise it is 
called a Multi-Head Rule (MHR) [85]. If n = 1, the rule is a single-body rule; 
otherwise it is a multi-body rule (whose bodies are separated using semicolons ‘;’). 
The <rulename> tag is optionally used to label each rule. It is also needed when 
specifying priority. 
 
ET D-Rules are written in the format of (2.3). Each rule can have only one head and 
one body. The atoms in the body are processed sequentially - from left to right and 
top to bottom (similar to Prolog [84], but without the backtracking). 
 
 head, {condition}  →  body.                    (2.3) 
 
 
 
2.4.3. How to read an ET Specification 
 
The ET specification for the greatest common divisor, gcd, for which the declarative 
description was outlined in section 2.3.3, is represented by rules r2.1 and r2.2 below. 
Here we use the actual notation format used in the ET language. This has the format 
(predicate arg1 arg2 … argn). 
 
r2.1: (gcd *x *y *z), {(> *y 0)} ==> {(:= *x1 (mod *x *y))}, (gcd *y *x1 *z). 
 
r2.2:  (gcd *x 0 *z) ==> {(= *z *x)}. 
  
Both rules r2.1 and r2.2 are ET N-Rules. Rule r2.1 states that finding the gcd for two 
integers *x and *y when *y is positive is equivalent to finding the gcd of *y and *x1 
(where *x1 is the remainder when *x is divided by *y). Rule r2.2 states that the gcd 
for any number and 0 is the number itself. 
 
Rules r2.1 and r2.2 are used to transform all queries on the declarative description of 
gcd. The actual transformation sequence for a query to find the gcd of two numbers 
(21 and 15) is shown below. 
 
(ans (gcd 21 15 *A))  ← (gcd 15 6 *A).  rule r2.1 applied 
============================ 
(ans (gcd 21 15 *A)) ← (gcd 6 3 *A).  rule r2.1 applied 
============================ 
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(ans (gcd 21 15 *A)) ← (gcd 3 0 *A).  rule r2.1 applied 
============================ 
(ans (gcd 21 15 3)) ←.    rule r2.2 applied 
 
This result means that the common divisor for 21 and 15 is 3. The computation 
sequence shows that the original problem is transformed to successively simpler 
problems. That is, it moves from trying to find the gcd for 21 and 15 to finding the 
gcd for 15 and 6, then for 6 and 3, and finally for 3 and 0. 
 
 
 
2.5.  Benefits of the ETF as a Formal Specification 

Framework 
 
 

“Just a spoonful of sugar helps the (bitter) medicine go down in a most delightful 
way” 

 
Robert B. Sherman. 

 
 
The use of ET does not require deep expertise in neither Formal Methods nor 
Mathematics as the mathematical intricacies of the language is hidden from view. In 
fact, ET fits neatly into the category of Formal Methods described by Amey [54] as 
“Formality by Stealth”. Excepting for section 2.3.1, which discusses atoms and 
clauses, users of ET do not have to understand the mathematical foundation of the 
ETF in order to be able to read, write, and reason about ET specifications. The basic 
syntax and semantics outlined in section 2.4 is enough to get started. 
 
 
2.5.1. Ease of Learning 
 
A study carried out at Hokkaido University, Japan confirms that learning the 
fundamentals of ET is much easier than learning even such popular non-formal 
languages as C and BASIC [86]. The study focused on 200 first year undergraduate 
students at Hokkaido University. The students were first taught the foundations of C 
and Java. They were then introduced to ET as a means of systematically converting 
problem descriptions (requirements) into algorithms (specifications / models).  
 
By means of programming practice, questionnaires and opinions of the students 
before and after being taught ET the influence of ET was investigated. The 
questionnaires asked the students whether their level of understanding of 
programming concepts and their approach to program construction had improved: 1) 
After being taught C and Java (before learning ET) and; 2) after learning ET.  Fig. 2.2 
shows the students’ responses to the questions before and after learning ET. 
 
The Students were not intimidated by ET – in fact they found it very simple and 
exciting. The students wrote comments such as, “The method makes difficult 
problems simple by taking it apart in stages”; “The ability to compose a final 
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program by concentrating exclusively on one section at a time made program 
construction very easy”; “The ability to make a complete program by the simple 
accumulation of rules should be applicable to other programming languages”; etc.  
 
Among the conclusions drawn from this study, were the following: 1) Raising the 
level of abstraction using ET makes it easier for students to learn software 
programming and; 2) The fundamentals of ET are easier to learn than even C and Java. 
This helps to strengthen our belief that ET has the ability to enable Formal Methods to 
gain widespread acceptability and become matter of course in the software industry. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

FIGURE 2.2: Response of Students to the questions asked 
 
 
 
2.5.2. Flexibility 
 
One ET rule is an independent, executable unit component of an ET specification. As 
a result, a specification is created by simply writing each rule separately and then 
adding them one by one to construct the complete specification (Fig. 2.3). Thus, ET is 
highly flexible in that the order in which rules are placed in the specification is 
unimportant. So they can be mixed and matched in any combination to give the most 
efficient design. 
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FIGURE 2.3: ET Specification Construction Process 
 
 
2.5.3. ETF Integrates Correctness by Construction with Refinement 
 
From Hoare [87], we know that: “There are two ways of constructing a software 
design: One way is to make it so simple that there are obviously no deficiencies, and 
the other way is to make it so complicated that there are no obvious deficiencies.” The 
Correct-by- Construction (C-by-C) approach is based on the former statement. In this 
approach, each composition step is simple enough that it is easy to be sure that it 
preserves the required properties, either by informal inspection, formal verification, or 
logical reasoning [88], [89]. 
 
ET specifications are built in a similar fashion to the “correctness by construction” 
approach advocated by Amey [89]. ET rules are small, verifiable steps in the design 
process as each rule is guaranteed correct and can be verified by executing it. 
Constructing the specification is simply the accumulation of all of these rules (Fig. 
2.3). In the theoretical setting of ET, a highly abstract notion of rewriting rules is used. 
Thus ET specifications are built at a high level of abstraction [90]. In this process, a 
high-level abstract view of the entire system is first specified. The specification is 
then refined in a series of construction stages in which successively more details are 
added as we decrease the abstraction level. As each individual rule is guaranteed to be 
correct, we can be assured that the specification is being correctly constructed in 
increments. 
 
 
2.5.4. Advantages of Incremental Correctness by Construction Approach 
 
At present most formal methods rely on some form of verification in order to prove 
that the specifications created are correct and complete (i.e. that they satisfy some 
desired property). In this approach specifications are first constructed with little or no 
proof of correctness of individual components and steps – instead reliance is placed 
completely on the verification procedure. However, this procedure is deemed in many 
ways to be the most difficult [60].  
 
The two most popular approaches to verification are model checking and theorem 
proving [53]. However challenges exist in both these techniques. The challenges in 
model checking is the question of how to create efficient search algorithms and data 
structures for handling large search spaces and also how to “reduce the complexity of 
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validation models before they are subjected to automated verification” [91]. In 
addition there is the state explosion problem affecting model checking. On the other 
hand, even though theorem proving can handle infinite state spaces; proving 
properties is a slow and complex process and can be prone to errors [53].  
 
 
2.5.5. Other Advantages of the ETF as a Formal Specification Framework 
 
In terms of constructability, manageability and evolvability, as outlined by 
Lamsweerde in [92]; The ETF provides superior facilities for building correct 
specifications for complex systems in a safe, systematic, piecewise, incremental way 
[93]. ET rules can be analyzed individually and local changes in the specification are 
reflected locally. This also neatly satisfies the call by Clarke and Wing in [53] for the 
method to provide “efficient method for decomposing a computationally demanding 
global property into local properties whose verifications is computationally simple”. 
 
The ETF facilitates “reasoning in spite of errors”. ET specifications do not have to 
be complete before analysis can begin. Each rule can be analysed as soon as it is 
completed. On a larger scale; execution (and by extension, analysis) of incomplete ET 
N-Rule programs will still give meaningful results as computation will continue up to 
the point where there are no more rules left to apply. The evolution of formal 
specifications with regards to the ETF has also been analyzed and a foundation theory 
established [94]. Research into automatic generation of ET rules from problem 
description is also far advanced [95], [170], [190].  
 
 
 

2.6.  An Illustrative Example 
 
In this section we demonstrate how simple it is to manually derive algorithms from 
declarative specifications using the ETF. The example to be used is the derivation of 
an algorithm for finding the maximum and minimum elements in a non-empty set, S, 
as specified in [96].  We will start from the declarative description (specification) 
(2.4) given in [96], in which S is a non-empty set of integers and u ≤ S ≤ v are given to 
mean that u and v are the minimum and maximum, respectively, of S. That is: 
 
 u ≤ S ≤ v ≙ {u, v} ⊆ S ∧ (∀x ∈ S •  u ≤ x ∧ x ≤ v)             (2.4)
  
We can make the specification given in (2.4) more intuitive by using min and max to 
represent the minimum and maximum elements respectively, and rewriting it to give 
(2.5): 
 
min ≤ S ≤ max ≙ ∃x:S•(x=min) ∧ ∃x:S•(x=max) ∧∀x:S• (x ≥ min)∧∀x:S• (x ≤ max) (2.5)
  
The specification in (2.5) can be directly transformed to the definite clause (2.6) 
below (written in ETL notation): 
 
(minMax *S *min *max)  ←  (exist *min *S), (exist *max *S),  
    (forAll *x *S (>= *x *min)),  
            (forAll *x *S (<= *x *max)).                        (2.6) 
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In (2.6) atom (minMax *S *min *max) means that the minimum and maximum 
elements of set *S are *min and *max respectively. Atom (exist *min *S) means that 
an element *min exists in *S. The atom (forAll *x *S (>= *x *min)) means that any 
element, *x, in *S is either greater than or equal to the minimum. 
 
From the specification given as a clause in (2.6), we can directly obtain the global rule 
for our program. This is given as (2.7) below: 
 
(minMax *S *min *max)   ==>   (exist *min *S), (exist *max *S),  
     (forAll *x *S (>= *x *min)),  
               (forAll *x *S (<= *x *max)).            (2.7) 
 
This rule has the same meaning as (2.6) above. The rules for each atom in the body of 
(2.7) can now be derived. We know that *min exists in *S, however we do not know 
which element it is. We also know that it is either the first element in set *S, or some 
other element in the body of *S. As a result we write the recursive OR conditional 
rule of (2.8) for atom (exist *min *S). We also know that *min is an integer and does 
not exist in an empty set. As a result we write (2.9) as false.  The same logic is also 
used for atom (exist *max *S). 
 
 (exist *x (*a|*X))  ==> {(= *x *a)};  
                       ==> (exist *x *X).            (2.8) 
  
 (exist *x ())   ==> {(false)}.                   (2.9) 
 
 
We already know that (forAll *x *S (>= *x *min)) means that every element, *x, in 
*S, is either greater than, or equal to, the minimum. Thus, all we need to do is cycle 
through the elements of set *S and check them against the minimum, *min. This rule 
is given as (2.10). We also need to specify that if *S is empty then the statement is 
unconditionally true. This is stated as shown in rule (2.11). 
 
(forAll *x (*a|*X) (>= *x *min)) ==>  
    (>= *a *min), (forAll *x *X (>= *x *min)).          (2.10) 
 
(forAll *x () (>= *x *min)) ==>.              (2.11) 
 
Using the same logic we can derive the rules for checking against the maximum, 
*max, as (2.12) and (2.13) below. 
 
(forAll *x (*a|*X) (<= *x *max)) ==>  
    (<= *a *max), (forAll *x *X (<= *x *max)).        (2.12) 
 
(forAll *x () (<= *x *max)) ==>.             (2.13) 
 
We also need to define what we mean by (>= *a *min) and (<= *a *max). As a result 
we write rules (2.14) and (2.15) to specify this. 
 
(>= *x *y),{(number *x),(number *y)} ==> {(>= *x *y)}.            (2.14) 
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(<= *x *y),{(number *x),(number *y)} ==> {(<= *x *y)}.               (2.15) 
 
All the above rules, (2.4) to (2.15), are then combined to form the complete ET 
specification program. The ET specification program derivation process is 
summarized in Fig. 2.4. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2.4: Example of Program Derivation in the ETF 
 
 
 
2.7.  Concluding Remarks 
 
In this chapter, we examined the intuitive, flexible formal specification framework 
called the Equivalent Transformation Framework (ETF) and proposed it as a means 
by which Formal Methods can gain greater acceptance in the software development 
industry. We also looked at the benefits of using the Equivalent Transformation 
Language (ETL) and gave a practical demonstration of its capabilities by 
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systematically constructing an ET specification program for finding the maximum and 
minimum elements of a non-empty set. 
 
A major obstacle to the wide-scale adoption of Formal Methods in system 
development has been the complicated proofs and notations hitherto regarded as being 
indispensable. We believe that a simple, intuitive, mathematically based framework 
such as the ETF will help to remove this obstacle. The advantage of the ETF is that it 
provides a simple, yet mathematically powerful framework, in which a formal model 
of a system can be constructed in increments. This model is easily comprehensible to 
both expert and novice programmers alike. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 

Componentwise Modelling and Synthesis of 
Dynamic Interactive Systems using the ETF† 
 
 
 
In this chapter we present the general case of a Dynamic Interactive System being 
modelled and synthesized in the ETF. The development and maintenance of 
Concurrent Systems, Reactive Systems, and Dynamic Systems, remains fraught with 
challenges attributable to factors such as: 1) the tendency of concurrently executing 
processes to interact in unforeseen ways; 2) the necessity for Reactive Systems to 
facilitate continuous interactions with their environments and; 3) the constantly 
changing internal states of Dynamic Systems. It turns out that all three types of 
systems consist of a common subset, which accounts for most of the challenges. We 
term systems falling into this common subset, Dynamic Interactive Systems (DISs). 
We propose an incremental, componentwise, correct-by-construction approach to DIS 
development, using Equivalent Transformation (ET). This facilitates the construction 
of comprehensible DISs by decomposing global analysis of the DIS into local analysis 
of each component and its feasible interactions. To this end, we introduce two small, 
uniform, sets of ET rule types for comprehensively specifying DIS components, and 
their interaction patterns. We also outline our synthesis technique in which the 
properties of the model are reliably transferred to the actual implementation code. 
Finally, we demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by modelling and synthesizing a 
fully functional Web-based interactive application. 
 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
 
Careful analysis of the existing literature on Concurrent Systems [97], Reactive 
Systems [98], and Dynamic Systems [99], reveals a group of systems common to all 
of them. This common subset consists of systems having multiple concurrent, 
interactive processes, which can continue to change state, even during periods when 
there are no inputs from the external environment. We refer to such systems as, 
Dynamic Interactive Systems (DISs). Unlike transformational systems [98], which are 
considered correct if their final results are correct, and they terminate; DISs produce 
results incrementally throughout their execution, and may not even be required to 
terminate. As a result, emergent misbehavior [88], such as deadlocks [100], livelocks 
[100], and race conditions [103], [181], are difficult to find, as execution paths and 
behaviors may vary from one execution to the next, due to the arbitrariness of 
interaction among the concurrently executing processes. As a result, construction of 
DISs is time-consuming, and implemented DISs are error-prone and difficult to 
comprehend and analyze. 
                                                 
† This chapter is based on [101] and [102]. 
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In this chapter we propose an incremental, correct-by-construction (C-by-C) [89], 
componentwise methodology for modelling and synthesizing DISs (as summarized in 
Fig. 3.1). To this end: 
 Section 3.2 elaborates on the concept of DISs. 
 Section 3.3 outlines some challenges in the construction of DISs. 
 Section 3.4 outlines some of the reasons why the ETF can effectively model DISs. 
 Section 3.5 outlines the C-by-C methodology, and introduces five uniform ET rule 

types which together span the range of DIS component behaviors. Each rule type 
independently specifies one type of behavior; 

 Section 3.6 introduces four standard interaction patterns; and a method for 
deriving the number of new feasible interactions for each new component added 
to the system - thereby aiding in the prevention of emergent misbehavior. 

 Section 3.7 outlines the synthesis methodology, which transfers the properties of 
the constructed model to implementation-level code. 

 Finally, section 3.8 compares and contrasts our methodology with the work done 
by others in the field; while section 3.9 summarizes, and hints at possible future 
work. 

 The feasibility of the methodology is demonstrated throughout the chapter by 
means of a Ping-Pong game running example. 

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3.1: Overview of the Proposed DIS Modelling and Synthesis Methodology 
 
 
 
 
3.2. Overview of Dynamic Interactive Systems (DISs) 
 
Reactive Systems (RSs) are systems which have ongoing interactions with their 
environments, accepting requests and producing responses. They are repeatedly 
prompted by the outside world and their role is to continuously respond to external 
inputs [98]. Concurrent Systems (CSs) on the other hand, are systems consisting of 
multiple simultaneously executing computations which may potentially interact with 
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each other [97]. Dynamic Systems (DSs) are systems that evolve with respect to some 
notion of time [99]. A system, x, is a DIS if it satisfies the expression: 
 

DIS(x) = RS(x)∧CS(x)∧DS(x)                          (3.1) 
 
 
 
3.2.1. The Ping-Pong Game DIS 
 
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the Ping-Pong game running example. It consists of two paddle 
components (AIP and HP), a ball component (Ball), two score indicator components 
(S_AIP and S_HP), and a static enclosure component (ENC). AIP automatically 
estimates the position of Ball, and moves in accordance with an external timer; while 
HP moves in sync with a mouse. The Ball component is always in motion and cannot 
be controlled from outside the system.  
 
The ball is a square of 10 units, while the paddles are both 35 units in length, and 10 
units in width. Component ENC has a border measuring 10 units. Paddle AIP is fixed 
on the x-axis at x=45 while paddle HP is fixed at x=390. Both paddles can only move 
vertically, therefore only their y-coordinates change. In addition, they can never 
directly interact with each other. In contrast, the ball can move in all directions. As 
soon as the ball goes behind either of the paddles, the score component (S_AIP or 
S_HP) for the opposing paddle is incremented.  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.2: The Ping-Pong Game Dynamic Interactive System 
 
 
 
Predicates specifying the conditions for interaction of Ball and each of the paddles are 
defined by definite clauses cl3.1 and cl3.2. [Bx, By] refer to the x and y-coordinates of 
the Ball, while [Ax, Ay] and [Hx, Hy] represent the coordinates of AIP and HP 
respectively. 
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cl3.1:  BallHit_AIP([Bx, By], [Ax, Ay]) ← (45 ≤ Bx ≤ 55), (Ay-10) ≤ By ≤ (Ay + 35). 
 
cl3.2:  BallHit_HP([Bx, By], [Hx, Hy]) ← (390 ≤ (Bx+10) ≤ 400), (Hy-10) ≤ By ≤ (Hy + 35). 
 
Predicate BallHit_ENC/2, which relates conditions for the interaction of Ball with the 
top and bottom of ENC, is defined by clauses cl3.3 and cl3.4, respectively. The atom 
eq(x, y) is satisfied if x has the same value as y. 
 
cl3.3:  BallHit_ENC([Bx, By], [Ex, Ey]) ← eq(Bx, Ex), (10 ≤ By ≤ 20). 
 
cl3.4:  BallHit_ENC([Bx, By], [Ex, Ey]) ← eq(Bx, Ex), (320 ≤ (By+10) ≤ 330). 
 
Predicates for the interaction of the paddles and ENC are defined in a similar fashion. 
For example, interaction of AIP with ENC is defined using clauses cl3.5 and cl3.6 
below. 
 
cl3.5:  AIPHit_ENC([Ax, Ay], [Ex, Ey]) ← 10 ≤ Ay ≤ 20.    
  
cl3.6:  AIPHit_ENC([Ax, Ay], [Ex, Ey]) ← 320 ≤ (Ay+35) ≤ 330.  
 
Whenever the ball goes behind either of the paddles, the score for the opposing paddle 
is incremented. Thus we define ‘BallMiss_’ predicates using clauses cl3.7 and cl3.8. 
 
cl3.7:  BallMiss_AIP(Bx, By) ← Bx < 45.  
 
cl3.8:  BallMiss_HP(Bx, By) ← Bx > 400.  
 
 
 
 
3.3. Challenges in Componentwise Construction of DISs 
 
The challenges that occur in constructing DISs from components can be grouped into 
two categories. These are: 1) Component-level challenges and; 2) System-level 
challenges. 
 
 
 
3.3.1. Component-Level Challenges 
 
Lack of a general method of DIS Component Construction: Most approaches to 
component construction in this domain are too ad-hoc and open-ended. As a result, 
“the building of a reusable unit requires three to five times the effort required to 
develop a unit for one specific purpose” [104]. 
 
Difficulty Creating Correct and Efficient DIS Components: It is difficult to guarantee 
that each component is individually correct and efficient because a high level of 
independence is needed. Independence is essential for proper verification and 
evaluation of each component. 
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3.3.2. System-Level Challenges 
 
Difficulty Modelling Component Composition/Interaction Correctly: In most 
component-based development methodologies, component composition mechanisms 
are not well defined and/or are hard to apply systematically [105]. This feature is very 
important because integration and maintenance of components become complex and 
difficult as the number of components increases. 
 
Possibility of Livelocks, Deadlocks, and Race Conditions: Concurrent components 
have a tendency to interact in unforeseen ways. Each case of interaction may lead to 
errors if not accounted for and properly resolved. These problems include deadlocks 
(components waiting in vain for required resources), and race conditions 
(modification of resources in unforeseen ways). 
 
Additionally, even if we assume that we can specify all the relevant attributes of 
components, it is not known how these attributes determine the corresponding 
attributes of systems of which they are composed. In fact, while each component may 
be independently proven correct, it is often difficult to predict what the behavior of 
the system will be when they all interact. The ideal approach to derive system 
attributes from component attributes is still a subject of research. [106]. 
 
 
 
 
3.4. Reasons Why the ETF can Effectively Model DISs 
 
The following features of the ETF are among the many reasons why it is ideal for 
modelling DISs: 
 
 
3.4.1. Nondeterminism and Concurrency 
 
In order to reliably model independent concurrent components and their interactions 
the ability to simulate concurrent processes is invaluable. The ETF is inherently 
nondeterministic. This nondeterminism at the core of the ETF can be converted into a 
wide variety of both sequential and concurrent computation styles (Fig 3.3). The 
concurrent computation styles include: (1) OR-parallelism; (2) AND-parallelism and; 
(3) Rule-parallelism (unique to the ETF) [77]. 
 
Reactive Systems natively exhibit don’t-care nondeterminism [78]. As a result, don’t-
care nondeterminism capability, and its control, is essential for correct modelling of 
reactive concurrent systems [78], [80]. This type of nondeterminism is an innate part 
of the ETF. In addition, the ETF is able to model the internal dynamic conditions of 
DIS components as perpetual processes (see section 3.5.1). The ETF is also able to 
convert nondeterminism to determinism in order to facilitate sequential program 
execution.   
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FIGURE 3.3: ETF Nondeterminism and Relation to Programming Environments. The 
Nondeterminism inherent in the ETF facilitates a wide variety of both Concurrent and 
Sequential computation forms. 
 
 
 
3.4.2. Declarative Semantics 
 
DISs are required to accommodate new information at random points in time, while 
maintaining the consistency of their computations. This is easily done in the 
declarative paradigm. The underlying declarative semantics of the ETF provides us 
with a means of connecting directly to this underlying nature of DISs and thus enables 
us to visualize and model all of its various aspects. One of the most important 
differences between the ET model and other declarative computation models is that 
the concept of program specifications is clearly separated from that of programs. A 
program specification provides a detailed description of the requirements that a 
program is constructed from and that program correctness is verified by (as depicted 
in Fig. 3.4). This has facilitated the generation of guaranteed correct sequential 
programs from declarative descriptions (DDs) [73], [75] via automatic methods based 
on Meta-Computation [170] and Logical Equivalence [190], along with the 
establishment of a sufficient condition for generation of guaranteed correct parallel 
programs from DDs [188]. 
 
In the ETF, program correctness is verified based on its specification. In other 
declarative computational models, program specifications and programs are 
considered to be declarative and identical. In the ETF, program specifications are 
considered to be declarative, while programs are completely procedural. ETF 
programs use different optimization techniques to improve execution since programs 
are procedural. In addition, the ETF connects naturally to the semantics and reasoning 
underlying relational database systems. Atoms can be used to represent tables 
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(entities); clauses represent queries and; ET rules are relations which carry out query 
evaluations. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 3.4: Expansion of the ET Program Space to Facilitate Dynamic Interactive 
Systems (DISs). 
 
 
 
3.4.3. Rich Expressivity 
 
The status, properties and interactions associated with a component in a DIS are richly 
expressed in the ETF using atoms and various types of ET rules (Fig. 3.4). 
Computation in logic programming is seen as using only one specific class of 
transformation rules, i.e., single-head general unfolding-based rules. Using such a 
restricted class alone, it is often difficult to achieve effective computation or for 
improving computation efficiency. This difficulty is overcome in the ETF by content-
based control of computation and the possibility of using several types of 
transformation rules, including specialized and Multi-Head Rules (MHRs). MHRs 
facilitate easy representation and manipulation of component interactions. Each head 
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atom can be used to represent an independent component. They also naturally and 
implicitly specify component interaction, generation and termination, without the 
need (and added mental burden) for explicit (artificial) constructs such as “spawn”, 
“join”, and “synchronize”, as obtains in most other languages. 
 
ET programs are also intrinsically more expressive than Petri nets, term rewriting 
systems, and most functional and logic-based programs. When we take computation 
as state-transitions caused by rules, the ET paradigm enables: (1) more varied states; 
(2) more varied rules and hence; (3) more varied computations. For (1), a state in LP 
or in ET is a clause (allowing variables), while a state in a term rewriting system is a 
ground term (a term without variables). Note that LP deals only with logical formulas, 
while ET is not restricted to them. For (2), a rule in LP transforms a clause to another 
clause while a rewriting rule in term rewriting systems transforms a term to another 
term. ET deals with more rules, including rules with multi-heads, multi-bodies, and 
extra-logical atoms, than LP so that more varied transitions are available in ET [176]. 
 
ET rules are intuitively understandable by humans and the state of the computation 
can be observed and analyzed. This type of clarity allows us to check whether or not 
the behavior of a component, such as state changes, etc., is valid. By contrast, in 
procedural programming languages, the semantic meaning of the components is tied 
up with the execution order and relations between the parts such as the use of global 
variables, so that it is not apparent how the parts work together and there is no 
convenient theory for the semantic meaning of procedural programs. Therefore the 
process of writing and debugging programs in most languages is a chancy affair, 
involving repeated tries at designing, coding, debugging, and redesigning the program 
[175]. 
 
In the ETF all events are processed in a standardized way. Events are accommodated 
via the condition section of a rule and processing is transparently carried out by means 
of lower level rules invoked for the purpose. As in all ET rules, these rules are very 
easy to write. 
 
 
3.4.4. Correct-by-Construction DIS Models 
 
The highly independent nature of ET rules eases the rule-writing task. Since each rule 
can be written and focused on exclusively, rules are very easy to write. Additionally, 
because each rule is a standalone component; it can be executed immediately after 
being written in order to check that it carries out the intended operation. A model is 
simply the accumulation of these locally certified rules to form a globally correct 
whole. This enables us to construct highly decomposable, correct-by-construction 
DIS models. 
 
 
3.4.5. High Level Abstraction 
 
An abstraction is an idea reduced to its essential form [107]. Without abstractions 
systems tend to be overly complex and intellectually hard to manipulate. Languages 
that support abstraction are needed in order to create intellectually manageable 
models. The ETF operates at the conceptual level and so provides a high level of 
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abstraction. As a result an ETF model can be freely manipulated and optimized 
without the restrictions associated with concrete implementation details such as type 
declaration, memory allocation, etc. 
 
 
 
3.5. Correct-by-Construction, Componentwise, DIS 

Modelling in the ETF 
 
In this section we discuss Correct-by-Construction (C-by-C) model construction and 
DIS component composition in the ETF. The utility of ET rules in passive 
componentwise modelling has already been discussed by Mabuchi [108], and Akama 
[93]. In this section we extend their versatility to dynamic componentwise modelling.  
 
Definition 3.1. A complete, efficient DIS model is a finite set of ETRs comprising: 1) 
DIS components; 2) their feasible interactions and; 3) a global ETR which specifies 
the initial composition and state of the system.  
 
We utilize the three-step C-by-C process illustrated in Fig. 3.5 to ensure correct ET 
DIS model construction from directly created ETRs. In step one the initial 
composition of the system is given as a global ETR of the form depicted in Fig. 2.1. 
For the Ping-Pong DIS, this is written as: 
 
r3.1:  Game  ==>  {init(*enc, *aip, *hp, *ball, *saip, *shp)}, ENC(*enc, *ein), AIP(*aip, *ain),  

 HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bin), S_AIP(*saip, *sain), S_HP(*shp, *shin). 
 
In step two, each rule is independently created and exclusively checked by executing 
it separately in the Equivalent Transform Interpreter (ETI) [74], [75], [82]. In step 
three, all the created rules are accumulated to form the complete DIS model. Because 
all the rules have been individually proven correct, the completed model is guaranteed 
correct; since each rule is independent and does not affect the behavior specified by 
any other rule. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.5. Manual ET C-by-C, Componentwise, DIS Model Construction Process 
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3.5.1. Modelling DIS Components 
 
An ETR provides an abstract procedure for a program component [108]. In our 
methodology, we use five such abstract procedures to encompass the possible range 
of DIS component behavior depicted in Fig. 3.6.  
 
Each DIS component is specified using a combination of one or more of these abstract 
procedures. Each of these abstract procedures is labelled according to its function. 
 
 
Definition 3.2. A specification for a DIS component C, is a set of ET Single-Head 
Rule types from the five-member set {G, T, I, E, D}, having the same predicate symbol 
as C.   
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.6. Range of ET DIS Component Behaviors 
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An SHR-Type G rule generates a new successor/child component (CH, SC, chin), 
when a given condition (GCond.) is true. It uses function Gfoo(S1, SC, S2) to generate 
the new state, S2 (for the parent), and the initial state, SC (for the child). The behavior 
of the rule depicted in Fig. 3.7. Its format is: 
 
 
C1(*S1, *cin), {GCond.}  ==>  {Gfoo(*S1, *S2, *SC)}, C1(*S2, *cin), CH(*SC, *chin). 
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FIGURE 3.7: Component Generation by a Single Component 
 
 
 
SHR-Type Termination (SHR-Type T) 
An SHR-Type T rule terminates the component when a given condition, (TCond.) 
becomes true (Fig. 3.8). Its format is: 
 
C1(*S1, *cin), {TCond.}  ==> . 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.8: Component Self-Termination. 
 
 
 
SHR-Type Information (SHR-Type I) 
An SHR-Type I rule accepts information from other components within the system 
(Fig. 3.9). The information is accepted on port cin when guard, {¬var(cin)}, becomes 
true. This information is then used in function Ifoo(S1,cin, S2) to generate a new state, 
S2, for the component. Its format is: 
 
C1(*S1, *cin), {notVar(*cin))} ==> {Ifoo(*S1, *cin, *S2)}, C1(*S2, *cx). 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.9: Information Reception from another Component 
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SHR-Type Event (SHR-Type E) 
An SHR-Type E accommodates information from the component’s external 
environment (Fig. 3.10). When the specified event occurs, the information contained 
in the event, ev, is used by function Efoo(S1, ev, S2) to change the components state to 
S2. Its format is: 
 
C1(*S1, *cin), {Event(*ev)} ==> {Efoo(*S1, *ev, *S2)}, C1(*S2, *cin). 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.10: Information Reception from the Component’s outside environment 
 
 
SHR-Type Dynamic (SHR-Type D) 
An SHR-Type D rule specifies a continuous internal change of state (a form of 
dynamism) via function Dfoo(S1, S2) (Fig. 3.11). It is the ETF’s version of perpetual 
processes [80], [76], and has no direct connection to the system’s internal or external 
environment. Its format is: 
 
C1(*S1, *cin) ==> {Dfoo(*S1, *S2)}, C1(*S2,*cin). 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 3.11: Component Internal Perpetual Process 
 
 
 
The range of DIS component behavior is summarized in Fig. 3.12. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3.12. ET Rule Types for Specifying Component Behavior in a DIS Model 

ev 

cin S1 S2 

C1 

Dfoo(S1, S2)

ev

cin S2 S3

C1

ev

cin S3 S4 

C1

Dfoo(S3, S4) Dfoo(S2, S3)

ev 

cin 
S1 

S2{True(Event)} 
Efoo(S1, ev, S2 )

ev

cin S2

C1 C1

SHR-Type G:  C1(*S1, *cin), {GCond}  ==> {Gfoo (*S1, *SC, *S2)}, C1(*S2, *cin), CH(*SC, *chin). 

SHR-Type T:  C1(*S1, *cin), {TCond} ==> . 

SHR-Type I:  C1(*S1, *cin), {¬ var (*cin)} ==> {Ifoo (*S1, *cin, *S2)}, C1(*S2, *cx). 

SHR-Type E:  C1(*S1, *cin), {Event (*ev)} ==> {Efoo (*S1, *ev, *S2)}, C1(*S2, *cin). 

SHR-Type D:  C1(*S1, *cin) ==> {Dfoo(*S1, *S2)}, C1(*S2, *cin). 
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The overall behavior of a component is dictated by the rule types comprising it. As a 
result, we can get a wide variety of behaviors, just by combining rule types. We use 
five uniform rule types, and limit the internal constitution of the component to only 
one of each type of rule; thereby eliminating any possibility of “spaghetti code” [88] 
in component specification. In order to prevent internal deadlock, we prioritize rule 
execution in descending order as: SHR-Type G → SHR-Type T → SHR-Type I → 
SHR-Type E → SHR-Type D. 
 
 
3.5.2.   Modelling Ping-Pong Game Components 
 
The state of component ENC will never change; therefore no behavioral rule is 
needed for it. Each paddle is externally controllable, and will also need to accept 
information from ENC. Therefore we need both an SHR-Type E and an SHR-Type I 
rule for each paddle. As a result we specify the paddle rules as r3.2, r3.3, r3.4 and 
r3.5 below. 
 
r3.2:  AIP(*aip, *ain), {checkTimer (*t)} ==>  
    {moveAIP(*aip, *t, *aipnew)}, AIP(*aipnew, *ain). 
 
r3.3:  AIP(*aip, *ain), {¬var(*ain))} ==> {*aipnew = *ain}, AIP(*aipnew, *ax). 
 
r3.4:  HP(*hp, *hin), {OnMouseMove(*my)} ==>  
    {moveHP(*hp, *my, *hpnew)}, HP(*hpnew, *hin). 
 
r3.5:  HP(*hp, *hin), {¬var(*hin))} ==> {*hpnew = *hin}, HP(*hpnew, *hx). 
 
Rule r3.2 is executed whenever the checkTimer/1 event occurs. Time *t is used in the 
moveAIP/3 ruleset to compute a new position (state) for AIP. Rule r3.3 is used by AIP 
to process information received, via *ain, when it interacts with (hits) either Ball or 
ENC. Whenever the mouse moves, rule r3.4 is executed and the y-coordinate, *my, of 
the mouse is used in the moveHP/3 ruleset to compute the new state for HP. Rule r3.5 
operates in the same way as rule r3.3. 
 
Rules r3.6 and r3.7 specify the behavior of the ball component. Rule r3.6 (SHR-Type 
I) is used by Ball to process information received, via *bin, when it hits either of the 
paddles; or ENC. Rule r3.7 (SHR-Type D) keeps the ball in continuous motion. The 
state is changed from old to new each time the moveBall/2 relation is invoked. 
 
r3.6:  Ball(*ball, *bin), {¬var(*bin)} ==> {*ballnew = *bin}, Ball(*ballnew, *bx). 
r3.7:  Ball(*ball, *bin) ==> {moveBall(*ball, *ballNew)}, Ball(*ballNew, *bin). 
 
Rules r3.8 and r3.9 specify the behavior of the score components. These components 
are each specified using only an SHR-Type I rule. In each component, the information 
received is added to the existing score and helps to form the new state. 
 
r3.8:  S_AIP(*saip, *sain), {¬var(*sain)} ==>  
   {add2Score(*saip, *sain, *saipNew)}, S_AIP(*saipNew, *sax). 
 
r3.9:  S_HP(*shp *shin), {¬var(*shin)} ==>  
   {add2Score(*shp, *shin, *shpNew)}, S_HP(*shpNew, *shx). 
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3.6.  Modelling Interaction Patterns  
 
A component consists of exclusive interfaces for reception of information - from 
inside and outside of the DIS. Information transmission is implicit, while information 
reception is explicit. Interactions are specified using MHRs. The general formats for 
the most basic interaction patterns are depicted as MHR-Type G, MHR-Type T, MHR-
Type I, and MHR-Type E rules in Fig. 3.13. MHR-Type G rules specify component 
generation resulting from component interactions. MHR-Type T rules specify 
component termination. MHR-Type I rules are “normal” condition-driven interaction 
rules, while MHR-Type E rules are event-driven. In the figure, rule types I and E both 
specify information exchange via variable *msgN.   
 

 
FIGURE 3.13: Basic Component Interaction Patterns 
 
 
Note that components can only directly affect the state of other components in cases 
where the component is being newly generated. Maximal execution is assured by 
assigning priority according to the number of heads a rule has. The more heads a rule 
has, the higher the priority it is assigned. Component generation rule types (Types G); 
and component termination rule types (Types T); facilitate the modelling of structural 
dynamism. An example of this can be seen in [109]. Variations on the basic rule types, 
in order to specify more complex interactions, are also allowed. However, each 
interaction must be specified using only one interaction rule. Because the exec section 
of the MHR is deterministic, emergent misbehavior is avoided. 
 
 
3.6.1. Computing Feasible Interactions for Each New Component 
 
In order to guarantee C-by-C, we need to identify and properly resolve all Feasible 
Interactions (FIs) that arise from the addition of each new component. Conversely, 
when a component is removed, its corresponding FIs must also be removed. It is very 
easy to miss possible interactions among components. Therefore, a method for 
computing the number of possible interactions is invaluable. 
 
 
Definition 3.3. The Feasible Interactions (FIs) of a component C, is the sum of the 
cross-product of C and all other pre-existing components with which it will interact, 
minus the set of all interactions that are impossible (with respect to the given 
requirements for the system). 

MHR-Type G:  C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *c2in), {MGCond} ==>  
  {MGfoo(*S1, *S2, *SC)}, C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *c2in), CH(*SC, *chin). 
 

MHR-Type T:  C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *c2in), {MTCond}  ==> . 
 

MHR-Type I:  C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *c2in), {MICond}  ==>  
{MIfoo(*S1, *S2, *msgN)}, C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *msgN). 

 

MHR-Type E:  C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *c2in), {Event(*ev)} ==>  
{MEfoo(*S1, *S2, *ev, *msgN)}, C1(*S1, *c1in), C2(*S2, *msgN). 
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At present methods based on concurrent control flow graph (CCFG) [110], and 
Automata Theory [111], are used to find FIs in concurrent systems. However, these 
methods focus on models that have already been constructed – at which point the 
system is difficult to analyze and modify. In contrast, we propose to find FIs on a 
component by component basis, while the model is being constructed. 
 
For a DIS in which all components interact with each other, the total number of N-
Rules required in a correct, complete, efficient, ET DIS model (see definition 3.1), is 
given by: 
 
Total Rules = Global Rule + Sum of all Interaction Rules + Sum of all Component Rules 

    = 1 + ∑ −
=
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                 (3.2) 

 
Where:  n = Number of components in the system. 

 Ci = Number of rules in component i (maximum of 5 each). 
 
For a system in which components do not all interact with each other however, the 
result of (3.2) will include many infeasible interactions, which will result in 
“spaghetti code”, and thus, a less than optimal model. Therefore, using a concept 
analogous to fuzzy satisficing methods [112] and linear bi-level programming [113], 
we compute lower and upper limits for the number of FIs, in order to obtain values 
that are closer to the actual number needed.  
 
Remark 3.1. Note that interaction rules and FIs can be used interchangeably, since 
they have a unique one-to-one correspondence in the ETF - facilitated by MHRs and 
rule independence. That is, one interaction rule is used to specify one FI. 
 
3.6.1.1.Computing the Lower Limit (LL).  
The lower limit is given by: 

  LLNC = ∑
=
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iEC
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Where: NC = New Component 
 EC = An Existing Component with which the new component will directly interact. 
 LLNC = Lower limit for the number of interaction rules needed to accommodate NC.  
 IREC = Number of interaction rules used to accommodate EC at the time it was added. 
 m = Number of components with which the new component will directly interact. 
 
 
3.6.1.2.Computing the Upper Limit (UL).  
The upper limit is given by: 
 
  ULNC = 12 )1( −+− kn               (3.4) 

 
Where:  ULNC = Upper limit for the number of interaction rules needed to accommodate NC. 
 k = Number of components with which NC will not interact (neither directly nor indirectly)1  

                                                 
1 Indirect interaction means that both components are able to simultaneously interact with a third 

component or resource but not with each other directly.  
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3.6.2. Ping-Pong Game Component Interactions. 
 
Table 3.1 depicts five of the 720 (i.e. 6!) possible ways in which components can be 
added to incrementally construct the Ping-Pong DIS. For each configuration sequence, 
the number of additional interaction rules required for the same component varies 
according to the order in which it is added to the system (e.g. in the case of AIP). 
However, the total number of interaction rules needed in the completed system, 
remains the same. The Lower Limit (LL), Upper Limit (UL), and the Actual Number 
(AN), of interaction rules required for each component, are displayed. In cases where 
LL == UL; either value can be taken as the precise number of rules needed. A result 
where LL > UL; implies that UL is the precise number needed. In other cases, the 
infeasible interactions must be carefully deduced and removed within the LL to UL 
range.  
 
 
 
 

TABLE 3.1. Construction Sequences and Corresponding Rules per additional Component 

 
 
 
 
Table 3.2 displays interactions and associated ET rules for configuration sequence 4. 
The LL and UL for each component, up to the addition of ENC; are identical. For 
component AIP however, they are different. Therefore we need to deduce the 
infeasible interactions. From the requirements (section 3.2.1), we know that AIP can 
never directly interact with HP; also, Ball can never interact with both HP and AIP 
simultaneously. As a result, interactions AIP ↔ HP, and AIP↔Ball↔ HP, are not 
feasible. This results in a total of eleven FIs within the system, (shown in major 
column 5).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SEQUENCE 1 SEQUENCE 2 SEQUENCE 3 SEQUENCE 4 SEQUENCE 5 

Comp. 
Added 

New 
Interaction 

Rules 

Comp. 
Added 

New 
Interaction

Rules 

Comp. 
Added

New 
Interaction

Rules 

Comp. 
Added

New 
Interaction 

Rules 

Comp. 
Added 

New 
Interaction

Rules 

Total 
Number of 

Components 
 LL UL AN  LL UL AN  LL UL AN  LL UL AN  LL UL AN

1 ENC 0 0 0 ENC 0 0 0 Ball 0 0 0 Ball 0 0 0 HP 0 0 0 
2 HP 1 1 1 Ball 1 1 1 HP 1 1 1 S_AIP 1 1 1 S_HP 0 0 0 
3 AIP 1 3 2 HP 3 3 3 AIP 1 3 1 HP 1 1 1 AIP 0 1 0 
4 S_AIP 0 0 0 AIP 3 7 5 S_HP 1 1 1 S_HP 1 1 1 Ball 3 8 3 
5 S_HP 0 0 0 S_HP 2 1 1 ENC 5 7 7 ENC 3 3 3 S_AIP 4 1 1 
6 Ball 7 31 8 S_AIP 2 1 1 S_AIP 1 1 1 AIP 5 7 5 ENC 6 7 7 
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TABLE 3.2: Interactions and Corresponding ET Rules for Configuration Sequence 4 

 
 
Five of the FIs listed in Table 3.2 (S_AIP ↔ Ball, HP ↔ Ball, S_HP ↔ Ball, AIP ↔ 
Ball, AIP↔Ball↔ENC↔HP), are illustrated in the process diagram of Fig. 3.14. 
Each case of a paddle hitting Ball (as in AIPHitBall and HPHitBall) is regarded as an 
interaction between the relevant paddle and Ball (in which Ball receives information 
from the paddle). 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.14: The Ping-Pong DIS (Component) Processes and some of their 
Interactions 
 
 
We regard Ball going beyond a paddle as Ball and a score component interacting to 
exchange information (as in AIPMISSBall and HPMISSBall). Following this logic, we 
derive interaction rules r3.10 to r3.15. 
 
r3.10:   AIPHITBALL 
      AIP(*aip, *ain), Ball(*ball, *bin), {BallHit_AIP(*ball, *aip)} ==>   
   {BounceOff_AIP(*ball, *bmsg)}, AIP(*aip, *ain), Ball(*ball, *bmsg). 
 

 S_AIP Process 

 AIP Process 

 Ball Process 

 HP Process 

 S_HP Process 

HPMISSBall 

AIPHitBall 

 HPHitBall 

AIPMISSBall 

ENC Process 
BallAIPHPHITENC 

New Interaction
Rules  

Total 
Number of 

Components 

Component 
Added 

LL UL AN

Corresponding 
Interactions 

Feasible Interactions 
(FIs) 

Associated 
ET Rules 

1 Ball 0 0 0 --- --- --- 
2 S_AIP 1 1 1  S_AIP ↔ Ball  S_AIP ↔ Ball r3.13 
3 HP 1 1 1  HP ↔ Ball  HP ↔ Ball r3.11 
4 S_HP 1 1 1  S_HP ↔ Ball  S_HP ↔ Ball r3.12 

5 ENC 3 3 3 
 ENC ↔ HP 
 ENC ↔ Ball 
 ENC ↔ Ball ↔ HP 

 ENC ↔ HP 
 ENC ↔ Ball 
 ENC ↔ Ball ↔ HP 

- 
- 

r3.14 

6 AIP 5 7 5 

 AIP ↔ Ball,  
 AIP↔ENC, AIP ↔ HP
 AIP ↔ Ball ↔ ENC 
 AIP ↔ Ball ↔ HP 
 AIP ↔ ENC ↔ HP 
 AIP↔Ball↔ENC ↔HP

 AIP ↔ Ball,  
 AIP↔ENC,  
 AIP ↔ Ball ↔ ENC 
 AIP ↔ ENC ↔ HP 
 AIP↔Ball↔ENC↔HP 

r3.10 
- 
- 
- 

r3.15 
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r3.11:   HPHITBALL 
      HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bin), {BallHit_HP(*ball, *hp)} ==>   
   {BounceOff_HP(*ball, *bmsg)}, HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bmsg). 
 
r3.12:   AIPMISSBALL 
      S_HP(*shp, *shin), Ball(*ball, *bin), {BallMISS_AIP(*ball)} ==>  

{addPoint(*hpt)}, S_HP(*shp, *hpt), Ball(*ball, *bin). 
 
r3.13:   HPMISSBALL 
      S_AIP(*saip, *sain), Ball(*ball, *bin), {BallMISS_HP(*ball)} ==>  

 {addPoint(*apt)}, S_AIP(*saip, *apt), Ball(*ball, *bin). 
 
r3.14:   BALLHPHITENC 
      Ball(*ball, *bin), HP(*hp, *hin), ENC(*enc, ?),  
 {BallHPHit_ENC(*ball, *hp, *enc)} ==>  
         {ReactENC_BallHP(*ball, *hp, *enc, *bmsg, *hmsg)},  
    Ball(*ball, *bmsg), HP(*hp, *hmsg), ENC(*enc, ?). 
 
r3.15:   BALLAIPHPHITENC 
      Ball(*ball, *bin), AIP(*aip, *ain), HP(*hp, *hin), ENC(*enc, ?),  
      {BallAIPHPHit_ENC(*ball, *aip, *hp, *enc)} ==>  
  {ReactENC_BallAIPHP(*ball, *aip, *hp, *enc, *bmsg, *amsg, *hmsg)}, 
  Ball(*ball, *bmsg), AIP(*aip, *amsg), HP(*hp, *hmsg), ENC(*enc, ?). 
 
 
In the AIPHITBALL rule (r3.10) the BallHit_AIP/2 relation defined by clause cl3.1 
(section 3.2.1), is used to generate rule r3.16, which determines whether or not AIP 
has hit Ball. If the condition is satisfied, the BounceOff_AIP/2 relation computes the 
information to be passed to Ball, and gives the result in the variable *bmsg.  
 
 
r3.16:  BallHit_AIP(*ball~(*bx, *by, ?), *aip~(*aipx, *aipy)),  

{*bx ≥ 45, *bx ≤ 55, *aipy1 := *aipy - 10,*aipy2 := *aipy + 35, *by ≥ *aipy1, *by ≤ 
*aipy2} → . 

 
 
The HPHITBALL rule operates in a similar fashion, but uses interaction clause cl3.2. 
The AIPMISSBALL rule (r3.12) is executed when Ball goes behind AIP. It uses a rule 
generated from clause cl3.7 to determine if Ball is behind AIP. If true, a point is 
awarded to S_HP – exchanged as information in the variable *hpt.  
 
 
3.6.3. D-Rule Hierarchies (Passive Components) in ET DIS Models. 
 
In our DIS model, D-Rules are invoked by N-Rules to carry out relevant sub-
computations. Each D-Rule may itself invoke other D-Rules; resulting in a D-Rule 
hierarchy (Fig. 3.15). Each invoked hierarchy is independent and has no direct effect 
on other hierarchies. D-Rule hierarchies are similar to the passive components of 
[114]. In contrast however, they: 1) do not interact with other components or the 
outside world; 2) can only be invoked by their parent SHR or MHR and; 3) has no 
direct effect on other hierarchies. 
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FIGURE 3.15: Relationship between an N-Rule and its D-Rule Hierarchies  
 
 
 
3.6.3.1. Preventing Emergent Misbehavior in ETF DIS Models. 
 
Emergent misbehavior can cause problems such as corrupt memory, application 
crashes, and undefined behavior. They can also cause the application to become 
susceptible to denial-of-service attacks. Emergent misbehavior includes deadlocks, 
livelocks, and race conditions. Deadlock refers to a specific condition when two or 
more processes are each waiting for each other to release a resource indefinitely [100]. 
Livelocks occur when processes continue to execute, but make no progress [100]. 
Race conditions occur when more than one concurrent processes (at least one of 
which is a write) access shared data without explicit synchronization [103], [181]. In 
that case the final value of the data is not predictable since it is dependent on the order 
in which the processes execute. Thus the problem decomposes to ensuring correct 
sequencing of the interactions, and properly coordinating access to resources that are 
shared among processes. 
 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 3.16: Specifying safe access to shared resource in the ETF 
 
 
We prevent these forms of emergent misbehavior in each instance of simultaneous 
interaction, by synchronizing as specified in Fig. 3.16(b). The exec section, (CritSect), 
of the rule forces sequential access to shared mutable resource, *gres. The change 
made by each process is immediately reflected in it before it is passed on to the next 
process. Here we have P1 getting first access to the resource, and P3 accessing last; 

Process P2 
Process P3 

Process P1 
Concurrent 
Processes 

Critical Section 

(P1 *p1), (P2 *p2), (P3 *p3) ==>  {(CritSect)}, (P1 *p1), (P2 *p2), (P3 *p3). 
 

(CritSect)  (get *gres), (P1 *gres *gres1), (P2 *gres1 *gres2),  (P3 *gres2 *gres3), (set *gres3). 

(a) 

(b) 

 *gres in  
 *gres1 out, *gres1 in  
 *gres2 out, *gres2 in 
 *gres3 out 

<RuleLabel> 
(N-RuleHead),  {(D-Atom1)}  ==>  {(D-Atom2)},  (N-RuleBody). 

(D-Atom1), {(D-Atom11)}  (D-RuleBody1). (D-Atom2), {(D-Atom21)} (D-Atom22), …, (D-Atom2n). 

(D-Atom11)  … 

(D-RuleBody1)  … 

(D-Atom21)  … 

(D-Atom2n)  … 
(D-Atom22)  …

D-Rule Hierarchy 1 D-Rule Hierarchy 2
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however access order and the length of time each process can hold the resource, will 
vary from case to case.  
 
Alternatively, a specialized deadlock avoidance/prevention algorithm such as 
Dijkstra’s Banker’s Algorithm [115], Dekker’s Algorithm [116], Lamport’s Bakery 
Algorithm [117], [118], or Peterson’s Algorithm [119], can also be implemented in 
the exec section.  
 
 
3.6.4. Ping-Pong Game D-Rule Hierarchies. 
 
An example of a D-Rule Hierarchy used in the Ping-Pong game, is shown in Fig. 3.17. 
It is the moveBall/2 ruleset, invoked by the SHR-Type D (dynamic) rule, r3.7 (section 
3.5.2).  
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.17: D-Rule hierarchy for moving the ball component 
 
 
The hierarchy has input interface *ball and output interface *ballN. *ball~(*bx *by 
*BA) is an Ivar to which x-coordinate *bx, y-coordinate *by, and angle *BA, of the 
ball component is attached. Dynamic ball movement is achieved by using a sine and 
cosine formulation inspired by [120]. The results of processing are attached to the 
*ballN Ivar. 

 
 

3.6.5. Specifying Presentation Information 
 
In addition to specifying behavioral properties, ET can also specify presentation 
information. The use of ET in specifying and processing XML data is exemplified by 
Cheng in [121]; while its utility in specifying HTML elements and Cascading Style 
Sheet (CSS) declarations can be seen in [122]. Using ET to also specify presentation 
enables us to homogenously describe both the presentation and behavior of the DIS. 
In our methodology, we use the technique outlined in [122] to specify and transform 
presentation information. Thus, we use the list formatted atom structures depicted in 
Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 to specify structure and layout respectively. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.18: ET-ST Rule Structure (for specifying document Structure) 

//Dynamic Ball Movement 
r3.17:  moveBall(*ball, *ballN) → moveXYAngle(*ball, *ballN).  
   

r3.18:  moveXYAngle(*ball~(*bx *by *BA), *ballN) →  
    ..., (*Ang := *BA x *Rad), cos(*Ang, *cosAng), sin(*Ang, *sinAng), 
 (*N1bx := (*bx + (*ping x *cosAng))),  ftoi (*N1bx, *Nbx), (*N1by := (*by - (*ping x *sinAng))), ...

(tag  ((property1 value1) … (propertyn valuen))  (content))
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In Fig. 3.19, tag refers to an element, property - value refers to an attribute - value pair 
associated with the element and content can be child elements, string values, etc. ET-
SS has three types of rule structures for presentation. Styles can be applied to particular 
types of elements (Fig. 3.19a), to a class of elements (Fig. 3.19b), or to a uniquely 
identified element (Fig. 3.19c). 
 

 

FIGURE 3.19: ET Style Sheet (ET-SS) Rule Structures (for Layout) 
 
 
Following the formats depicted above, we specify the stylesheet for each component 
and its corresponding structure using list-formatted information atoms as shown in 
Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21. 
 
 

   
FIGURE 3.20: ET-SS Specification    FIGURE 3.21: ET-ST Specification 
 
 
 
 
3.7.  Result – Modular, Extensible, ET Componentwise DIS 

Model  
 
The foregoing systematic model construction process results in a highly modular 
model of the Ping-Pong DIS. Each component and its interactions with the existing 
system components are specified without affecting pre-existing components and their 
interactions. As a result of this modular construction process, we can easily add (or 

(div  ((id ENC)) ()), 
 
(div  ((id Ball)) (style ((top 166)  (left 216)))) ()), 
 
(div  ((id (divId AIP)) (style ((top 145)))) ()), 
   
 (div ((id HP) (style ((top 145)))) ()), 
   …  

 (id Ball 
((position absolute) (left 216) (top 166) 
 (height 6) (width 7)   
(background-color (rgb (178 178 178)))  
(display none)  (z-index 2) )))   

 (id HP 
((position absolute) (left 390) (top 145)  
(height 34) (width 10)   
(background-color (rgb (178 178 178))) 
(display none) (z-index 2) (padding 0) 
(margin 0))) 

     …  

(tag  ( (style1 value1) (style2 value2) … (stylen valuen) ) )

(class className (

(style1 value1) (style2 value2) … (stylen valuen)

) )

(id idName ((style1 value1) (style2 value2) … (stylen valuen)  ) )

(a)

(b)

(c)
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remove) any number of components to (or from) this model – as illustrated in Fig. 
3.22. 
 
 

 

FIGURE 3.22: Facilitating Automatic “Plug-and-Play”/Extensibility. 
 
 
To do this we simply: 1) Specify the relevant SHR rule types required to describe the 
behavior of the component (see section 3.5.1); 2) Compute the actual number of 
additional feasible interactions that will result from the addition of this new 
component; 3) Write a separate MHR for each of these interactions; and 4) Add the 
component to the network of components, as per Fig. 2.1 and rule r3.1. For example, 
we could add another ball component (Ball2), which can be controlled by pressing a 
key, to the system as: 
 
 
r3.19:  Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), {OnKeyPress(*key)} ==>  

 {foo(*key, *ball2, *ball2new)}, Ball2(*ball2new, *b2in). 
 
r3.20:  Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), {notVar(*b2in))} ==>  
    {*ball2new = *b2in}, Ball2(*ball2new, *b2x). 
 
r3.21:  BALL2PERP 
  Ball2(*ball2, *b2in) ==> {moveBall(*ball2, *ball2New)}, Ball2(*ball2New, *b2in). 
 
 
The new ball will interact with all six existing components in the system. If we use 
equations (3.3) and (3.4) to directly compute the number of additional feasible 
interactions, the computed value will include a large number of impossible 
interactions, since not all the existing components interact with each other. We can 
eliminate some of the impossible interactions by dividing the computation into two 
separate sections. We know that the score components (S_AIP and S_HP) will only 
ever interact with the ball components; therefore we can place those components into 
one interaction subgroup, and the other components and the balls, into the other 
subgroup (Table 3.3). As a result, for the additional ball component in the system, we 
only need to account for the seventeen feasible interactions listed in major column 4 
of Table 3.3. 
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TABLE 3.3: Finding all the feasible interactions for the additional Ball Component 
(Ball2) 

 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.23: Some of the additional Interaction Rules required in order to 
accommodate a second Ball Component in the Ping-Pong DIS. 

r3.22: Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), Ball(*ball, *bin), {collision(*ball2, *ball)} ==>  
  {BounceBalls(*ball2, *ball, *b2N, *bN)}, Ball2(*ball2, *b2N), Ball(*ball, *bN). 
 
r3.23: Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bin), {BallsHit_HP(*ball2, *hp, *ball)} ==>  
  {BounceOff_HP(*ball2, *ball, *b2hp, *bhp)}, 
   Ball2(*ball2, *b2hp), HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bhp).   
 
r3.24: Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), S_HP(*shp, *shin), Ball(*ball, *bin),  
 {BallsMiss_AIP(*ball2, *ball)} ==>  
  {addPoints(*shpt)}, Ball2(*ball2, *b2hp), S_HP(*shp, *shpt), Ball(*ball, *bhp).   
 
r3.25: Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), Ball(*ball, *bin), ENC(*enc, *ein),  
 {BallsHit_ENC(*ball2, *ball, *enc)} ==>  
  {ReactENC_Balls(*ball2, *ball, *enc, *b2msg, *bmsg)}, 

  Ball2(*ball2, *b2msg), Ball(*ball, *bmsg), ENC(*enc, *ein). 
 
r3.26: Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), Ball(*ball, *bin), HP(*hp, *hin), ENC(*enc, *ein), 
  {BallsHit_ENC(*ball2, *ball, *enc)} ==>  
  {ReactENC_HPBalls(*ball2, *ball, *hp, *enc, *b2msg, *bmsg, *hmsg)},  

  Ball2(*ball2, *b2msg), Ball(*ball, *bmsg), HP(*hp, *hmsg), ENC(*enc, *ein). 
 
r3.27: Ball2(*ball2, *b2in), Ball(*ball, *bin), HP(*hp, *hin), AIP(*aip, *ain), ENC(*enc, *ein),  
     {BallsHit_ENC(*ball2, *ball, *enc)} ==>  
       {ReactENC_HPAIPBalls(*ball2, *ball, *hp, *aip, *enc, *b2msg, *bmsg, *hmsg, *amsg)}, 

           Ball2(*ball2, *b2msg), Ball(*ball, *bmsg), HP(*hp, *hmsg),  
          AIP(*aip, *amsg), ENC(*enc, *ein). 

Number of 
Interaction 

Rules  Components 

LL UL AN 

Corresponding Interactions Possible (Relevant) 
Interactions 

Associated 
ET Rules

    Ball2,  
 

    Ball, 
 

    S_AIP,  
 

    S_HP 

5 7 5 

 Ball2 ↔ Ball, Ball2 ↔ S_AIP,  
 Ball2 ↔ S_HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ S_AIP ↔ Ball, 
 Ball2 ↔ S_HP ↔ Ball, 
 Ball2 ↔ S_AIP ↔ S_HP, 
 Ball2↔S_AIP↔S_HP↔Ball 

 Ball2 ↔ Ball,  
 Ball2 ↔ S_AIP,     
 Ball2 ↔ S_HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ S_AIP ↔ Ball, 
 Ball2 ↔ S_HP ↔ Ball, 

r3.22 
- 
- 
- 

r3.24 

    Ball2,   

    Ball, 
 

    AIP,  
 

    HP,  
 

    ENC 

11 15 13 

 Ball2 ↔ Ball, Ball2 ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ HP, Ball2 ↔ ENC, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ ENC, 
 Ball2 ↔ ENC ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ ENC ↔ HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ AIP ↔ HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ AIP ↔ HP ↔ ENC, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ AIP ↔ HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ ENC ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ ENC ↔ HP, 
 Ball2↔Ball↔ENC↔AIP↔HP 

 Ball2 ↔ Ball,  
 Ball2 ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ HP,  
 Ball2 ↔ ENC, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ ENC, 
 Ball2 ↔ ENC ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ ENC ↔ HP, 
 Ball2 ↔ AIP ↔ HP ↔ ENC, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ ENC ↔ AIP, 
 Ball2 ↔ Ball ↔ ENC ↔ HP, 
 Ball2↔Ball↔ENC↔AIP↔HP 

r3.22  
- 
- 
- 
- 

r3.23 
r3.25 

- 
- 
- 
- 

r3.26 
r3.27 
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The relevant rules for six of these interactions are depicted in Fig. 3.23. Rule r3.22 
handles collisions between the two balls; Rule r3.23 handles simultaneous interaction 
of the balls and HP by passing information from the paddle to both balls 
simultaneously. Rule r3.24 deals with the case where AIP has missed both balls at the 
same time, by passing this information on to the S_HP score component. Rules r3.25 
and r3.26 handle the interaction instances where: 1) both balls hit ENC and; 2) both 
balls and HP hit ENC, respectively. Finally, rule r3.27 handles the simultaneous 
interaction of both balls and both paddles, with ENC. 
 
 
 
3.8. The DIS Program Synthesis Process 
 
We conceptually divide the DIS synthesis process into three sections: 1) N-Rule 
transformation; 2) D-Rule transformation and; 3) Presentation information 
transformation sections. As our research is focused on Web-based systems, the target 
platform we chose to implement our DIS is DHTML – a combination of CSS, 
JavaScript, and HTML. In our methodology, we used the technique outlined in [122] 
to specify and transform presentation information. 
 
 
3.8.1. Transformation of ET N-Rules to JavaScript.  
 
ET N-Rules model concurrency and interaction in DISs by using nondeterminism 
control, priority, and tail recursion. JavaScript is a sequential language and as such 
has no direct constructs for concurrency, nondeterminism, or priority. We 
implemented the properties specified in our model however, by: 1) transforming 
event-driven rules to event-handler functions (Fig. 3.24(a)); 2) transforming other 
types of recursive N-Rules to timed synchronous functions (thus achieving a form of 
time-sharing concurrency – Fig. 3.24(b)) and; 3) giving lower priority functions 
longer time intervals between executions, than higher priority functions. This enables 
our high-level concurrent program to execute correctly using (sequential) JavaScript. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.24: Transformation of ET N-Rules to JavaScript Functions 
 

ETL N-Rule (Type E) {Event-Driven}
 

<RuleLabel> 
<head>, {<event>} ==> {<Exec>}, <head>. 

JavaScript Event-Handler Function 
 

function RuleLabel() {document.event = Exec.}. 

ETL N-Rule (Types G, I, D)  {Ordinary Recursive}
 

<RuleLabel> 
<head>, {<Cond>} ==> {<Exec>}, <A1>, 

JavaScript Timed Synchronous Function 
 

function RuleLabel() {if (Cond){Exec; A1; A1Xhead;}  
        setTimeout(”RuleLabel()”, time); } 

ETL N-Rule (Type T)  {Termination}
 

<RuleLabel> 
<head>, {<Cond>} ==> {<Exec>}. 

JavaScript Ordinary Function 
 

function RuleLabel() { 
 if (Cond){Exec; Return; } else Return;} 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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The A1Xhead call in Fig. 3.24(b) signifies the cross product of the A1 atom and the 
set of atoms in the head sequence. It indicates that there should be a separate function 
call for each feasible interaction. The setTimeout(“RuleLabel()”, time) call at the end 
of the RuleLabel function, calls the RuleLabel function again after the specified time 
interval has elapsed. (Another example of this is outlined in [182]). 
 
A practical example of the transformation result for each type of rule is depicted in 
Fig. 3.25. In the transformation process for the global rule, (Fig. 3.25(c)), the 
arguments of the init/6 atom are set as global variables. The body of the rule itself is 
regarded as a series of unconditional function calls. Thus, each component and each 
of the possible interactions in which it may participate are set as “concurrent” 
function calls. Functions ENC(), Ball(), AIP(), HP(), S_AIP(), and S_HP(), all 
correspond to components. The other functions correspond to FIs. By finding all FIs, 
and associating each with a unique deterministic function, such as in Fig. 3.25(b), we 
eliminate the possibility of emergent misbehavior in the implemented code. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.25: Examples of the Transformation of ET N-Rules to JavaScript Functions 
 
 

 
 

3.8.2. Transformation of the D-Rule Hierarchies to JavaScript.  
 
Simple D-Rule hierarchies such as those used in our running example (which 
involved no more than two levels), were transformed to equivalent JavaScript 
function skeletons, as outlined in Fig. 3.26. 
 

ETL N-Rule (SHR-Type E) {Event-Driven}
 

HP 
HP(*hp, *hin), {onMouseMove(*my)}  ==>   

  {moveHP(*my, *hp, *hpN)}, HP(*hpN, *hin).

JavaScript Event-Handler Function 
 

function HP() { 
 document.onmousemove =  moveHP;}. 

ETL N-Rule (MHR-Type I)  {Information}
 

HPHITBALL 
HP(*hp~(*hpx *hpy), *hin), Ball(*ball~(*bx *by), *bin),  
{BallHit_HP(*bx, *by, *hpy)} ==>  

{BounceOff_HP(*bx, *by, *hpy, *bmsg)},  
HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bmsg). 

JavaScript Timed Synchronous Function 
 

function HPHITBALL() { 
  bx = (document.getElementById("Ball").style.left), 
  by = (document.getElementById("Ball").style.top),  
  hpy = (document.getElementById("HP").style.top); 
  if (BallHit_HP(bx, by, hpy)) {BounceOff_HP();} 
  setTimeout(”HPHITBALL ()”, 5); } 

ETL N-Rule   {Global} 
 

MAIN 
Game  ==>   

{init(*enc, *aip, *hp, *ball, *saip, *shp)},  
ENC(*enc, *ein), AIP(*aip, *ain),  
HP(*hp, *hin), Ball(*ball, *bin),  
S_AIP(*saip, *sain), S_HP(*shp, *shin). 

JavaScript Ordinary Function 
 

function MAIN () { 
  ENC(); Ball(); AIP(); HP(); S_AIP(); S_HP(); 

AIPHITBALL(); HPHITBALL();  
AIPMISSBALL(); HPMISSBALL();   
BALLHITENC(); AIPHITENC(); HPHITENC();   
BALLAIPHITENC(); BALLHPHITENC();  
AIPHPHITENC(); BALLAIPHPHITENC(); 

(b)

(c)

(a)
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ET D-Rules operate similar to Prolog without backtracking. As a result, many of the 
explanations given by Kumar [123] are also applicable to the transformation from D-
Rules to JavaScript. For example, multi-way selection in JavaScript results from the 
existence of two or more instances of the same D-Rule predicate (Fig. 3.26). For 
correct, automatic, transformation of more complex D-Rule hierarchies, methods such 
as that proposed by Wakatsuki [124] can be utilized. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3.26: ET D-Rule Hierarchy and its equivalent JavaScript Function 
 
 
 
 
3.9.  Related Work 
 
Some interesting research which bear some relation to ours, include the work of 
Sirjani [125], Lau [114], Ruksenas [126], and Basu [127]. Sirjani [125] uses an 
object-oriented Actor-based language to develop models for reactive concurrent 
systems. However, the notion of a component is very coarse-grained – as a 
component is regarded as a set of concurrently executing active objects. In addition, it 
is difficult to add and remove components without affecting other components. Lau’s 
work in [114] clearly separates component behavior from their interactions. However 
it specifies active components using CSP processes, and uses coarse-grained, low-
level components. In addition, the fact that Actor objects and CSP processes address 
each other by name reduces their power of modularity and abstraction [78] - and by 
extension, the power of these two methods. 
 
Ruksenas [126] uses a Refinement Calculus/Action System combination. However, 
the Refinement Calculus [128] employs total correctness – which discards the results 
of failed computations. As a result, it “cannot produce partial outputs before it 
completes, and hence, cannot be reactive” [78], [97]. The BIP framework [127] has 
great support for real-time occurrences – which our methodology currently lacks. 
However, fine grained testing of the internal state of the components and their 
interactions is not possible.  
 
The works cited above all use combinations of different languages/frameworks to 
model and transform the systems. In contrast, our methodology uses only one, easy to 
master, integrated framework [129] to do both modelling and synthesis. In addition, 

ET D-Rule Hierarchy:   
Drule(arg1, ..., argn), {condition1, condition2} → procedure1, procedure2. 
Drule(arg1, ..., argn) → procedure3. 
 
Equivalent JavaScript Function:   
function Drule(arg1, ..., argn) { 
 if (condition1 && condition2) { procedure1; procedure2;} 
 else procedure3; 
} 
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the declarative foundation of the ETF enables us to construct rules and components 
that can each be written, tested, and proved correct independent of other components 
and their own past history. In this design, changes to the system can be isolated to a 
single component and its associated interactions. 
 
 
 
3.10.  Concluding Remarks 
 
In this chapter we outlined a unique approach to the modelling and synthesis of 
dynamic interactive systems. The approach integrates correctness-by-construction 
with formality-by-stealth in the ETF, resulting in very small, independently verifiable 
construction steps. It simplifies the specification of component interaction by using 
one multi-head rule to represent one interaction. This enabled us to decompose global 
analysis of the system into independent local reasoning about components and their 
feasible interactions. As a result, components can be added or removed without 
affecting the correctness and efficiency of the overall system, or other components 
and their interactions. In addition, on the basis of the precise formal semantics of the 
ETF, we are able to capture the subtleties that arise in concurrently executing 
components whose interactions have an effect on their data states. 
 
The methodology reduces reliance on challenging verification methods, such as 
model checking (which suffers from state-space explosion, among other challenges 
[130]); and theorem proving (which is labor-intensive and error-prone). The 
methodology also facilitates construction of modular and comprehensible DISs, from 
conception through to implementation – resulting in systems that are easy to analyze 
and modify. Synthesized code with a uniform structure resulted from using a uniform 
set of rules for all components. This reduces development time and makes the 
synthesized DIS easier to analyze, maintain, and extend. We demonstrated the 
efficacy of our overall methodology by modelling and synthesizing a fully functional 
DHTML Ping-Pong game. 
 
At present, one obvious deficiency in our approach lies in the fact that the method for 
deriving the number of feasible interactions only gives a range within which it should 
lie. In addition, the feasible interactions have to be manually identified. However, as 
the number of components in the system increases, the range may become larger – 
making it both difficult to derive the number of feasible interactions, and also to 
identify them all. This deficiency can be overcome by automating the process of both 
finding and identifying the relevant feasible interactions. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 

A Dynamic Concurrency Model for Rich 
Internet Applications† 
 
 
 
Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) feature highly interactive user interfaces, 
distributed computation, and minimized client-server data transfer, facilitated by 
incremental, asynchronous data transmission and partial page updates. These 
characteristics result in fine-grained concurrency both on the client itself and in 
client-server communications. However, RIAs are still being developed as purely 
sequential applications, as developing them as inherently event-driven, concurrent 
software applications is extremely difficult. This results in applications that are error-
prone and extremely difficult to analyze and debug. As a first step in developing RIAs 
as the natively concurrent applications they are, we introduce and describe a highly 
decoupled, layered, conceptual model which captures the various forms of 
concurrency in RIAs in terms of user interface components and their associated 
activity sequences. 
 
 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
 
The World Wide Web is in the process of evolution from a simple page-driven, 
document-centric platform underpinned by a synchronous request-response model, to 
a full-fledged application-centric platform. In recent years, this evolution has resulted 
in the advent of “Rich Internet Applications” (RIAs) [12], [17]. These are a new 
generation of interactive Internet applications which seek to unify the best features of 
traditional desktop applications, such as interactive user interface and fast interface 
response times without full page refresh; with the best features of traditional Web 
applications, such as operating system independence, faster time to market, and 
virtual ubiquity.  
 
Detailed analyses conducted on RIAs [131], [132], [133], have shown that various 
methodologies used to develop traditional Web applications are not readily 
transferable to RIAs. As a result, in order to facilitate systematic development of 
RIAs, a variety of techniques, such as: 1) Extensions to existing methodologies 
(specifically, WebML [134], UWE-R [135], OOHDM [136], OOH4RIA [138]); 2) 
combinations of methodologies (specifically, UWE and RUX [139], WebML with 
BPMN and RUX [140], RIA patterns with UML-based methods [141]) and; 3) new 
RIA specific methodologies (such as IAML [142], ADRIA [143], Triad [144]), have 
subsequently been introduced. They use various means to model the behavior of RIAs. 
For example, extended WebML [134] uses statecharts to explicitly associate events 
                                                 
† This chapter is based on [177]. 
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with a sequence of actions on components, while UWE-R [135] simply extends UWE 
navigation with a metaclass for modelling RIA features such as asynchronism. 
 
While these methodologies more or less adequately cover aspects of RIAs, such as 
presentation and data modeling, dynamic modeling still remains fraught with 
challenges. These challenges are attributable to three typical characteristics of RIAs. 
These are: 1) the fine-grained concurrency inherent at both the User Interface (UI) 
level and behind the scenes of a typical RIA [43], [145]; 2) the non-sequential flow of 
control resulting from the event-driven semantics of RIAs [146] and; 3) the offloading 
of some of the business (computation) logic from the RIA server to the RIA client 
[134], [147]. These features complicate RIA development and cause difficulty in the 
analysis, debugging, and verification of RIA activities and computation sequences 
[134], [146], [148]. In addition, they can cause errors such as response reordering [43] 
(also called swapped call-backs [145]), and client-side race conditions [43], [149].  
 
As a first step in developing RIAs as natively concurrent applications, and thereby 
alleviating these challenges, we propose a layered, conceptual, concurrency model for 
RIAs which captures all three features. The model serves to identify the areas where 
concurrency arises in a typical RIA. In addition, it facilitates analysis of activity flow 
in the RIA. It also subdivides the client-side computation logic into easily 
understandable segments, and integrates user interface and behind-the-scenes client 
behavior in a highly decoupled manner.  To this end: 
 In section 4.2, we establish that RIAs are a specific class of Dynamic Interactive 

Systems as defined in chapter 3. 
 In section 4.3, we explain activity flow through the model. 
 In section 4.4 through to section 4.8, we describe the various layers of the model. 
 In section 4.9 we explore the significance of this model as it relates to RIAs; and 

in section 4.10, we summarize and conclude this chapter. 
 
 
 
4.2.  RIAs as a Class of DISs 
 
An RIA is in essence an event-driven system consisting of interacting components. A 
component, x, which reacts to an event, forms a reactive system, RS(x). In an RIA, 
components can interact concurrently; hence an RIA is also a concurrent system, 
CS(x). Dynamism in RIAs takes two forms. The first form is due to components that 
change their state even without inputs. The second form is called structural dynamism. 
This occurs due to the activities of termination and generation of components that 
may occur in RIAs. Thus an RIA is also a dynamic system, DS(x). This satisfies our 
definition of DIS, given as equation (3.1) in section 3.2. As a result, we regard RIAs 
as a class of Dynamic Interactive Systems. 
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4.3. A Dynamic Concurrency Model for Rich Internet 
Applications 

 
In essence an RIA is a system comprising reactive concurrent UI components, their 
interactions, and associated activity sequences. Actions on components can occur in 
any number of ways. For example: 1) A single component or group of interacting 
components can directly or indirectly generate new, or affect existing, components; 2) 
Interaction with the external environment may set off sequences of activities 
involving numerous processes and components. In fact, at any point in time, any 
number of concurrent events, interactions and processes may be active in an RIA. 
Such a system is difficult to understand and analyze on a global scale. However, by 
decomposing the system into individual components, their interactions, and activity 
sequences, it becomes comprehensible. 
 
We have developed a conceptual, highly decoupled, layered concurrency model for 
RIAs which helps to alleviate the problems outlined. Fig. 4.1 shows how the layers of 
this model correspond to the standard RIA layers. 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 4.1: Relating the layers of the Conceptual Rich Internet Application 
Concurrency Model (RCM) to the layers of a standard Rich Internet Application. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 depicts concurrent UI components and the typical flow of a single activity 
sequence across the layers of the RCM. Since each activity sequence follows the same 
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basic format, we can build a complex RIA by simply focusing on one activity 
sequence at a time.  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.2: RIA Concurrency Model (RCM) with Conceptual Layers and a typical 
Activity Sequence 
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The model facilitates: 1) easy identification of areas where concurrency is likely to 
arise; 2) granularity in reasoning about the behavior of components and activities in 
the RIA and; 3) harnessing of innate concurrency and reactivity. In Fig. 4.2, the 
following abbreviations are used: RUI - RIA User Interface, CIL – Component 
Interaction Logic, RCL - RIA Client Logic, RCWI – RIA Client-Web Interface, WSD 
– Web Server & Database. 
 
The activity sequence in Fig. 4.2 is explained below using list numbers to represent 
the corresponding numbers in the diagram. 
 
1) An event, Q activates component C1 in the RUI. (Q can be an event from the 

environment or an event internal to the component). 

2) On activation, C1 triggers a process, RCL/32, in the RCL Layer.  Here csq is a list 

for sequencing semantically interacting queries [145] (explained more fully in 

section 4.6). ip is a variable for accepting queries, while variable R stores results. 

3) The RCL/3 process adds query Q to sequence list, csq, and then forks into two 

RCL/3 processes while simultaneously generating an RCWI/2 process. 

a. One RCL/3 process has a uninstantiated ip variable and remains in the RCL 

layer waiting for further events (to be accommodated via variable ip), or results 

(to be accommodated via variable R). 

b. The other RCL/3 process has its input variable, ip, instantiated to query Q.  

4) The instantiated RCL/3 process combines (joins) with the generated RCWI/2 

process.  

5) The combining of the RCL/3 and RCWI/2 processes triggers the generation of a 

child process, CH/1 – to which query Q is passed (for transfer to the server). It 

also results in the addition of query Q to sequence list sq of the RCWI/2 process, 

which waits for more requests and/or responses. 

6) Query Q is transferred across the network to server access process SA/2.  

7) Process SA/2 opens a database connect process DBC/1, transfers query Q, and 

then waits (keeps the connection open) for a response.  

8) DBC/1 queries the database for Q. 

9) Result RQ, corresponding to query Q, is collected by database return process 

DBR/2. 

10) The DBR/2 process combines with the waiting SA/2 process, transfers result RQ, 

then terminates.  

                                                 
2 We write R/n to specify a predicate R with n number of arguments. 
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11) The SA/2 process combines with the waiting RCWI/2 process in the RCWI layer 

and transfers result RQ to it.  

12) The RCWI/2 process combines with the previously generated RCL/3 process from 

the RCL layer and transfers result RQ; query Q is deleted from sequence list sq 

and the RCWI/2 process terminates since sq is now empty and all results have 

been transferred. 

13) The RCL process interacts with the relevant component (in this case C4) and 

transfers result RQ. It then terminates because its sequence list is empty and all 

results have been transferred.  

14) Component C4 independently processes result RQ. 

 
 
 

Table 4.1: Standard Areas where Concurrency may arise in an RIA 
 

 

Cases of Concurrency in an 
RIA Reason for Occurrence 

1) Intra-Component 
Activities 

An RUI component has to deal with multiple 
simultaneous activities (both internally and 
externally). 

2) Components in the RUI All components can independently change and/or 
communicate with the backend simultaneously. 

3) Interactions in the CIL Multiple simultaneous component/process 
interactions are possible. 

4) Activity 3 in the RCL One process has to keep the RUI alive while other 
processes simultaneously access the backend. 

5) Activity 5 in the RCWI 
The parent process keeps the RCL – RCWI 
interface alive while the child process(es) connect 
to the server. 

6) Activity 7 in the WSD 
The server process keeps the client – server 
connection alive while another process accesses 
the database. 

7) Multiple simultaneous 
occurrences of activities 3, 
5, and 7. 

In an RIA multiple request - response activity 
sequences can take place at the same time. 

8) Multiple simultaneous 
CH/1 atoms generated in 
activity 5. 

Multiple independent child queries can be 
simultaneously sent across the network. 
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From the concurrency model of Fig. 4.2 we get a clearer picture of the areas where 
concurrency may arise in an RIA. Table 4.1 lists these areas along with the reason for 
the occurrences. Except for case 7, they are all present in a typical RIA. Parent-Child 
concurrency is exhibited in cases 4, 5, and 6. 
 

Remark 4.1: Instead of combining with an existing component to transfer results, the 
RCL process may alternatively generate new components in the RUI (as depicted in 
Fig. 4.3). 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4.3: Generation of New Components by the RCL Process 
 
 
 
 
4.4. The RIA User Interface (RUI) Conceptual Layer  
 
In the RCM, all components are independent, self-contained, possesses state and 
(possibly) behavior, and are specified at the RIA User Interface (RUI) conceptual 
layer (Fig. 4.4). Components which have individual behavior (internal transition 
relations) are called Active RUI Components (ARCs).  
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 4.4: Specification of Components in the RIA User Interface (RUI)  
 
 
 
We replace the concept of monolithic page with the more granular idea of composite 
page formed by a collection of independent components. As a result, we model the 
RIA User Interface (RUI) as a composite transition system consisting entirely of 
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components (C). In this paradigm, the RUI state at any time t is the sum of the states 
of its existing components at time t, given by:  
 
 SRUI(t) = SC1(t) + SC2(t) + SC3(t) + … + SCn(t).                   (4.1) 
 
These components can be web services (as in [150]), mashups (as in [151] and [173]), 
or more simple generic interface components. 
 
 
4.4.1. Specification of Individual Component Behavior  
 
Each ARC is specified independent of its interactions using a combination of one or 
more ET Single-Head Rule (SHR) types. We use the same five SHR types (i.e. 
Generation (G), Event (E), Information (I), Termination (T), Dynamism (D)) 
established in chapter 3, for dynamic interactive systems. As in chapter 3, SHR-Type 
E rules accommodate information from the external environment via events; SHR-
Type I rules accommodate information from inside the system via ports; SHR-Type G 
rules generates new components; SHR-Type T rules specify self-termination and; 
SHR-Type D rules specify internal dynamism. These rule types are meant as guides to 
help speed up the process of writing rules for the various different behaviours possible. 
As such they are quite flexible. Component head atoms are specified in the form C(s, 
p), where: C is the name of the component, s is the component’s state, and p is its 
input port.  
 
Fig. 4.5 replicates the rule types from chapter 3 that are used for modelling ARC 
behaviors. Of note is the optional DDC (Dynamic Data Capture) module which has 
been inserted into the event-driven (SHR-Type E) rule. This module specifies user-
controllable, dynamic, data-capture behavior of the component. It is only used for 
capturing data residing on the client. The information received as a result of the event 
helps to change the state of the component. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.5: ET Rule Types for Specifying Active RUI Components (ARCs) in the 
RCM 
 
 
As for all components in a DIS, the overall behavior of an ARC is dictated by the rule 
types comprising it. As a result, we can get a wide variety of behaviors, by simply 
combining rule types. Because all rules can execute concurrently; we prevent internal 
race conditions (such as the scenario depicted in Fig. 4.6), by prioritizing rule 

SHR-Type G:  C1(S1, cin), {GCond}  ==> {Gfoo (S1, SC, S2)}, C1(S2, cin), CH(SC, chin). 

SHR-Type T:  C1(S1, cin), {TCond} ==> . 

SHR-Type I:  C1(S1, cin), {¬ var (cin)} ==> {Ifoo (S1, cin, S2)}, C1(S2, cx). 

SHR-Type E:  C1(S1, cin), {Event(ev), DDC(val)} ==> {Efoo (S1, ev, val, S2)}, C1(S2, cin). 

SHR-Type D:  C1(S1, cin) ==> {Dfoo(S1, S2)}, C1(S2, cin). 
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execution in descending order as: SHR-Type G → SHR-Type T → SHR-Type I → 
SHR-Type E → SHR-Type D. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.6: Example of a situation in which race condition may occur on a UI 
Component. What is the new state of component C1 when three concurrent activities 
(1. an event, 2. an internal trigger, 3. a message from another component), with the 
ability to affect its state, occur? 
 
 
 
 
4.5. The Component Interaction Logic (CIL) Conceptual 

Layer 
 
In the RCM, component interactions are specified at the Component Interaction Logic 
(CIL) conceptual layer using MHRs (Fig. 4.7). 
 
 
Definition 4.1. An Interaction between components is a situation in which the action 
being performed on/by a component has a direct causal effect on another existing 
component or components.   
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.7: Specification of Component Interactions 
 
 
 
The general formats for the most basic interaction patterns (Fig. 4.8) are also based on 
those established in chapter 3 for dynamic interactive systems. If an event or action 
affects x number of components in any way, then all x components are placed as the 
head of the rule and the event/action placed in the condition section of the same rule. 
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FIGURE 4.8: Basic RIA Component Interaction Patterns 
 
 
 
MHR-Type G rules specify component generation resulting from component 
interactions. In Fig. 4.8, interaction of components C1 and C2 under condition 
MGCond results in the generation of component CH, having state SC, which is preset 
using relation MGfoo/3. MHR-Type I rules are “normal” condition-driven interaction 
rules, while MHR-Type E rules are event-driven. MHR-Type T rules specify 
component termination. Each interaction is specified using only one interaction rule. 
Note that components can directly affect the state of other components only in cases 
where the component is being newly generated. In most cases, an interaction rule will 
be a combination of two or more of these basic patterns.  
 
 
 
4.6. The RIA Client Logic (RCL) Conceptual Layer 
 
The RIA Client Logic (RCL) conceptual layer contains the business logic for the 
application on the client side. Its standard operation is depicted in Fig. 4.9. 
Conceptually, from this RCM layer downwards, only processes exist. 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 4.9: Basic Operations at the RIA Client Logic (RCL) Conceptual Layer 
 
 
As this layer contains the logic for the client, errors such as response reordering [43], 
[145] must be detected and dealt with here. A classic case illustrating the effect of 
response reordering is depicted in Fig. 4.10.  
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MHR-Type G:  C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, c2in), {MGCond} ==>  
{MGfoo(S1, S2, SC)}, C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, c2in), CH(SC, chin).

 

MHR-Type T:  C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, c2in), {MTCond}  ==> . 
 

MHR-Type I:  C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, c2in), {MICond}  ==>  
{MIfoo(S1, S2, msgN)}, C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, msgN). 

 

MHR-Type E:  C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, c2in), {Event(ev)} ==>  
{MEfoo(S1, S2, ev, msgN)}, C1(S1, c1in), C2(S2, msgN). 
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FIGURE 4.10: Response reordering resulting in incorrect AutoSuggest Operation 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.10 shows a series of inputs to an AutoSuggest-enabled textbox, and the 
corresponding suggestions returned by the Web server, and displayed on the screen. 
In this scenario the letter ‘A’ was first inputted into the textbox as the second 
character of the string. It was subsequently replaced with ‘I’. The result for the third 
query ‘VI’ returned and was displayed before the result for ‘VA’ (known as response 
reordering). Since the latest result has already been displayed the result for ‘VA’ is no 
longer needed and should not have been displayed. Because of the asynchronous 
activities at the backend of the RIA this type of error can be quite common [43], [145].  
 
 
4.6.1. A Reference Algorithm for the RCL Layer  
 
As a first step to dealing with this type of error, we apply the elegant notion of 
semantically interacting events, established by Marchetto [145], to queries and 
responses passing through the RCL of the RCM. Paraphrasing the definition in [145] 
we write that two queries, q1 and q2, are semantically interacting if the order in which 
the queries occur is important. That is, S0 → q1; q2 S1 and S0 → q2; q1 S2 where S0, S1, S2 
are states and S1 ≠ S2. Thus, in the AutoSuggest operation of Fig. 4.10, queries V, VA, 
VI, and VIN, are all semantically interacting. If we let r1 and r2 correspond to 
responses from the server, we get the possibility of Normal, In-flight Queries-1, and 
In-flight Queries-2, sequences of activities. Normal occurs when each query is 
immediately followed by an associated response. In-flight Queries-1 occurs when the 
responses received correspond to the order in which the queries were sent. On the 
other hand, in In-flight Queries-2, the responses are reordered. 
 
 

Normal (no reordering):    <q1; r1; q2; r2> 
In-flight Queries-1 (no response reordering):  <q1; q2; r1; r2> 
In-flight Queries-2 (response reordering): <q1; q2; r2; r1> 

 
 
Figure 4.11 graphically illustrates a method for detecting this kind of error. In the 
figure, atoms depict a possible flow of activities taking place from within the RCL to 
the backend of the RIA. The basic flow of activities follows the sequence outlined for 
the RCM. An event Q0, originating from a component in the RUI, starts the process 

VI VA V VIN 

time 

Suggestions for V Suggestions for VI Suggestions for VA 
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and is added to component sequence list *csq. Subsequent semantically interacting in-
flight events [43], Q1 and Q2, are also added in sequence to this list, when they occur. 
 
If R0, the result of processing Q0, returns first, its corresponding query (Q0) is 
checked against sequence list *csq and, if present, Q0 is deleted from *csq and the 
RUI is updated with result R0. If another event, Q3 then occurs, it is processed in the 
same way as the others. If next R2, the result of processing Q2, returns before R1 (due 
to faster network path, etc.), its corresponding query (Q2) is also checked against 
sequence list *csq. Q2 and any other element before it in sequence list *csq (in this 
case Q1) are then deleted and the RUI updated with result R2. If at this point, result 
R1 returns, since Q1 is no longer present in the sequence list; depending on the 
application, the RUI may or may not be updated. In this way we can detect and 
process response reordering in the RCL.  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.11: Graphical depiction of possible atom activity in the RIA Client Logic 
Layer and Backend of an RIA 
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From the activities depicted in Fig. 4.11, we derive a reference (skeleton) algorithm 
for the RCL layer which takes response reordering into account (Fig. 4.12). As a 
result of rule parallelism in the ETF, rules RCL-R1, RCL-R2, RCL-R5, and RCL-R6 
are always checked in parallel (because the rule heads are the same). When an input is 
received, either rule RCL-R1 or rule RCL-R2 will be executed. If this is the first input 
then the condition eq(csq, []) will equate to true and so rule RCL-R1 will be executed. 
Otherwise rule RCL-R2 will be executed. Similarly, rules RCL-R3 and RCL-R4 are 
checked in parallel whenever the RCL and RCWI processes interact. Rule RCL-R3 is 
executed if the condition that Q is a member of sequence list csq holds (i.e. member(Q, 
csq)). Otherwise rule RCL-R4 is executed. Rule RCL-R1 specifies that three 
concurrent processes be generated if this is the first query from a group of 
semantically interacting queries (activity 3 in the RCM). This is determined by 
checking if sequence list csq is an empty list (i.e. eq(csq, []) returns true). If this is not 
the first query – notEq(csq, []), only RCL/3 processes are generated (rule RCL-R2).  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.12: Reference Algorithm for the RIA Client Logic (RCL) Conceptual Layer 
 
 
 
Rules RCL-R3 and RCL-R4 are used to accept results from the RCWI (activity 12). If 
query Q still exists in component sequence list csq - determined by the relation 
member(Q, csq) – rule RCL-R3 is activated. This results both in the deletion of Q and 
all other queries before it in csq (via the del:OldQueries/3 relation), and the transfer 
of the result from the RCWI process to the RCL process by the instantiation of Rc to 
Rs. If Q is not present in csq (implying response reordering), then rule RCL-R4 is 

//Accept REQUESTS and send to RCWI     
RCL-R1: RCL(csq, IP, Rc), {get:Input(Q), eq(csq, [])} ==> 2  

{add:Query(Q, csq, csqN)},  
RCL(csqN, Q, Rc), RCWI(sq, Rw), RCL(csqN, ?, Rc). 3   

 

RCL-R2: RCL(csq, IP, Rc), {get:Input(Q), notEq(csq, [])} ==> 2   
       {add:Query(Q, csq, csqN)}, RCL(csqN, Q, Rc), RCL(csqN, ?, Rc). 3  

 
//Accept RESPONSES from RCWI  
RCL-R3: RCL(csq, IP, Rc), RCWI(sq, [Q, Rs]), {member(Q, csq), var(Rc), var(IP)} ==>  

{Rc = Rs, del:OldQueries(Q, csq, csqN)},  
RCL(csqN, IP, Rc), RCWI(sq, Rx).  12  

 

RCL-R4: RCL(csq, IP, Rc), RCWI(sq, [Q Rs]), { notMember(Q, csq), var(Rc), var(IP)} ==>  
RCL(csq, IP, Rc), RCWI(sq, Rx).   12  

 
//PROCESS data and send to RUI 
RCL-R5: RCL(csq, IP, Rc), {match([?|?], csq), notEq(Rc, [ ])} ==> 

{gen:Components(Rc, [S1, S2, …, Sn])},   
           Comp1(S1, c1in), Comp2(S2, c2in), …, Compn(Sn, cnin), 13  

RCL(csq, IP, [ ]). 
 

RCL-R6: RCL(csq, IP, Rc), { match( [ ], csq), notEq(Rc, [ ])} ==> 
{gen:Components(Rc, [S1, S2, …, Sn])},      13  
Comp1(S1, c1in), Comp2(S2, c2in), …, Compn(Sn, cnin). 
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activated; resulting in the rejection of the RCWI result, and no instantiation of Rc. For 
the AutoSuggest operation of Fig. 4.10, this means that the suggestions for query 
string ‘VA’ would not be displayed. 
 
Rules RCL-R5 and RCL-R6 control information transfer to the RUI and the 
termination of the RCL process (activity 13). Rule RCL-R5 is activated if there are 
queries remaining in csq. This determination is made by matching the pattern for a list 
having one or more members, against sequence list csq (i.e. match([?|?], csq)). The 
rule then uses the gen:Components/2 relation, along with result Rc received from the 
RCWI, to generate new components, which it then sends to the RUI. It also continues 
the RCL process. If there are no more queries in csq (i.e. match([ ], csq) succeeds), 
the components are still generated and sent to the RUI, however the RCL process is  
terminated afterwards (rule RCL-R6). In the AutoSuggest operation, each component 
generated by rules RCL-R5 or RCL-R6 would now in fact display a single suggestion 
returned from the server.  
 
 
 
Remark 4.2: If the information received from the RCWI is to be directly transferred 
to an already existing component, then the RCL process combines directly with the 
relevant component. In that case rules RCL-R5 and RCL-R6 are not needed since no 
new components are required. 
 
 
 
 
4.7. The RIA Client-Web Interface (RCWI) Conceptual 

Layer 
 
At the RIA Client-Web Interface (RCWI) layer, queries received from the RCL layer 
are processed and eventually sent across the network to the server, and vice versa (Fig. 
4.13).  
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 4.13: Basic Operations at the RIA Client – Web Interface (RCWI) 
Conceptual Layer 
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The rules in Fig. 4.14 specify the reference algorithm for the RCWI layer. Rule 
RCWI-R1 accepts query Q from the RCL layer (activity 4); adds it to RCWI sequence 
list sq (using the relation add:Query/3); and also transfers a copy to the generated 
child process CH/1 (activity 5). In reality rules RCWI-R1, RCL-R3, and RCL-R4 are 
all checked in parallel. However the success of the notVar(Q) check – meaning that Q 
is not a variable - will cause rule RCWI-R1 to execute while the others will terminate. 
Rules RCWI-R4 and RCWI-R5 are also checked in parallel. However the match/2 
condition predicate will determine which one executes and which terminates. Rule 
RCWI-R2 specifies the connection of the child process to the server and the transfer of 
query Q to the server access process SA/2 (activity 6).  
  
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.14: Reference Algorithm for the RIA Client-Web Interface (RCWI) Layer 
 
 
 
Rule RCWI-R3 specifies the collection of query-response pair [Q, Rs] from server 
process SA/2, and the termination of the connection. The deletion of the related query 
from sequence list sq using del:Query/3 is also specified (activity 11). Rules RCWI-
R4 and RCWI-R5 specify RCWI process continuation and termination, respectively 
(activity 12). If queries remain in sequence list sq (determined by the relation 
match([?|?], sq)), then the RCWI process will continue (rule RCWI-R4). Otherwise, 
the process terminates (rule RCWI-R5). The algorithm can be easily modified to suit 
specific requirements for connecting the application to the Web. For example, 
duplicate queries can be eliminated by checking for membership in rule RCWI-R1. 
 
 
 
 
4.8. The Web Server-Database (WSD) Conceptual Layer 
 
At the Web Server-Database (WSD) layer, queries are accepted from the client, 
processed on the server side, and results returned (Fig. 4.15). Each query received is 
sent to the database and a copy is added to the list of queries on the server. When the 
query-response pairs are returned from the database, the corresponding query is 
removed from the list. 

//Accept REQUEST and generate child process to send request to server 
RCWI-R1: RCWI(sq, Rw), RCL(csq, Q, Rc), {notVar(Q)} ==> 4  
  {add:Query(Q, sq, sqN)}, RCWI(sqN, Rw), CH(Q). 5  

 

RCWI-R2: CH(Q)  ==>  SA(Q, Rs).  6  
 

//Accept RESPONSE from server 
RCWI-R3: RCWI(sq, Rw), SA(Q, Rs), {notVar(Rs)} ==> 
  {Rw = [Q, Rs]), del:Query(Q, sq, sqN)}, RCWI(sqN, Rw).  11  
 

//Determine whether to continue the RCWI process or end 
RCWI-R4: RCWI(sq, Rw), {match( [?|?], sq), var(Rw)} ==> RCWI(sq, Rw).  12  

 

RCWI-R5: RCWI(sq, Rw), {match( [ ], sq), var(Rw)} ==>. 12  
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FIGURE 4.15: Basic Operations at the Web Server-Database (WSD) Conceptual Layer 
 
 
 
The rules in Fig. 4.16 specify a very basic algorithm for this activity. Rule WSD-R1 
specifies that server process SA/2 generate a process, DBC/1, which opens a 
connection to the database and sends query Q (activity 7). Rule WSD-R2 specifies that 
process DBC/1 query the database and return the result in a new process, DBR/2 
(activities 8 and 9). Rule WSD-R3 specifies that process DBR/2 combine with the 
waiting SA/2 process and transfers the response for query, Q (activity 10). 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 4.16: Specification for Operations at the Web Server-Database (WSD) Layer 
 
 
 
 
4.9. Discussion 
 
Research on concurrency identification and modelling in distributed systems in 
general, has been going on for quite some time now. In [183] Ravindran and 
Thenmozhi discussed methods by which the concurrency inherent in distributed 
applications can be extracted and represented. They mainly looked at logical 
concurrency arising from the number of different ways in which events generated for 
sending messages between entities (eg. client and server) can be interleaved for 
processing. Kim et al [184] introduced a concurrency model, specific to asynchronous 
protocols, which allows high-level abstractions to be used for understanding the 
concurrent behavior of asynchronous protocols. It also provided a foundation for 

//Open a connection from the Web Server to the DataBase  
WSD-R1: SA(Q, Rs), {var(Rs)} ==> DBC(Q), SA(Q, Rs). 7  

 

//Collect Query from Web Server, Query db, Send Result to Web Server 
WSD-R2: DBC(Q) ==> {db:Query(Q, results)}, DBR(Q, results) . 8  9  
 

//Collect Results from DataBase, Break DataBase Connection 
WSD-R3: SA(Q, Rs), DBR(Q, results) ==> {Rs = results}, SA(Q, Rs). 10  
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defining concurrent events; concurrency blocks, global states, concurrent measures, 
communication deadlocks, and data races. 
 
Research dealing directly with concurrency as applied to the Web also abound. In 
[185], Cardelli and Davies outlined a concurrent model with the aim of reproducing 
Web browsing behavior. This was subsequently followed by Davison and Loke [153], 
who proposed a concurrent Logic Programming (LP) model for the Web which maps 
Web page retrieval to LP processes and data streams. The proposed model represents 
the communication between a client and a server as a stream of data passing between 
LP processes. Processes and data streams are used as abstractions for Web 
connectivity. Pontelli [152] came up with the CLP(WEB) framework, a concurrent 
and constraint language for development of WWW-enabled applications. He also 
outlined how CLP(WEB)’s concurrency can be used to model some of the most 
commonly needed patterns of execution for WWW-related tasks (such as: serving 
clients, analyzing documents, and handling timeouts and failures).  
 
More recently, Hong and Clarke [154] came up with a system which increases the 
efficiency of Web Applications by encapsulating Web documents in concurrent 
pipelines that can eagerly compute partial results. The system uses a paradigm of 
streams and pipelines which permit a high degree of concurrency to maximize 
throughput in the face of latency. 
 
The above models deal with concurrency issues in distributed systems and Web 
applications at the macro level. That is, they address the issue of multiple clients 
interacting with servers; not concurrency on the client itself. RIAs introduce 
behavioral changes both at the UI level and behind the scenes on the client. These 
changes introduced by the RIA paradigm have resulted in fine-grained concurrency, 
and its associated challenges, on the client itself. The first step in dealing with these 
concurrency issues is to know exactly where concurrency is likely to arise. The 
second step is to model both local and global behavior. Local behavior relates to the 
internal operations of the component itself, while global behavior relates to its 
interactions with other components and the backend. Our proposed concurrency 
model serves both to identify the areas of concurrency and also to model local and 
global behavior in a highly decoupled yet integrated manner.  
 
Many models have been introduced which explain the behavior of RIAs at a general 
level. While such artefacts are useful in giving a general understanding of the 
behavior of RIAs, they lack the granularity required to aid in: 1) reasoning about the 
behavior of each component in the RIA; 2) systematic and modular implementation of 
the system that easily facilitates maintenance and evolution. In addition, they fail to 
capture the interaction, concurrency, and dynamism that are inherent in various 
sections of an RIA. Our RCM addresses deficiencies such as these. 
 
State automaton approaches have been used to describe the behavior of RIAs at the UI 
level. However, they do not describe what goes on behind the scenes on the client. 
RIAs introduce an added level of complexity on the client, making behind the scenes 
activity also of paramount importance. Our RCM is novel in that it captures, 
integrates and describes both the UI and behind-the-scenes client activity. As a result, 
it subsumes the behavior of most composition models, (for example the event-based 
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model proposed by Yu [151] and the universal composition model proposed by 
Daniel [156]), at the RUI and CIL layers. 
 
The RCM subsumes the derived requirements and generalized solution introduced for 
the so-called Asynchronous Particle Update pattern [171]. This pattern refers to the 
mechanism by which information is acquired and used to update an RIA. The pattern 
requires building or working with a small methodology that is capable of loading a 
small portion of the user interface by making asynchronous request, waiting for a 
return to the request, and then using the returned response to update a portion of the 
UI without having to reload the entire page. It also requires the client to have some 
processing power and access to some way of updating a portion of the page content. 
In addition, the request for transfer of data from one point to another should be 
loosely coupled to the trigger mechanism to allow maximum flexibility in 
implementation. 
 
The recommended generalized solution to the pattern consists of four parts [171]. The 
first part is a small method built into browsers that allow a small structured message 
to be sent to a remote address and, optionally, waits for a reply. The second part of the 
solution is a server component that waits for the browser’s request and fulfils it by 
replying based on the incoming parameters. The third part is a small runtime 
environment within the browser that can manipulate the returned value and make 
post-retrieval changes to the data. The fourth is a plug-in (or the browser engine itself) 
that uses the result of the operation to update the view presented to the user [171]. It is 
easy to see that the first part maps to the RCWI of the RCM, the second part maps to 
the WSD, the third part maps to the RCL and, the fourth part maps to the CIL-RUI 
combination. 
 
RIA features in general mainly affect the client; as a result the behavior at the WSD is 
trivial in our proposed approach (as evidenced by the very rudimentary WSD 
algorithm). It should be noted however that RIA techniques such as COMET [157] do 
change the traditional operation of the WSD by requiring that the server be able to 
initiate events (Fig. 4.17). In addition, because RIAs make more frequent requests to 
the server, it is being contemplated that the behavior of RIA servers needs to be 
modified in order to accommodate this activity more efficiently [158]. The 
asynchronous nature of requests from each client has also served to aggravate existing 
server-side problems. Whereas in traditional Web applications the possibility of data 
races in the database was due to multiple concurrent client connections [155], [186], 
now even one client accessing the database can cause data races [25]. 
 
 
 
4.10. Concluding Remarks 
 
In this chapter we introduced a dynamic, highly decoupled, layered concurrency 
model and proposed an incremental prototyping methodology for rich internet 
applications (RIAs). The model captures the fine-grained concurrency, event-driven 
semantics, and client-side computation inherent in RIAs. In addition, it facilitates 
identification of, and reasoning about, areas where concurrency arises in a typical RIA. 
It also describes client-side UI and behind-the-scenes behavior in an integrated, yet 
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highly decoupled manner. We also introduced reference algorithms for the lower 
layers of the model. 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 4.17: The Comet Web Application Model. Comet requires that the server be 
able to initiate events. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 

Stepwise Incremental Prototyping using the RIA 
Concurrency Model†  
 
 
 
In this chapter we propose a methodology by which the inherent concurrency, non-
sequential event-driven semantics, and segmented computation captured by the RCM, 
can be harnessed to develop correct-by-construction RIA prototypes.  The proposed 
methodology utilizes the RCM to rapidly develop complete prototypes in a stepwise, 
incremental, manner by creating instances of the RCM (sets of equivalent 
transformation rules) and iteratively mapping functional requirements to its layers 
and reference algorithms. While the prototype is being constructed it can be executed 
– thereby generating clauses representing the states of the system as it undergoes 
successive rule application. By observing these clauses it can be ascertained whether 
or not the data is flowing through the system (across the layers of the RCM) correctly. 
 
 
 
5.1. Introduction 
 
Prototyping can be considered a part of the Model Driven Development (MDD) 
paradigm - which focuses on abstraction of systems, rather than on final programs 
[159]. In particular it focuses on evaluating the accuracy of problem formulation, 
exploration of the design space, and determining the required interactions between the 
proposed system and its environment, through practical experimentation [160]. This 
practical experimentation is achieved by executing the prototype (abstract executable 
model [160]) of the desired system. Stepwise, incremental prototyping is a correct-by-
construction (C-by-C) [89] approach to prototype construction which enables us to be 
reasonably sure that all requirements have been met.  
 
It is well known that the behavior of a concurrent system can be modelled by means 
of a state transition system consisting of: a set of states, S; an initial state, st0 ∈  S and; 
a transition relation tr ⊆ S X S. In the ETF S corresponds to a set of successively 
transformed problems; st0 corresponds to the initial problem; and each tr corresponds 
to an ETR. Prototyping is in the form of computation of an abstract program prg on a 
problem prb. This is a nonempty finite or infinite sequence com = [st0, st1, st2, …] of 
states such that st0 = prb and the following conditions are satisfied: 1) for any two 
successive states sti, sti+1 in com, sti is not the final state and prg transforms sti into 
sti+1  in one step; 2) if com is finite, then last(com) is the final state or prg is not 
applicable to last(com), where last(com) denotes the last element of com.  
 

                                                 
† This chapter is based on [177]. 
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The inherent declarative and nondeterministic nature of the ETF makes it able to 
provide superior semantic and syntactic support for RIA behavioral prototyping. 
Multi-Head Rules (MHRs) simplify the modeling of component interactions and 
easily show the effect of transitions. Each interaction, and its associated transition, 
can be tested and verified in isolation as a result of the unique rule independence in 
the ETF. Executing a prototype in the ETI generates clauses, which are useful as 
guides for observing the state of the computation and also for determining what other 
rules need to be written. Rule applicability during computation is determined by 
pattern matching. When a problem is transformed to a point where there are no more 
rule-applicable bodies, the computation halts.  
 
In our proposed incremental prototyping methodology, each change in the 
composition of the RUI is regarded as a unique instance of the RCM. A completed 
prototype is similar to a state-flow graph [161]. In this case however, the vertices of 
the graph are RCM instances. The prototype is incrementally constructed by 
iteratively creating these RCM instances while traversing the control configurations in 
a depth first manner, starting from the initial RCM instance. For structurally dynamic 
RIAs (i.e. RIAs in which the unique component composition of the RUI changes – e.g. 
the Bank Teller RIA in section 5.2), this construction method results in a rooted 
directed graph in which each edge is labelled with a triggering condition. Each vertex 
of the graph is a distinct RCM instance, and each edge represents a transition between 
instances. Structurally static RIAs (i.e. RIAs in which the unique component 
composition of the RUI does not change – e.g. the Ping-Pong game in Chapter 3), 
consist of only a single RCM instance. 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.1: Outline of the Proposed Methodology for Stepwise, Incremental 
Prototyping  
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In this chapter, we first introduce a Bank Teller RIA (BT-RIA), which we use as our 
running example (section 5.2). The proposed methodology (illustrated in Fig. 5.1), 
consists of six steps. These are described in sections 5.3 through section 5.8. Every 
iteration through these steps creates an instance of the RCM (a set of ETRs). In all 
cases, the existing rules can be executed both during and after the creation of the 
RCM instance. Execution enables us to observe the movement of the data across the 
layers of the RCM by means of the clause generated to represent the state of the 
system, and the successive changes it undergoes due to rewriting by the existing rules 
(Fig. 5.2). In sections 5.10 through section 5.12, we examine the efficacy of the 
reference algorithms for prototyping operations ranging from a simple submit activity 
to a Geographic Information System (GIS) zoom activity. Finally, we summarize in 
section 5.13, and subsequently conclude this chapter in section 5.14. 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5.2: Relation between RCM, System State and ET Rules. System state is 
represented by a clause which shows data existing across all layers of the RCM. ETRs 
(ET Rules) change system state by rewriting the clause. 
 
 
 
 
5.2. The Bank Teller Rich Internet Application Case Study 
 
Throughout this chapter we will demonstrate our methodology using a Bank Teller 
RIA (BT-RIA) inspired by [162]. In this RIA three types of operations can be 
performed: 1) deposit to an account; 2) debit an account and; 3) get an account’s 
transaction history. The major page states for a deposit operation, along with their 
respective UI components, are depicted in Fig. 5.3. Each component is represented by 
a unique predicate with two arguments. 
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FIGURE 5.3: Bank Teller RIA Page States for a Deposit Operation 
 
 
 
On start up the teller is presented with initial page state, PS0 (Fig. 5.3(a)). It consists 
of five UI components: namely Title, subtitle (ST), account deposit (DEP), account 
debit (DEB), and account history (HIS). In page state PS0, clicking on either DEP, 
DEB, or HIS will cause the composition of the page to change. 
 
When account deposit, DEP, is activated, the subtitle content changes and DEP, DEB, 
and HIS are replaced with three new components: ACH, DA, and B2M (Fig. 5.3(b)). 
ACH is an AutoSuggest-enabled text input area (c.f. Google Suggest – Fig. 1.8 in 
section 1.4), which accesses a database for client names; DA is an input area which 
captures inputted data when the mouse leaves the area; and B2M returns the teller to 
PS0 when activated. When the account holder’s name (ach) and the deposit amount 
(da) have both been inputted, the subtitle content again changes and a new component, 
SD, automatically appears (Fig. 5.3(c)).  
 
In DPS2, a click on any of components ACH, DA, SD, or B2M can independently 
trigger a change in page composition. If component SD is activated, components ACH, 
DA and SD, are all terminated and replaced with a new component, DR, which 
displays the result of the deposit transaction (Fig. 5.3(d)). On the other hand, if the 
teller tries to modify the account holder’s name (ach) or the deposit amount (da), then 
component SD automatically terminates. It reappears only when a new value has been 
captured.  
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This seemingly simple operation has a number of complexities. At the UI level, it 
displays: 1) concurrent components; 2) structural dynamism (the number and types of 
UI components keep changing) and; 3) causality relationships among various 
components (e.g. ACH and DA both having valid data causes the emergence of SD). 
Concurrent processes are also triggered in the background in order to facilitate the 
AutoSuggest and submission processes. In the ensuing sections we utilize this 
example in the explanation of the proposed methodology. 
 
 
 
5.3. Specification of Initial Page Composition (Step 1) 
 
Following the logic outlined in section 4.4, we specify the initial page composition as 
a system of concurrent components. Thus, the initial composition of the bank teller UI 
(PS0) is completely specified by the body atoms of rule r5.1 below.  
 
r5.1:  TellerRIA  ==>  {init(tit, st, dp, db, his)}, Title(tit, tin), ST(st, sin),   

 DEP(dp, dpin), DEB(db, dbin), HIS(his, hin). 
 
The rule specifies that when a query clause, containing atom TellerRIA in its body, is 
supplied to the system, the atom should be rewritten into the five concurrent 
components, Title, ST, DEP, DEB and HIS, which together comprise initial page state 
PS0. This RUI composition represents the GUI of Fig. 5.3(a).  
 
On executing this rule in the ETI, we get the corresponding system state reflected by 
clause cl5.1. The body atoms in this answer clause will subsequently be rewritten 
according to the state of the computation and the applicable rules in the prototype. 
Because none of the atoms in cl5.1 share a common variable, Independent AND-
Parallelism [79] is possible. Note that the init/5 atom sets the initial states of the 
components. 
 
cl5.1: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin),  
    DEP(dp, dpin), DEB(db, dbin), 

 ST("Click Desired Operation", sin), HIS(his, hin). 
 
 
 
 
5.4. Identification and Specification of Active RUI 

Components (Step 2) 
 
Active RUI Components (ARCs) have associated individual behavioral rules in the 
current RCM instance. In this step, the individual, self-contained behavior of each 
ARC is specified, independent of other components and their interactions, using 
Single-Head Rules (SHRs). In PS0 of the BT-RIA only component ST is an ARC. 
This is so because the Title component remains constant, while activation of the other 
three components only causes interactions with other components. Therefore, they 
have no individual behavioral rule in this RCM instance. From the requirements, 
when DEP is activated in PS0 the subtitle (ST) content independently changes. We 
regard this as a message being passed to component ST - which it has to accept and 
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independently process. Therefore, we need to write an SHR-Type I rule for it. This 
rule is specified as rule r5.2 in Fig. 5.4. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.4: Individual Behavioral Specification for BT-RIA Active RUI Components 
(ARCs) 
 
 
In the rule, st stores current information (state) while sin accommodates new 
information. When new information is received on sin, the notVar/1 check evaluates 
to true and the previously displayed information is replaced with information 
contained in sin, via the display:SubTitle/1 relation. A new variable, sx, is then set to 
await more information.  
 
 
 
5.5. Identification of Control Configuration (Step 3) 
 
Control events are those events that cause changes in the composition of the page/UI. 
For each unique page state we identify these events then use them to define the 
conditions for transition from that page state. The requirements for the BT-RIA state 
that in PS0, a click on either of components DEP, DEB, or HIS will cause a change in 
RUI composition. Therefore we write the control configuration for initial page state 
PS0 as the disjunction below: 

 
 
PS0 = OnClickDEP ∨ OnClickDEB ∨ OnClickHIS               (5.1) 

 
 
 
 
5.6. Specification of Feasible Component Interactions (Step 

4) 
 
Component interactions are specified as MHRs in which the triggering condition is 
associated with one or more of the control events identified in section 5.5. For the BT-
RIA, three interaction rules are required in order to resolve the control configuration 
in PS0; one for the case when component DEP is activated, another for the case when 
component DEB is activated, and another for when component HIS activated. The 
interaction rule for when component DEP is activated is shown as rule r5.8 below.  
 

r5.2:  ST(st, sin), {notVar(sin)} ==> {display:SubTitle(sin)}, ST(sin, sx).
 

r5.3:  ACH(ach, ain), {notVar(ain)} ==>  {check:ACH(ain, achN)}, ACH(achN, ax). 
r5.4:  ACH(ach, ain), {OnClickACH} ==>  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS([ ], ip, al). 
 

r5.5:  DA(da, dain), {notVar(dain)} ==> DA(dax, dx). 
r5.6:  DA(da, dain), {OnClickDA, OnMouseOut:DA(amt)} ==> {daN ＝ amt}, DA(daN, dain). 
 
r5.7:  DR(dr, drin), {notVar(drin)} ==> {display:Rep(drin)}, DR(drin, drx). 
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r5.8:  DEP(dp, dpin), DEB(db, dbin), HIS(his, hin),  ST(st, sin), {OnClickDEP} ==>  
    {sin = “Enter Deposit Data”},  
    ST(st, sin), ACH(ach, ain), DA(da, dain), B2M(b2m, bin). 
 
 
The rule is a combination of MHR-Types E and G. Since components DEP, DEB, HIS, 
and ST, are all affected when DEP is activated, they are all specified as heads of rule 
r5.8. When the rule is executed, the information “Enter Deposit Data” is passed to 
component ST via variable sin, and components DEP, DEB, and HIS are all 
terminated. In addition, new concurrent components ACH, DA, and B2M are 
generated (Fig. 5.3(b)). We term components such as DEP, whose activation causes 
interactions in the CIL layer, Active CIL Components (ACCs).  
 
At this point, the first instance of the RCM for the BT-RIA is complete (since there is 
no communication with the backend in this page state). This results in a return to step 
2 (where new ARCs are identified and specified) for the start of the second iteration. 
This completed root state is illustrated as RCM1 in Fig. 5.5, and summarized in row 2 
of Table 5.1.  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.5: RCM Instances and Events for the BT-RIA Deposit Operation 
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TABLE 5.1: Summary of RCM Instances, Corresponding Incremental Prototyping 
Steps and System States 

 

 
 
 
Actual activation of component DEP in this partially completed prototype results in 
the system state represented by clause cl5.2. This clause shows newly generated 
components ACH, DA, and B2M. It also shows the message “Enter Deposit Data” 
being received by ST on its input port. On receipt of this message by ST, its 
individual behavioral rule r5.2 is activated, resulting in a change of state to that 
depicted in clause cl5.3 (corresponding to page state DPS1).  
 
 
cl5.2: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title ("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin),  
    ACH(ach, ain), DA(da, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in),  
 ST("Click Desired Operation", " Enter Deposit Data "). 

============================ 
cl5.3: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin), ACH(ach, ain), 

 DA(da, dain), B2M(b2m, b2in),  
  ST("Enter Deposit Data ", sin). 
 
 
 
Remark 5.1: Technically, the page composition at this point is that of DPS1. The 
corresponding rules however, are all specified in RCM1. This is because page 
composition does not directly correspond to RCM instance. 
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5.7. Mapping of Activity Sequences to RCM Reference 
Algorithms (Step 5) 

 
In this second instance of the RCM rules r5.3 and r5.4 (for the ACH component) and 
r5.6 (for the DA component) are specified. A click inside component ACH results in 
rule r5.4 being applied to the ACH atom, and the generation of process RCL:AS([ ], ip, 
al). This process is used to send inputted queries to the backend via ip and return 
resulting suggestions via al. Since ACH is also replicated in the body of rule r5.4, the 
component is not self-terminated. Rule r5.3 is used by ACH to accommodate the 
suggestion chosen by the user (in addition to other information from within the 
system). The information comes in on port ain and is processed using the 
check:ACH/2 relation. Execution of rule r5.4 changes the system state to that 
represented by clause cl5.4 - which indicates that an RCL process has been activated 
behind the scenes. (We append :AS  to RCL to signify autosuggest operation at the 
RCL layer). 
 
 
cl5.4: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin), DA(da, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data ", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS([ ], ip, al). 
 
 
If at this point, a value for DA (say 500) is entered; rule r5.6 is applied to the DA 
component. This rule is used to accept information from the user. The rule is 
enhanced with a DDC module. During the interval between when the mouse clicks 
inside the box (OnClickDA), and the mouse moves out (OnMouseOut:DA/1), any value 
that is entered into box DA is captured in variable amt. The amt variable is then set as 
the new state of component DA. On execution of the rule, the system state changes to 
that depicted by clause cl5.5. Note that both the click inside component ACH and the 
entering of the value for component DA may occur simultaneously, in which case the 
system state simply moves directly from cl5.3 to cl5.5. 
 
 
cl5.5: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data ", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS([ ], ip, al). 
 
 
 
In the RCM, behind-the-scenes activities which involve communication with the 
server follow a well defined computation sequence. Thus we are able to map specific 
instances of RIA backend activities to the reference algorithms, derived for the model, 
on a sequence by sequence basis. The reference algorithms are directly applicable to 
AutoSuggest. Thus the backend activities of component ACH are mapped directly to 
them. This results in the second instance of the RCM containing RCL, RCWI, and 
WSD layers (Fig. 5.5). The relevant rules are shown in Fig. 5.6, Fig. 5.7, and Fig. 5.8. 
In the rules, variables al and nl represent the currently displayed and updated list of 
suggestions, respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.6: Specification for AutoSuggest at the RIA Client Logic (RCL) Conceptual 
Layer 
 

 
FIGURE 5.7: Specification for AutoSuggest at the RIA Client-Web Interface (RCWI) 
Layer 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5.8: Specification for AutoSuggest at the Web Server-Database (WSD) Layer 

//Open a connection from the Web Server to the DataBase  
r5.20: SA:AS(Q, nl), {var(nl)} ==> DBC:AS(Q), SA:AS(Q, nl). 7  

 

//Collect Query from Web Server, Query db, Send Result to Web Server 
r5.21: DBC:AS(Q) ==> {db:Query(Q, matches)}, DBR:AS(Q, matches) . 8  9  
 

//Collect Results from DataBase, Break DataBase Connection 
r5.22: SA:AS(Q, nl), DBR:AS(Q, matches) ==> {nl = matches}, SA:AS(Q, nl). 10  
 

WSD-R3

WSDI-R2

WSD-R1

//Accept REQUEST and generate child process to send request to server 
r5.15: RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), RCL(asq, Q, al), {notVar(Q)} ==> 4  
  {add:Query(Q, sq, sqN)}, RCWI:AS (sqN, Rw), CH:AS(Q). 5  

 

r5.16: CH:AS(Q)  ==>  SA:AS(Q, nl).  6  
 

//Accept RESPONSE from server 
r5.17: RCWI:AS (sq, Rw), SA:AS(Q, nl), {notVar(nl)} ==> 
  {Rw = [Q, nl]), del:Query(Q, sq, sqN)}, RCWI:AS (sqN, Rw).  11  
 

//Determine whether to continue the RCWI process or end 
r5.18: RCWI:AS (sq, Rw), {match( [?|?], sq), var(Rw)} ==> RCWI:AS (sq, Rw).  12  

 

r5.19: RCWI:AS (sq, Rw), {match( [ ], sq), var(Rw)} ==>. 12  RCWI-R5

RCWI-R4

RCWI-R3

RCWI-R2

RCWI-R1

//Accept REQUESTS and send to RCWI     
r5.9: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), {get:Input(Q), eq(asq, [])} ==> 2  

{add:Query(Q, asq, asqN)},  
RCL:AS(asqN, Q, al), RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), RCL:AS(asqN, ?, al). 3   

 

r5.10: RCL:AS (asq, IP, al), {get:Input(Q), notEq(asq, [])} ==> 2   
       {add:Query(Q, asq, asqN)}, RCL:AS(asqN, Q, al), RCL:AS(asqN, ?, al). 3  

 
//Accept RESPONSES from RCWI  
r5.11: RCL:AS (asq, IP, al), RCW:AS(sq, [Q, nl]), {member(Q, asq), var(al), var(IP)} ==>  

{al = nl, del:OldQueries(Q, asq, asqN)},  
RCL:AS(asqN, Q, al), RCWI:AS(sq, nlx).  12  

 

r5.12: RCL:AS (asq, IP, al), RCWI(sq, [Q nl]), { notMember(Q, asq), var(al), var(IP)} ==>  
RCL:AS(asqN, Q, al), RCWI:AS(sq, nlx).   12  

 
//PROCESS data and send to RUI 
r5.13: RCL:AS (asq, IP, al), {match([?|?], asq), notEq(al, [ ])} ==> 

{gen:Components(al, [S1, S2, …, Sn])},   
           ASug1(S1, as1in), ASug2(S2, as2in), …, ASugn(Sn, asnin), 13  

RCL:AS(asq, IP, alx). 
 

r5.14: RCL:AS (asq, IP, al), { match( [ ], asq), notEq(al, [ ])} ==> 
{gen:Components(al, [S1, S2, …, Sn])},     13   
ASug1(S1, as1in), ASug2(S2, as2in), …, ASugn(Sn, asnin). 

RCL-R1 

RCL-R2 

RCL-R3 

RCL-R4 

RCL-R5 

RCL-R6 
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The system states corresponding to the first round trip query-response cycle for the 
AutoSuggest operation are represented by clauses cl5.6 through cl5.13. Clause cl5.6 
shows the system state after rule r5.9 rewrites clause cl5.5 on the letter “c” being 
entered into the textbox. This is the forking of the RCL process, and activation of the 
RCWI process, shown as activity 3 in the RCM. 
 
 
cl5.6: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], "c", al),  
  RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al). 
 
 
Clause cl5.7 is the resultant system state after rule r5.15 simultaneously rewrites 
atoms RCWI:AS/2 and RCL:AS/3 in clause cl5.6. This results in query string “c” 
being added to sequence list sq and child process CH:AS/1 being generated (activities 
4 and 5). Clause cl5.8 results from the application of rule r5.16 to clause cl5.7 (in 
which query string “c” is transferred to server process SA:AS/2). 
 
 
cl5.7: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 
    B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
    ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al),  

 RCWI:AS( ["c"], Rw), CH:AS( "c"). 
============================ 
cl5.8: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al), RCWI:AS(["c"], Rw), 

 SA:AS( "c", Rs). 
 
 
Clause cl5.9 reflects the system state after rule r5.20 is applied to atom SA:AS/2 in 
clause cl5.8, resulting in activation of the database connection process (activity 7). 
Clauses cl5.10 and cl5.11 show the results returned from the database by process 
DBR:AS/2, and the transfer of those results to the waiting SA:AS/2 process (activities 
9 and 10). This occurs by the application of rules r5.21 and r5.22 to clauses cl5.9 and 
cl5.10 respectively.  
 
 
cl5.9: ans(TellerRIA)  ←   Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in),  ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al), RCWI:AS(["c"], Rw), 

 DBC:AS( "c"), SA:AS( "c", Rs). 
============================ 
cl5.10: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in),  ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al), RCWI:AS(["c"], Rw), 

 SA:AS("c", Rs),  
 DBR:AS(“c”, ["courtney", "calvin", "colin", "connie", 
 "carlos"]). 
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============================ 
cl5.11: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in),  ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al), RCWI:AS(["c"], Rw),  

 SA:AS(“c”, ["courtney", "calvin", "colin", "connie", 
 "carlos"]). 

 
 
Clause cl5.11 is rewritten by RCWI rule r5.17 to give clause cl5.12, which reflects the 
system state after acceptance of the response from the server by the RCWI process 
(activity 11).  
 
 
cl5.12: ans(TellerRIA)  ←   Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 

 B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
  ACH(ach, ain), RCL:AS(["c"], ip, al),  
  RCWI:AS([ ], ["c", ["courtney", "calvin", "colin", 

 "connie", "carlos"]]). 
 
 
Clause cl5.13 reflects the system state after clause cl5.12 is rewritten by RCL rule 
r5.11. This represents the handing over of responses from the RCWI to the RCL layer 
(activity 12).  
 
 
cl5.13: ans(TellerRIA)  ←   Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 
    B2M(b2m, b2in), ST("Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
    ACH(ach, ain), RCWI:AS([ ], Rx),   
    RCL:AS( [ ], ip, ["courtney", "calvin", "colin", "connie", 
    "carlos"]). 
 
 
The fact that the RCL:AS/3 process in RCM2 now has results causes the condition 
notEq(al, [ ]) to return true. This results in the third instance of the RCM being 
created. This instance consists of the RUI components from RCM2 plus AutoSuggest 
(ASug) components. This state is represented by clause cl5.14. It shows the system 
state after additional concurrent components corresponding to the suggestions are 
generated by the rewriting of the RCL:AS/3 atom in clause cl5.13, by rule r5.14 
(activity 13 in Fig. 4.3). RCM3 will exist until either a suggestion is selected, 
OnClickASugx, or the B2M button is clicked. 
 
 
 
cl5.14: ans(TellerRIA)  ←   Title("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tit), DA(500, dain), 
    B2M(b2m, b2in), ST( "Enter Deposit Data", sin),  
    ACH(ach, ain), RCWI:AS([ ] , Rx),    
    ASug1("courtney", a1in), ASug2("calvin", a2in),  
    ASug3("colin", a3in),  ASug4("connie", a4in),  
    ASug5("carlos", a5in). 
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5.8. Iteration (Step 6) 
 
An instance of the RCM is created either by going through steps 2 to 4 or from 2 to 5. 
This depends on whether or not there is backend activity in that RCM instance. For 
RCM2, RCM3 and RCM4 in Fig. 5.5, there is backend activity; therefore steps 2 
through 5 are followed. However, there is no backend activity for RCM1 and RCM5; 
therefore only steps 2 through 4 are utilized.  
 
Subsequent iterations identify control configurations (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and the rules 
shown in Fig. 5.9.  
 
 DPS1 = (¬Var(ach) ∧ ¬Var(da) ) ∨ OnClickB2M               (5.2) 
 DPS2 = OnClickSD ∨ OnClickACH ∨ OnClickDA ∨ OnClickB2M              (5.3) 
 DPS3 = OnClickB2M                   (5.4) 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.9: Component Interaction Specification for the Bank Teller RIA Deposit 
Operation 
 
 
Rule r5.23 is a combination of MHR-Type I and MHR-Type G interaction patterns. Its 
activation is governed by the conjunction in DPS1 (equation (5.2)). It specifies that if 
state variables ach and da contain data then information should be passed to 
component ST; and component SD generated. Rules r5.24, r5.25, r5.26, and r5.29, are 
the four interaction rules needed in DPS2. The activation condition for each rule is 
governed by a specific control event from the disjunctions in equation (5.3). For 
example, in rule r5.24, the occurrence of event OnClickACH affects the ACH, ST, and 
SD components, so all three components are included in the head of the rule. On 

 

r5.23:  ACH(ach, ain), DA(da, dain), ST(st, sin), { notVar(ach), notVar(da)} ==>  
   {sin = “Click to Submit Deposit”}, 

   ST(st, sin), ACH(ach, ain), DA(da, dain), SD(sd, sdin). 
 

r5.24:  ACH(ach, ain), ST(st, sin), SD(sd, sdin), {OnClickACH} ==>  
{ain = 1, sin = “Enter Deposit Data”}, ST(st, sin) , ACH(ach, ain). 

 

r5.25:  DA(da, dain), ST(st, sin), SD(sd, sdin), {OnClickDA} ==>  
   {dain = 1, sin = “Enter Deposit Data”}, ST(st, sin), DA(da, dain). 
 

r5.26:  SD(sd, sdin), ACH(ach, ain), DA(da, dain), ST(st, sin), {OnClickSD} ==>  
   {sin = “Result of Deposit Operation”, sd = [deposit, ach, da]},  
   ST(st, sin), DR(dr, drin), RCL:Submit(csq, sd, rep). 
 

r5.27: DR(dr, drin), RCL:Submit(csq, sd, rep), {notVar(rep)} ==>  
{drin = rep}, DR(dr, drin). 

 

r5.28: ASug0(as0, as0in), …, ASugn(asn, asnin), ACH(ach, ain), {OnClickASug0} ==> 
   {ain = as0}, ACH(ach, ain). 
 

r5.29:  DPS2 
         B2M (b2m, bin), ST(st, sin), ACH(ach, ain), DA(da, dain),  SD(sd, sdin),  
 {OnClickB2M} ==>   
   {sin = “Click Desired Operation”}, ST(st, sin), 
   DEP(dp, dpin), DEB(db, dbin), HIS(his, hin).  
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execution of r5.24, information is sent to components ACH and ST via variables ain 
and sin, respectively. In addition, component SD is terminated. Rule r5.25 operates in 
much the same fashion. Rule r5.26 affects all components apart from Title and B2M. 
On execution, it transfers information to component ST via variable sin; terminates 
components SD, ACH, and DA, then generates reporting component DR, and process 
RCL:Submit/3 for submission of transaction information to the backend. Transaction 
information is stored as a list, [deposit, ach, da], in variable sd.  
 
Rule r5.27 specifies information transfer from the backend to component DR, via the 
RCL:Submit/3 process. The {notVar(rep)} check first ensures that rep has information. 
This information is transferred to component DR via variable drin - for independent 
display by the component. Rule r5.28 is one of a number of rules for interaction of the 
generated AutoSuggest (ASug) components with component ACH. It specifies that 
when an ASug component is selected, the information it contains is transferred to 
component ACH via port ain, then all ASug components are terminated. Rule r5.29 
regenerates PS0 components when the B2M component is activated in DPS2. 
 
 
 
5.9. Prototype Completion 
 
In this proposed incremental prototyping methodology, a completed prototype is 
simply the union of all RCM instances in which all control configurations and active 
components have been properly accounted for by specification. That is, for n number 
of completed RCM instances: 
 
 

U
n
i iRCMRIA ototype 1Pr
=

=  
 
 
The BT-RIA prototype is not complete since the control configuration specified by 
equation (5.1) has not been completely resolved. However, the prototype for its 
deposit operation is in fact complete. It is given by the union of the five RCM 
instances depicted in Fig. 5.5, and summarized in Table 5.1. That is: RCM1 ∪  RCM2 
∪  RCM3  ∪ RCM4  ∪ RCM5. For the completed prototype of the BT-RIA deposit 
operation, clause cl5.15 reflects the system state after both the name and amount have 
been entered. The clause confirms that both ach and da contain values, and 
component SD has been generated. It corresponds to page state DPS2. 
 
 
cl5.15: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title ("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin),  
    ACH ("courtney", ain),  

 DA(500, dain), SD(sd, sdin),  
 ST("Click to Submit Deposit", sin), B2M(b2m, b2in). 

 
The resulting system state after application of rule r5.26 (from Fig. 5.9) to clause 
cl5.15 (in which ACH and DA are simultaneously rewritten), is depicted by clause 
cl5.16. 
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cl5.16: ans(TellerRIA)  ←  Title ("OGANE Bank Teller Console", tin), B2M(b2m, b2in),  
 RCL:Submit( [ ], [deposit, "courtney", 500],  R),  
 DR(dr, drin), 
 ST("Click to Submit Deposit", "Result of Deposit  

  Operation"). 
 

 
 
5.10. Efficacy of the RCL Reference Algorithm 
 
In this section we demonstrate the utility of the reference algorithm for the RCL by 
utilizing it in the specification of the behavior of operations ranging from the simple 
submit operation, to a more complex GIS zoom-in operation. 
 
 
5.10.1. A Simple Submit Operation 
 
In the specification for the CIL of the Bank Teller deposit operation (Fig. 5.9), the SD 
component activates the RCL:Submit/3 process to submit the deposit information to 
the server; and also generates component DR to display the information returned (rule 
r5.26). The specification for this operation is displayed in Fig. 5.10. In the 
specification, rule r5.30 (corresponding to RCL-R1), sends the query to the RCWI and 
waits; while rule r5.31 (corresponding to RCL-R3), collects the result returned. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.10: Application of the RCL Reference Algorithm to the specification for a 
simple Submit Operation 
 
 
In a simple submit operation, it is desired that the submit event occurs only once. As a 
result, in the specification for the submit operation (Fig. 5.10), a rule for in-flight 
inputs (corresponding to rule RCL-R2) is not needed and is therefore absent. There is 
also no need to check whether or not the returning query is in sequence list, csq, 
therefore a rule corresponding to RCL-R4 is not present.  
 
 
5.10.2. A Zoom-in Operation in a GIS Application 
 
In a basic Geographic Information System (GIS) [163] application, each point on a 
map is associated with a pair of coordinates (x, y), and a tile value representing the 
map data at that point. In our sample map database (Fig. 5.11), there are two levels of 
details (map layers) – with layer 0 having less detail than layer 1. Each point in the 

r5.30:  RCL:Submit(csq, sd, rep), {eq(csq, [ ]), notVar(sd), var(rep)} ==>  
{add:Query(sd, csq, csqN)}, 
RCL:Submit(csqN, sd, rep), RCWI:Submit([ ], Rw), RCL:Submit(csqN, ?, rep).   

 

r5.31:  RCL:Submit(csq, ?, rep), RCWI:Submit(sq, [sd, RepData]), { notVar(RepData)} ==> 
    {rep = RepData, del:OldQueries(sd, csq, csqN)},  

     RCL:Submit(csqN, ?, rep), RCWI:Submit(sq, Rx). 
RCL-R3 

RCL-R1 
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lower layer is contained in the higher layer. That is, given a point p: ∀p: Layer0•p ∈ 
Layer1. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.12 using the point at (81, 81). 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5.11: Sample ET Database Specification for the GIS Application 
 
 
The pyramid structure in Fig. 5.12 illustrates the GIS map application undergoing a 
“zoom-in” operation. The screen is made up entirely of components. The value stored 
in each component corresponds to a map feature at that point on the map. Zooming-in 
on the component at point (81, 81) in layer 0 causes the area controlled by that 
component to be magnified and subdivided into nine new components and their 
corresponding tile values in layer 1. This results in a more detailed view of that region. 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.12: A Zoom-in operation in the GIS Rich Internet Application 
 
 
It is easy to see that the specification for the GIS “zoom-in” operation (Fig. 5.13) uses 
the same six basic rules specified for the RCL Reference Algorithm. In this 
specification: L represents the map layer; C represents the cache, CS represents 
current screen (map values); Rs represents tile values returned from the database; and 
(Lr, xr, yr) represent the layer and coordinates of the activated component (the point 
on which the zoom operation is performed). 
 
When a zoom-in operation is performed on a point (Lr, xr, yr), CHList/3 computes the 
coordinates for the eight neighbouring tiles in the next level of magnification. The 
points are then stored as a nine-member list in IPN – with each member represented in 
the format [[L, xr, yr], [xi, yi]].  [L, xr, yr] specifies the focal point while [xi, yi] 
specifies a point for which a tile value is required. These points are then added to 

Map Layer 0
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sequence list zsq (rules r5.32 and r5.33). The coordinates and layer of the focal point 
is used as the identifier for the event. The dispORCache/5 atom, in rule r5.34, 
implements a cache which accumulates all the returned tile values until all nine have 
returned. The values are then used to generate nine new components which are 
displayed as the new screen area. If there are queries remaining, rule r5.36 is used and 
the RCL process continues. Otherwise, rule r5.37 is activated to display the 
components, after which the RCL process terminates. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.13: RCL Reference Algorithm applied to a GIS zoom-in Operation 
 
 
 
5.11.  Efficacy of the RCWI Reference Algorithm 
 
In this section we demonstrate the utility of the reference algorithm for the RCWI by 
utilizing it in the specification of the behavior of operations ranging from the simple 
submit operation, to a more complex GIS zoom-in operation. 
 
 
5.11.1. Simple Submit Operation 
 
Fig. 5.14 shows the result of application of the RCWI reference algorithm to the 
simple submit operation for the Bank Teller example.  
 
In the specification for the simple submit operation, rule r5.38 generates the child 
process and transfers a copy of the query to it. Rule r5.39 transfers the query to the 
server process. Rule r5.40 specifies the collection of the results from the server 
process. Rule r5.41 specifies the termination of the RCWI process. A rule 
corresponding to RCWI-R4 from the reference algorithm is not required since only 
one query was sent; therefore there is no need to check for remaining queries. 
 
 

r5.32:  RCL:Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS), {OnZoomIn(Lr, xr, yr), eq(zsq, [ ]) } ==>  
{CHList( [Lr, xr, yr], [x1, …,x8, y1, …, y8], IPN), add:SeqQuery(IPN, zsq, zsqN)},  
RCL:Zoom(zsqN, IPN, C, CS), RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rw), RCL:Zoom(zsqN, IP, C, CS). 

 

r5.33:  RCL:Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS), {OnZoomIn(Lr, xr, yr), notEq(zsq, [ ]) }  ==>  
{CHList( [Lr, xr, yr], [x1, …,x8, y1, …, y8], IPN), add:SeqQuery(IPN, zsq, zsqN)},  
RCL:Zoom(zsqN, IPN, C, CS), RCL:Zoom(zsqN, IP, C, CS). 
  

r5.34:  RCL: Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS), RCWI:Zoom(sq, [Q, Rs]),{member(Q, zsq), var(CS), var(IP)} ==>  
{CSN = Rs, del:SeqQueries(Q, zsq, zsqN), dispORCache(C, CS, CSN, CNew, DS)}, 
RCL:Zoom(zsqN, IP, CSN), RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rx). 

  

r5.35:  RCL: Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS), RCWI:Zoom(sq, [Q, Rs]), {notMember(Q, zsq), var(CS), var(IP)} ==>  
      RCL:Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS), RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rx).  
  
r5.36:  RCL:Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS),{ match([?|?], zsq), notEq(CS, [ ]), } ==> 

    {gen:Components(CS, [TV0, TV1, …, TVn])},   
     Tile0(TV0, t0in), Tile1(TV1, t1in), …, Tilen(TVn, tnin), RCL:Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CSx). 
  
r5.37: RCL:Zoom(zsq, IP, C, CS),{ match([?|?], zsq), notEq(CS, [ ]), } ==> 

    {gen:Components(CS, [TV0, TV1, …, TVn])},   
     Tile0(TV0, t0in), Tile1(TV1, t1in), …, Tilen(TVn, tnin). 

RCL-R1

RCL-R2

RCL-R3

RCL-R4

RCL-R5

RCL-R6
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FIGURE 5.14: Specification of the RCWI Layer for the Simple Submit Operation 
 
 
 
5.11.2. Zoom-in Operation in a GIS Application 
 
To accommodate the GIS RIA, the RCWI reference algorithm is easily extended to 
deal with concurrent queries. This extended RCWI GIS specification is depicted in 
Fig. 5.15. In rule r5.42, the nine-member list from the RCL is added to sequence list 
sq of the RCWI:Zoom/2 process, and nine concurrent CH:Zoom/1 processes are 
generated. Each CH:Zoom/1 process contains the query for a specific point, and 
independently accesses the server and database. 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5.15: Extended RCWI Reference Algorithm to Accommodate Concurrent 
Queries in the GIS zoom-in Operation 
 
 
 
In the ideal scenario, all nine server access, SA:Zoom/2, processes combine with the 
RCWI:Zoom/2 process and hand over their tile information at the same time 
(specified by rule r5.44). However, there is a worst-case scenario in which each 
SA:Zoom/2 process arrives and hands over information at different times (specified 
by rule r5.45). Since the worst case scenario is less desired than the ideal scenario, we 

r5.38: RCWI:Submit(sq, Rw), RCL:Submit(csq, sd, rep), {notVar(sd)} ==>  
 {add:Query(sd, sq, sqN)}, RCWI:Submit(sqN, Rw), CH:Submit(sd). 

 

r5.39: CH:Submit(Q)  ==>  SA:Submit(Q, Rs). 
 

r5.40: RCWI:Submit(sq, Rw), SA:Submit(Q, Rs), {notVar(Rs)} ==> 
 {Rw = [Q, Rs], del:Query(Q, sq, sqN)}, RCWI:Submit(sqN, Rw).  

 

r5.41: RCWI:Submit(sq, Rw), {match([ ], sq), var(Rw)} ==>. 
 

RCWI-R1

RCWI-R3

RCWI-R2

?- (RuleClassOrder 1 2), (RuleClass SERIALRX 2), (RuleClass otherwise 1). 
 
r5.42:  RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rz), RCL:Zoom(zsq, [[[L, xr, yr], [x0, y0], …, [[L, xr, yr], [x8, y8]]],  
        C,  CS),   {notVar ([L, xr, yr])} ==>  
 {(add:SeqQuery ([[L, xr, yr], [x0, y0]], …, [[L, xr, yr], [x8, y8]]), sq, sqN)},   

(CH:Zoom([[L, xr, yr], [x0, y0]]), …, CH:Zoom([[L, xr, yr], [x8, y8]]),  
RCWI:Zoom(sqN, Rz).  

 

r5.43:  CH:Zoom(Q)  ==>  SA:Zoom(Q, Rs).   
 
r5.44:  RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rz), SA:Zoom(q0, rs0), …, SA:Zoom(q8, rs8),  {notVar([rs0, …, rs8])}   ==>   

{del:MultQuery([q0, ..., q8], sq, sqN)}, RCWI:Zoom(sqN, [[q0, ..., q8], [rs0, ..., rs8]]).  
  

r5.45:  SERIALRX 
         RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rz), SA:Zoom(Q. Rs)  ==>  

{del:SeqQuery(Q, sq, sqN)}, RCWI:Zoom(sqN, [Q, Rs]). 
 
r5.46: RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rz), {match([?|?], sq), var(Rz)} ==> RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rz).  

 

r5.47: RCWI:Zoom(sq, Rz), {match([ ], sq), var(Rz)} ==>. 
 

RCWI-R1

RCWI-R2

RCWI-R3

RCWI-R4

RCWI-R5

RCWI-R3

RCWI-R5
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label rule r5.45 and assign it a lower priority than rule r5.44, so that if all tile values 
are returned simultaneously, processing will be efficiently carried out. Both rules 
conform to the format of RCWI-R3. Rules r5.46 and r5.47 carry out the same function 
as in the original reference algorithm. 
 
 
 
5.12. Efficacy of the WSD Reference Algorithm 
 
In this section we look at the high-level conceptual model of the simple submit and 
GIS Zoom operations, at the WSD layer. As can be observed from Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 
5.17, the specifications for all three operations remain virtually identical to the 
reference behavioral model for the WSD. 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5.16: Specification for Simple Submit Operation at the WSD Layer 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5.17: Specification for GIS Zoom Operation at the WSD Layer 
 
 
 
 
5.13. Discussion 
 
As noted by Fraternali [134], dynamic modelling (of RIAs) is one of the most difficult 
tasks in model-driven development and is generally perceived as confusing. We 
believe that this is a concurrency issue which is elegantly alleviated by our proposed 
incremental prototyping methodology. The proposed stepwise, incremental 
prototyping methodology allows errors to be identified and addressed from early in 
the design phase; while the completed prototype facilitates the exploration of the 
global state space. The ability to exclusively test each rule, as well as both the 
uncompleted and completed prototype, results in a high level of guarantee that the 
application is behaving as required. In addition, prototyping in the ETI displays both 
the state of the components as well as that of the data as it travels behind the scenes. 
This makes it easier to avoid design flaws. 
 
The reference algorithms are meant to be used as guides for rapid development of 
specialized activity sequences. Thus, they can be modified to suit particular purposes. 

r5.51: SA:Zoom(Q, Zs), {var(Zs)} ==> DBC :Zoom(Q), SA :Zoom(Q, Zs). 
 

r5.52: DBC:Zoom(Q) ==> {db:Query(Q, TV)}, DBR :Zoom(Q, TV) . 
 

r5.53: SA:Zoom(Q, Zs), DBR :Zoom(Q, TV) ==> {Zs = TV}, SA :Zoom(Q, Zs). 

r5.48: SA:Submit(sd, Rs), {var(Rs)} ==> DBC:Submit(sd), SA:Submit(sd, Rs). 
 

r5.49: DBC :Submit(sd) ==>  {db:Query(sd, result)}, DBR:Submit(sd, result). 
 

r5.50: SA :Submit(sd, Rs), DBR:Submit(sd, result) ==> {Rs = result}, SA:Submit(sd, Rs). 
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For example, in the normal submit operation, only rules RCL-R1 and RCL-R3 are 
needed at the RCL layer (with no changes to the RCWI reference algorithm required). 
In contrast, an application such as a GIS RIA uses the complete RCL reference 
algorithm and a modified RCWI algorithm in which multiple independent CH/1 
atoms, corresponding to the number of tiles comprising its map view, are generated 
 
 
 
5.14. Concluding Remarks 
 
We have proposed an incremental prototyping methodology which utilizes the RCM 
to systematically construct RIA prototypes on a correct-by-construction basis. The 
methodology simplifies the RIA development process by providing a systematic way 
to develop RIAs as natively concurrent applications. The efficacy of our methodology 
was demonstrated using a bank teller RIA. 
 
Future work will look at the possibility of integrating the proposed methodology with 
already established presentation and data modelling methods. In addition we will 
develop a user-friendly CASE tool for automatic code generation based on the 
methodology.  
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 

Synthesizing Rich Internet Applications from 
the RIA Concurrency Model† 
 
 
 
Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) complicate the Web engineering paradigm by 
introducing client-side concurrency, computation, and non-sequential, event-driven 
semantics to web applications. In chapter 4, we introduced the RIA Concurrency 
Model (RCM) which captures all three RIA features; and in chapter 5, a methodology 
which utilizes the model to construct RIA prototypes in a stepwise, incremental 
manner. In this chapter, we outline a methodology, based on equivalent 
transformation and message passing, which further utilizes the RCM to systematically 
implement the client-side concurrency, computation, and reactivity, captured during 
the prototyping phase, on the AJAX RIA platform. The methodology results in highly 
modular RIA code, comprising independent user interface objects and interaction 
functions, plus easily analysable backend processes. 
 
 
 
6.1. Introduction  
 
In traditional web applications, an event on a user interface (UI) component on the 
client resulted in the entire page being destroyed, a synchronous request being sent to 
the server, and a new page being sent back to the client. In this paradigm, all 
computation was done on the server and concurrency was a server-side concern only. 
The advent of Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) [12], [17] however, has resulted in a 
shake-up of this formerly placid state of affairs. RIAs feature highly interactive user 
interfaces, distributed computation, and minimized client-server data transfer, 
facilitated by incremental, asynchronous data transmission and partial page updates. 
These characteristics result in fine-grained concurrency both on the client itself and in 
client-server communications. 
 
In an RIA, an event on one UI component can set off a network of reactions, 
culminating in a totally different component communicating asynchronously with the 
server, (all while other interactions are taking place on the client). The data sent back 
to the client from the server may undergo sophisticated processing behind-the-scenes 
on the client, and then be utilized by a UI component other than the one that sent the 
request in the first place. Thus the simple synchronous request-response behavior of 
traditional web applications is replaced with a situation in which multiple independent 
concurrent components interact and asynchronously request incremental data updates 
from the server.  

                                                 
† This chapter is based on [178]. 
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This behavior of RIAs complicates web development and cause difficulty in the 
analysis, debugging, and verification of RIA activities and computation sequences 
[134], [146], [148]. In addition, they can cause errors such as response reordering [43] 
(also called swapped call-backs [145]), and client-side race conditions [41], [43], 
[149]. Further compounding this state of affairs is the question of how best to 
overcome the language impedance mismatch challenge [40]. 
 
As a first step in alleviating these challenges, in chapter 4 we introduced the RIA 
Concurrency Model (RCM) and, in chapter 5, incorporated it in a proposed RIA 
incremental prototyping methodology. The RCM captures the client-side concurrency, 
computation and non-sequential event-driven semantics inherent in RIAs. It also 
subdivides the client-side computation logic into easily understandable segments, and 
integrates user interface and behind-the-scenes client behavior in a highly decoupled 
manner. The proposed prototyping methodology facilitates the evaluation of the 
accuracy of problem formulation, exploration of the design space, and determination 
of the required interactions between the proposed RIA system and its environment, 
through practical experimentation, without commitment to a specific RIA 
implementation platform. 
 
In this chapter, we propose a methodology which further utilizes the RCM to 
implement modular, comprehensible RIAs from the viewpoint of their reactive 
concurrent semantics.  
 The first step in the proposed implementation process is the transformation from 

the abstract prototype to an intermediate message passing metamodel. This 
process is outlined in section 6.2. 

 In section 6.3, we systematically implement the metamodel on the AJAX RIA 
platform. On the client, this results in highly independent, self-contained objects 
which are decoupled from their interaction functions, and an easily 
comprehensible, modular structure behind the scenes. 

 In section 6.4, we explore the significance of our work, and conclude in section 
6.5 by summarizing and identifying possible directions for future work. 

 
 
 
6.2. Transformation from the RCM to the RCM-MPI 

Metamodel 
 
In this section, we move closer to implementation-level code by transforming the 
high-level conceptual RCL, RCWI, Server (SA) and database (db) layers to obtain an 
intermediate message passing meta-model using the ET-MPI3 notation. Fig. 6.1 gives 
an overview of the overall transformation process. 
 
We demonstrate the model-to-model transformation process using component ACH’s 
AutoSuggest operation. Each layer is assigned a branch number such that branch 1 
specifies RCL activities (RCL:AS/3); branch 2 specifies RCWI activities 
(RCWI:AS/2); branch 3 specifies server activities (SA:AS/2); and branch 4 specifies 

                                                 
3 ET-MPI is the ETF`s version of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard [164].  
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database activities. We label the combined RUI-CIL layer branch 0. Each branch is 
now assumed to be an independent process which communicates with other processes 
solely via message passing. 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.1: Transformation process from the RCM through RCM-MPI to 
implementation-level code 
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6.2.1. Transforming the RCL, RCWI, and WSD Layers 
 
Fig. 6.2 depicts the equivalent ET-MPI representation of the RCL specification for 
AutoSuggest (in Fig.5.6). In ET-MPI notation, only deterministic rules (D-Rules) are 
used. Thus the rules in Fig. 6.2 are checked sequentially from top to bottom and left to 
right. A Multi-Head rule (MHR) is an abstract specification for processes interacting 
and exchanging information. Hence, whereas in the more abstract RCM, interaction 
was specified using MHRs, in the RCM-MPI metamodel, interaction occurs by way 
of directed message passing. As a result, a rule such as rule r5.11 (Fig 5.6), in which 
RCL:AS and RCWI:AS processes interact at the RCL layer, is transformed to rule 
r6.4 (Fig. 6.2), in which the RCL:AS process (branch 1) receives a message with 
sender specified as the RCWI:AS process (i.e. mpi:recvText(2, [Q, nl])). A Single-
Head Rule (SHR) such as r5.9 in Fig. 5.6; receiving input from the RUI via the 
get:Input(Q) atom; when transformed (to r6.2 in Fig. 6.2),  is still a rule receiving 
input from the RUI (but via mpi:recvText(0, Q)). 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.2: ET-MPI RCL Specification for AutoSuggest 
 
 
 
The specifications for the RCWI and WSD (Server and Database) layers are both 
transformed in the same fashion as that of the RCL layer. This results in the 
specifications for the RCWI and WSD layers depicted in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 
respectively. 
 
 
 

r6.1:  branch 1 →  RCL:AS(asq, IP, al). 
 

//Accept REQUEST and send to RCWI      
r6.2: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), {mpi:recvText( 0, Q), eq(asq, [ ])} → 2  

 add:Query(Q, asq, asqN), RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), mpi:sendText(2, Q), 4  
RCL:AS(asqN, ?, al). 3  

       

 r6.3: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), {mpi:recvText(0, Q), notEq(asq, [ ])} → 2  
add:Query(Q, asq, asqN), mpi:sendText(2, Q), RCL:AS(asqN, ?, al). 4 3  

 

//Accept RESPONSES from RCWI  
r6.4: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), {mpi:recvText(2, [Q, nl], member(Q, asq), var(al), var(IP)} →  

al = nl, del:OldQueries(Q, asq, asqN), RCL:AS(asqN, Q, al). 12  
 

r6.5: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), {mpi:recvText(2, [Q, nl]), notMember(Q, asq)), var(al), var(IP)} →     
RCL:AS(asqN, Q, al). 12  

 

//Process data and send to RUI 
r6.6: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), {match( [?|?], asq), notEq(al, [ ])} → 

gen:Components(al, [S1, S2, …, Sn]), ASug1(S1, as1in), ASug2(S2, as2in), …,  13  
ASugn(Sn, asnin), RCL:AS(asq, IP, alx). 

   

r6.7: RCL:AS(asq, IP, al), { match( [ ], asq), notEq(al, [ ])} →  
gen:Components(al, [S1, S2, …, Sn]), ASug1(S1, as1in), ASug2(S2, as2in), …,  13  
ASugn(Sn, asnin). 
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FIGURE 6.3: ET-MPI RCWI Specification for AutoSuggest 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.4: ET-MPI WSD Specification for AutoSuggest 
 
 
The above specifications, in combination with the RUI and CIL rules, constitute our 
RCM-MPI metamodel. 
 
 
 
 
6.3. Implementing the RCM-MPI Metamodel on the AJAX 

RIA Platform 
 
In this section, we outline our synthesis methodology which transfers the properties of 
the RCM (e.g. comprehensibility and modularity (as evidenced in Fig. 6.5)), to 
imperative code. We choose the popular AJAX RIA platform on which to implement 
our implement our running examples. The RUI and CIL sections of AJAX are called 
DHTML – a combination of CSS, JavaScript, and HTML (the behavior of DHTML is 
now commonly referred to as DOM scripting [189]). As evidenced in [165], 

 r6.14: branch 3 →  SA:AS(Q, nl). 
 

r6.15: SA:AS(Q, nl), {var(nl), mpi:recvText( 2, query)} →  6  
mpi:sendText( 4, query), SA:AS(query, nl).  7  

 

 r6.16: SA:AS(Q, nl), {mpi:recvText( 4,  [Q, nlN])} → mpi:sendText( 2, [Q, nlN]). 10 11  
 

r6.17: branch 4 →  DBC:AS(Q). 
 

r6.18: DBC:AS(Q), {mpi:recvText(3, query)} → 7  
db:Query(query, nl), DBR:AS( [query, nl]).  8 9  

 

r6.19: DBR:AS( [query, nl]) → mpi:sendText( 3, [query, nl]).  10  

 r6.8: branch 2 →  RCWI:AS(sq, Rw). 
 

//Accept REQUEST and generate child process to send request to server 
r6.9: RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), {mpi:recvText(1, Q), notVar(Q)} → 4  

add:Query(Q, sq, sqN), CH:AS(Q), RCWI:AS(sqN, Rw). 5  
 

 r6.10: CH:AS(Q) → mpi:sendText(3, Q). 6  
 

//Accept RESPONSE from server 
r6.11: RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), {mpi:recvText(3, [Q, Rs])} →   

Rw = [Q, Rs], del:Query(Q, sq, sqN), RCWI:AS(sqN, Rw). 11  
 

//Determine whether to continue the RCWI process or end 
r6.12: RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), {match( [?|?], sq), var (Rw)} → RCWI:AS(sq, Rw).  12  

 

r6.13: RCWI:AS(sq, Rw), {match( [ ], sq), var (Rw)} →. 12  
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development and implementation of Web Applications in general pose many 
challenges. DHTML applications are no different (see for example [166]); with one of 
the main sources of problems occurring at the behavioral level – i.e. JavaScript-
related. For the backend, we use PHP and MySQL. 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6.5: Transformation from RCM-MPI Metamodel to AJAX Platform 
 
 
 
AJAX is the most popular RIA implementation platform, and has been used to 
implement hugely successful RIAs such as Google Maps (http://maps.google.com/), 
GMail (www.gmail.com) and Yahoo Mail (http://mail.yahoo.com), among others. It is 
not a new technology, but rather a unique combination of old technologies. These are: 
XHTML and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for standards-based structure and 
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presentation; the Document Object Model (DOM) [189] for dynamic display and 
interaction; the XMLHttpRequest (XHR) object for data interchange and 
manipulation as well as asynchronous data retrieval and; JavaScript to bind 
everything together [33]. In addition to these client-side technologies, a complete RIA 
includes connection protocols such as HTTP and HTTPS; and a choice of Web server 
and database technologies, such as PHP, MySQL, JSP, JSF, and XQuery.  
 
A typical activity sequence, across the layers of the RCM, for the AJAX platform, is 
illustrated in the (AutoSuggest) sequence diagram of Fig. 6.6 (adapted from [167]). It 
illustrates the effect of entering a letter into the ACH component. The list numbers 
below correspond to both the numbers in the diagram and the activities in the RCM. 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6.6: Sequence Diagram for AutoSuggest across the Layers of the RCM 
 
 
1) A letter is entered into the ACH component. 
2) The RCL_AS() function is invoked onkeyup (rule r5.4). 
3) The RCL_AS() function calls the createXHRObject() function to create a new 

instance of the XHR object (Fig. 5.6, rule r5.9).  
4) The open() method is used to set the HTTP method - GET or POST - intended for 

the request; the URL for the connection; and the type of communication – 
synchronous or asynchronous (true = asynchronous).  

 
5) The data is sent to the server using the send() method. 
6) The server accepts the request. For the Web server, the request will appear as a 

traditional HTTP POST. 
7) Server connects to the database. 
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8) Database is queried. 
9) Matching results are found. 
10) Results are handed over to the server and the database connection terminated. 
 
11) The XHR ready state is set to 4, which indicates that the loading of the response is 

complete. A status message of 200 is returned, after which the connection is 
terminated. 

12) The XHR onreadystatechange event handler is activated. The response is 
collected as a string using the responseText property. The string is processed as 
myString. 

13) The RCL_AS() function calls the setupSuggestions() function  to display the list of 
suggestions returned. Each suggestion is displayed in the RUI as an independent 
component. 

 
JavaScript is a sequential language and as such has no primitive constructs for 
concurrency. As we will show in the ensuing sections, we can actualize the 
concurrency in our metamodel however by: 1) transforming RUI components to 
independent objects and; 2) transforming non-event-driven interaction rules to 
independently timed, recursive functions. 

 
 

6.3.1. Implementing RUI Components 
 
Each component in the RUI layer is implemented as an independent JavaScript object, 
while each of its behavioral rules is implemented as a method of the object. For 
example, component ACH is implemented as depicted in Fig 6.7.  
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6.7: ACH Component implemented as a JavaScript Object 
 
 
The rules comprising component ACH (r5.3 and r5.4 from section 5.4) are 
implemented as methods ste and sti. The SHR-Type E rule (r5.4) is implemented as 
method ste, while the SHR-Type I rule (r5.3) is implemented as method sti. 
 
 
6.3.2. Implementing CIL Interactions 
 
Each rule at the CIL layer is transformed to an independent JavaScript function. For 
example, interaction rule, r5.8 in section 5.6 is implemented as function clickDEP() in 

ACH = { 
 ste: function () { this.onKeyUp = RCL_AS(asq, 'ACH');  2  
 },  

sti: function (ain) { if (ain !== null) { ach = checkACH(ain);  
  document.getElementById('ACH').value = ach;  ain = null;} 
  function checkACH(ain) {if ( ain==1 ) {var z=""; return z;} 
   else { var z=ain; return z;}} 
 }  
}; 
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Fig. 6.8. The logic for rule r5.8 is directly transferred to the function. When the 
function is triggered (by the activation of component DEP), components DEP, DEB, 
and HIS, are terminated (implemented by the three calls to the terminateComponent() 
function). Next a message is sent to the subtitle object using its sti method. Finally, 
components ACH, DA, and B2M, are generated by means of the three calls to the 
generateComponent() function. Interaction functions that are not event-driven are 
implemented as recursive functions in JavaScript by using its native setTimeout() 
function (as outlined in [182], for example).  
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.8: Implementation of Interaction Rule r5.8 as an independent interaction function 
 
 
 
6.3.3. Implementing the RCL and RCWI Algorithms 
 
From Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, it can be seen that operations at the RCWI layer are 
directly implemented in the client-side engine of an RIA. In AJAX, this engine is the 
XHR object. There is an important difference between the operation of the XHR and 
that of the RCWI reference algorithm however. This will be discussed in section 
6.3.3.1. 
 
Rules r6.2 and r6.3 of the ET-MPI process for AutoSuggest (section 6.2.1) specify the 
movement of outgoing data (i.e. from the RCL to the WSD). The condition, execution, 
and body skeletons for this specification are depicted in Fig. 6.9. Fig. 6.9(a) lists the 
atoms in the combined (r6.2 and r6.3) ruleset, while Fig. 6.9(b) shows their equivalent 
representation in a flowchart. Fig. 6.9(c) shows the equivalent representation in 
JavaScript notation. The statement, “Q=document.getElementById(compID).value;” 
assigns the value contained in the component with ID specified by compID in the RUI, 
to variable Q (activity 2). In JavaScript, list asq is implemented as an array. Thus, to 
find out if Q is the first query, we check the length of asq using the conditional 
statement, if(asq.length<1). The third step creates a new XHR object using the 
function createXHRObject. This is equivalent to opening a new RCWI process 
(activity 3). In the next step, query Q is added to array asq. Finally, query Q is added 
to the XHR using the open method (activities 4 and 5), then sent across the network 
using the send method (activity 6). 
 
 

function clickDEP() { 
 //Initialize component query sequence list 
 asq = new Array (); 
  
 //Terminate components that are not present in page state DPS1 
 terminateComponent("DEP"); terminateComponent("DEB"); terminateComponent("HIS"); 
 
 //Send update info to the SubTitle component 
 ST.sti("Enter Deposit Data");  
  
 generateComponent('ACH'); generateComponent('DA'); generateComponent('B2M');  
} 
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FIGURE 6.9: Behavior of the RCL and RCWI Layers for Outgoing Requests (RCL → WSD) 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.10: Behavior of the RCL and RCWI Layers for Incoming Responses (RCL ← 
WSD) 
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Rules r6.4 through r6.7 specify the behavior of incoming data (i.e. from the WSD to 
the RCL). This specification is depicted in Fig. 6.10. Step 1 in Fig. 6.10(c) is the 
callback function used to handle responses received from the server. The final step 
generates a component, for each suggestion in list al, and sets it up as an object in the 
RUI. The intermediate steps are self explanatory. 
 
On combining the steps in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10, we get the AJAX function depicted 
in Fig. 6.11. We add the myRandom variable to the URL in order that the information 
is retrieved from the server (instead of from the browser cache) each time a request is 
made. 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.11: Resulting AJAX function obtained by combining the Steps in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10 
 
 
 
6.3.3.1. Operation of  the XMLHttpRequest (XHR) Object 
 
In the RIA Concurrency Model (RCM), a new process is opened in the RCWI only if 
the in-flight query [43] coming from the RCL does not semantically interact [145] 
with the previous (unsatisfied) query. However, in a practical setting, the behavior of 
the XHR differs slightly from this. The W3C draft technical report for the XHR [168], 
mandates that each call to the open() method should result in the abortion of the 

function RCL_AS(asq, compID) {  
 Q = document.getElementById(compID).value;   
 var myRandom = new Date().getTime(); 
 var requestURL = "getClients.php?content=" + escape(Q)+ "&rand=" + myRandom; 
  
 if (asq.length < 1) { xhrObject = createXHRObject(); } 
 
 asq = addQuery(Q, asq);  //Add new query to comp sequence list  
  
 xhrObject.open("GET", requestURL, true); 
 xhrObject.send(null);  
  
 xhrObject.onreadystatechange = function () 
 { 
  if (xhrObject.readyState == 4)  
  { 
   if (xhrObject.status == 200)  
   { 
    var myString = xhrObject.responseText;  
    var nl = myString.split("|"); var queryQ = nl[0];  
    nl.splice(0, 1);  //Remove Q from the array 
     
     if ((member(queryQ, asq))) { 
     asq = delOldQueries(queryQ, asq); al = nl; 
     setupSuggestions(al); 
    }  
    else return;     
   }; 
  } 
 }; 
} 

2

3

4 5
6

12

13
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previous (unsatisfied) request. This can result in many feasible results being 
discarded. It can also lead to the race condition described by Crombie [149], if not 
properly taken into account.  
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6.12: Race condition-vulnerable implementation of the XHR Object  
 
 
The pseudo code of Fig.6.12 has this vulnerability. Each time the RCL() function is 
invoked, it terminates the previously existing instance of the XHR object.  
 
In order to ensure that all results are returned, we have to ensure that each invocation 
of the RCL() function results in a completely new instance of the XHR object, without 
termination of existing instances. The function in Fig. 6.13 is an example of code that 
does this. However, with this method there is the possibility of response reordering, 
since the requests are asynchronous and events occurring on the round trip between 
the client and the server determine the order in which the results are returned. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6.13: Response reordering-vulnerable implementation of the XHR Object 
 
 
The AJAX function obtained in Fig. 6.11, operated similar to that of Fig. 6.12 when it 
was executed directly as is in Mozilla Firefox version 3.6 (www.mozilla.com). 
Removal of the condition, (asq.length < 1), however, resulted in concurrent queries 
being sent. That is, multiple key-ups (at 2 in Fig 6.6), before completion of the 
previous query-response cycle (at 13), did not result in termination of the previous 
request. Instead, it resulted in multiple concurrent semantically interacting queries 
whose responses were checked for reordering by the RCL_AS() function. 
 
 
6.3.4. Implementing the WSD Conceptual Layer in PHP and MySQL  
 
Fig. 6.14 depicts the transformation of the ET-MPI specification for AutoSuggest at 
the WSD layer, to equivalent PHP and MySQL implementation code. The numbers 
correspond to numbered activities in the RCM. 
 
 

function RCL() { 
 var xmlHttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

xmlHttp.open(“GET”, URL, true);  xmlHttp.onreadystatechange = handlerFunction; 
 xmlHttp.send();       
} 

var xmlHttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); 
 
function RCL() { 
 xmlHttp.open(“GET”, URL, true);  xmlHttp.onreadystatechange = handlerFunction; 
 xmlHttp.send();       
} 
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FIGURE 6.14: Transformation of ET-MPI at the WSD Layer to PHP and MySQL 
 
 
 
6.4. Discussion 
 
In the past, concurrency in web applications had to do with the server-side and the 
issue was mainly a question of how to correctly deal with multiple clients 
simultaneously interacting with the server (for example [155])). However, the RIA 
revolution has not only introduced client-side concurrency, but also client-side 
computation and non-sequential event flow as well. It is important that the inherent 
concurrent nature of RIAs be taken into consideration when implementing them as not 
doing so can result in the unexpected behaviors we have outlined earlier. This point of 
view is shared by practitioners such as Lee [41] and Minotti [42] as well. A solution 
put forward by Iyer et al [187] provides the programmer with a synchronous 
programming paradigm, while developing RIAs for the asynchronous environment. 
This solution however, in addition to being counterintuitive, is applicable to only a 
limited class of RIAs (i.e. compiled RIAs such as Adobe Flex).  
 
As we have shown, concurrency occurs in different forms in different sections of an 
RIA. In the RUI, it is manifested as intra-component and inter-component 
concurrency. Intra-component concurrency means that a component has to 
accommodate and process simultaneous events/actions. Associated challenges include 
the animation scenario outlined by Ide [43], and the user action call-back conflict 
scenario outlined by Lee [41]. In our example, this equates to the event-driven rule 
(r5.4) and the information rule (r5.3), in section 5.4, both having their condition 
sections satisfied simultaneously. We avoid this kind of conflict at the abstract level 
by assigning a lower priority to the event-driven rule. Inter-component concurrency 
on the other hand, means that all components operate independently and (possibly) 
simultaneously. This is realized in our AJAX implementation by implementing each 
component as independently executable objects. Objects do not communicate directly 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SA:AS(Q, nl), {mpi:recvText(2, query), var(nl)} → mpi:sendText(4, query), SA:AS(query, nl). 
    
SA:AS(Q, nl), {mpi:recvText(4, [Q, nl])} →  mpi:sendText(2, [Q ,nl]). 
 
DBC:AS(Q), {mpi:recvText(3, query)} → db:Query(query, nl), DBR:AS(query, nl). 
 
DBR:AS(query, nl) → mpi:sendText(3, [query, nl]).  

<?php 
      include(‘conn.php’); 
      $str = strtolower($_GET[‘Q']); 
 
     if(strlen($str)) { $sel = mysql_query("select * from clients where client_name like '".trim($str)."%'");
 if(mysql_num_rows($sel))   
 {$i = 0; $asug = ""; $asug[0] = $str; 
  while($row = mysql_fetch_array($sel))   
  { $asug[$i] = $row['client_name']; $i++; } 
    
   for($j=0;$j<$i;$j++) {echo $asug[$j]."|";}     }  } 
?> 

6 7

7 8 9

6
7

8

9

10 11
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but via interaction functions, since they are decoupled from their interactions. Parent-
child concurrency occurs in the RCL, RCWI, and WSD layers of the RCM. This type 
of concurrency is implemented in AJAX as call-backs. Concurrently executing 
semantic queries are sequenced by the RCL in order that instances of response 
reordering are detected. By sequencing the semantically interacting queries the 
problem of data race between call-backs [41] is obviated. 
 
The RCM separates the computation and activity sequences in RIAs into more 
manageable segments. Our proposed implementation methodology transfers these 
attributes to the implemented code, thereby aiding in analysis and maintenance. A by-
product of our methodology is the ability to alleviate the language impedance 
mismatch problem. Since inter-layer communication occurs via message passing, the 
language in which each layer is implemented becomes irrelevant – so long as it 
effectively carries out the function of that layer. This is conceptually similar to the 
work done by Cardone et al. [169], in which they separate logical client from logical 
server and reduces the interaction between them to parameter passing. 
 
 
 
6.5. Concluding Remarks 
 
We have proposed a systematic methodology by which the inherent client-side 
concurrency, computation, and non-sequential event flow of RIAs can be taken into 
consideration from design to implementation.  The method facilitates analysis of RIA 
behavior and computation sequences by separating the application into logical, 
loosely-coupled sections and dividing complicated behind-the-scenes computation 
into manageable segments. Moreover, systematic development methods in general 
improve productivity, reduce effort and costs, improve maintenance and evolution, 
and make applications less error-prone. The efficacy of the methodology was 
demonstrated by modelling and implementing a fully functional RIA on the AJAX 
platform. it resulted in an easily understandable, modular structure consisting of 
independent objects activated by method calls, at the UI level; independent interaction 
functions and easily analyzable processes behind the scenes. As future work we plan 
to develop a user-friendly CASE tool for automatic code generation based on the 
methodology, and also target other RIA implementation platforms.  
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Chapter 7 
 
 

Conclusions and Future Work  
 
 
 
The advent of Rich Internet Applications has caused a paradigm shift in the behavior 
of web applications. This paradigm shift was achieved by bringing concurrency, 
computation, and non-sequential, event-driven semantics to the web application’s 
client side, resulting in challenges such as race conditions, response reordering, and 
difficulty reasoning about program flow. 
 
 
 
7.1.  Contributions 
 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
 
 An expansion of the Equivalent Transformation (ET) programming space to 

accommodate the modelling and generation of Dynamic Interactive Systems (as 
depicted in Fig. 7.1). 

 

 
 
FIGURE 7.1: Modelling and Generation of Dynamic Interactive System (DIS) 
Programs from the ET Program Space. 

cl Highly abstract ET program space.  
 Programs are generated from specification 
clauses, cl. 
 Programs are guaranteed correct with 
respect to their specification clauses, cl. 

Less abstract ET program space.  
 Dynamic atom movement in ET 
semantics used to create dynamic 
programs. 

Programs are Correct-by-Construction. 

ET-MPI program space.  
 Lower level abstract ET program space consisting 
of message-passing deterministic processes. 

Low Level program space.  
 Implementation languages for 
DIS (RIAs, etc.) 

SQL, 
XQuery, … 

JavaScript, 
ActionScript Java, JSP, C, 

… Perl, Ruby, 
PHP, … 
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 A method of deriving the number of new feasible interactions arising for each new 
component added to a system of concurrent, interacting components (chapter 3). 
Each feasible interaction in this type of system is a possible source of emergent 
misbehavior. Thus, in order to guarantee a correct-by-construction system 
implementation, it is important that all such interactions are found and properly 
resolved for each new component that is added to the system.  

 
 A loosely-coupled, layered concurrency model specific to RIAs (chapter 4). The 

model captures the fine-grained concurrency, event-driven semantics, and client-
side computation inherent in RIAs. In addition, it facilitates identification of, and 
reasoning about, areas where concurrency arises in a typical RIA. It also describes 
client-side UI and behind-the-scenes behavior in an integrated, yet highly 
decoupled manner. Client-side computation logic is also sub-divided into easily 
understandable segments. The loosely coupled layers of the RCM means that we 
can safely mix and match disparate languages at each layer (in order to get the 
most efficient and secure combination, etc.). 

 
 An incremental, stepwise, prototyping methodology for RIAs (chapter 5). The 

methodology incrementally creates prototypes, while taking the innate 
concurrency of RIAs, by creating instances of the concurrency model for every 
change in the composition of the RIAs user interface. A completed prototype is 
similar to a state-flow graph [161]. In this case however, the vertices of the graph 
are RCM instances. At each stage of construction the uncompleted prototype can 
be executed and its correctness ascertained. 

 
 An implementation methodology which takes into consideration innate RIA 

concurrency (chapter 6). The methodology transforms the original prototype into 
a message passing metamodel consisting of independently concurrent layers. 
These layers can then be freely mapped to the language of choice. On the AJAX 
RIA platform, it resulted in an easily understandable, modular structure consisting 
of independent objects activated by method calls, at the UI level; independent 
interaction functions and easily analyzable processes behind the scenes. 

 
 
 
 
7.2.  Research Questions Revisited 
 
At this point we are now in a position to state how we have resolved the series of 
research questions posed at the start of this thesis. 
 
Research Question 1 
 How can we identify exactly the areas and types of concurrency inherent in an 
 RIA? Can we naturally and intuitively harness the concurrency so identified, 
 in order to develop RIAs as the natively concurrent applications they are – 
 from conception through to implementation? 
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This question was resolved with the introduction of the RIA Concurrency Model 
(RCM) and the proposed prototyping and synthesis methodologies. Using the RCM 
we can discuss exactly where concurrency occurs in an RIA. At the RUI layer intra-
component and inter-component concurrency occurs, while at the RCL, RCWI, and 
WSD, we have separate cases of parent-child concurrency occurring. We were able to 
naturally and intuitively harness the concurrency (without using artificial constructs 
such as “spawn” and “fork”) using body atoms to represent concurrent 
components/processes and MHRs to represent interacting components/processes in 
the abstract prototyping phase. In the metamodel, concurrent processes were separated 
and made to interact only via message passing. The concurrency captured in the 
abstract stage was finally implemented by reifying components to independent objects 
and the reference algorithms to modular, comprehensible functions.  
 
 
 
Research Question 2 
 How can RIAs be implemented so that program flow and computation logic 
 are easily comprehensible? 
 
This can be done simply by separating the application into logical, loosely-coupled 
sections and dividing complicated behind-the-scenes computation into manageable 
segments. Also, by following activity flow and the reference algorithms provided in 
the RCM, RIA program analysis becomes less complicated. 
 
 
 
Research Question 3 
 How can RIAs be developed such that the most appropriate language (in 
 terms of efficiency, security, etc.) can be easily utilized at any desired section 
 of an RIA, without global efficiency and security being comprised? 
 
Developing RIAs using the methodology proposed in this thesis enables the safe 
mixing and matching of different languages. A by-product of our methodology is the 
ability to alleviate the language impedance mismatch problem. Similar to Links [40] 
and F# [32], we eliminate impedance mismatch by providing a single language for 
RIAs. In contrast however, our language is abstract and not meant to operate at the 
implementation level. We instead model the entire system at the conceptual level (in 
the single language – the ETL), then separate the model into logical sections which 
can then be easily mapped to the desired language – while ensuring safe operation of 
the combined whole. Since inter-layer communication occurs via message passing, 
the language in which each layer is implemented becomes irrelevant – so long as it 
effectively carries out the function of that layer. 
 
 
 
Research Question 4 
 Given an idea for an RIA, how can the same logic be systematically, and 
 understandably, implemented on multiple, disparate, platforms (manually 
 and/or automatically) without having to go back to the original idea? 
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Given an idea for an RIA we can ensure that the same logic is implemented across 
multiple platforms simply by creating the prototype for the idea (as described in 
chapter 5), transforming to the MPI-Metamodel (as outlined in chapter 6), then 
mapping each layer to a language on the desired platform. As shown in this thesis, we 
have already done this for the AJAX platform. Other RIA platforms can also be 
mapped to the model in a similar fashion in order to obtain the same logic. 
 
 
 
7.3.  Possible Directions for Future Work 
 
There are a variety of possible avenues which can be explored in order to enhance this 
work. The first avenue stems from the fact that the methodology is not at present very 
user-friendly. Therefore, in order to increase its appeal to actual developers, a 
graphical front-end could be developed for it. In addition, a CASE tool which 
automatically generates the desired RIA implementation platform code would greatly 
enhance the usability of the methodology. 
 
This methodology only deals with the behavioral aspects of web applications. Other 
aspects such as presentation and content are not taken into consideration. Therefore in 
order to get a complete development environment, the possibility of integrating it with 
existing presentation methodologies such as RUX [139], and content methodologies 
such as WebML [134], could be explored. 
 
At present, the RCM does not fully address server and database concurrency. Thus, it 
could be expanded to deal with issues at this layer as well. For example, it does not 
address server push technology; nor does it deal comprehensively with concurrency 
issues at the WSD layer. 
 
The overall methodology does not deal with collaboration among clients. This could 
be explored in the future. In addition, the technique proposed for deriving the number 
of feasible interactions among concurrent components could be made more precise 
and also further refined to give the actual interactions involved. 
 
The ability to dynamically combine code and content available from countless web 
sites and developers all over the planet also opens up many possibilities such as 
automatic integration of mashup, web services, and other components. 
 
 
 
7.4.  Concluding Remarks 
 
As Web evolution continues beyond Web 1.0, fine-grained concurrency and non-
sequential reactivity flow will become more and more an issue. We can already see 
this happening with regards to the number of mashups and web services being used on 
a single web page, and the resulting complexity due to fine-grained concurrency and 
myriad component-component interactions (and other interactions) on the client. The 
work presented in this dissertation is a first step in the incorporation of these features 
in the development process from conception through to implementation, in order to 
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develop future web applications as the natively complex concurrent constructs they 
are increasingly becoming. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 

Response Reordering in the Bank Teller Rich 
Internet Application 
 
 
 
The Bank Teller Rich Internet Application running example used in this thesis was 
implemented both with and without the response reordering detection and 
compensation mechanism used in the AJAX function depicted in Fig. 6.11. The 
experiment was carried out using Mozilla Firefox version 3.6. The results are 
explained in sections A.1 and A.2. 
 
 

A.1 Response Reordering Without Detection and 
Compensation Mechanism 

 
An example of the result of response reordering for our implemented Bank Teller RIA 
is depicted in Fig. A.1. In this implementation, the detection and compensation 
mechanism for response reordering was removed from the code depicted in Fig. 6.11. 
As a result, suggestions from the server were simply displayed, without any checking, 
as soon as they arrived. The response to the final query string “an” came before that 
of the penultimate query string “a”. As a result, the out-of-sequence arrival of the 
response to query string “a” caused the correct display to be overwritten. 
 
 

A.2 Effect of Detection and Compensation Mechanism on 
Response Reordering 

By employing the response reordering detection and compensation mechanism such 
as that utilized in Fig. 6.11, we eliminated the error caused by response reordering in 
Fig. A.1. The positive effect of this mechanism is depicted in Fig. A.2 (for the same 
query strings). 
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FIGURE A.1: Effect of response reordering without detection and compensation mechanism in the implemented Bank Teller RIA.  

Suggestions returned 
from server. 
 
    Indicates incorrect 
suggestions. 

* In this scenario the response to 
query 1 (1.02s) returns AFTER 
the response to query 2 (449ms) 
and is still displayed.  

Query Strings 

Response return times 
query 1 

query 2 
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FIGURE A.2: Effect of detection and compensation mechanism on response reordering in the implemented Bank Teller RIA. 

* In this scenario the response to 
query 1 (1.16s) returns AFTER 
the response to query 2 (535ms) 
but is NOT displayed.  

Response return times 

query 2 

query 1 
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